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ABSTRACT 

A hybrid, real-time .imulation facility has been designed, constructed, "ldudemo.n,,t“tnefd; 
* J * test vehicle the complete aerodynamic and engine equations for a high-performanc 

^marv a rcraft The iaÍog-digUaí configuration employs "peripheral analog equipment to re- 
.S..“ v«5.io„e of th, ,i5craft and the '° 

engine simulation, decision management, and corrections for nonlinear effects. 

To provide an all-digital reference against which the hybtad simulation could becom- 
oared the aircraft model, which in general scope is identical to the F-100A model used in the 
?DOFT studîes was also simulated on the PDP-1 alone. It was found that the solution ra e ot 20 
ner second employed in the all-digital study could be reduced to one per second without deleteri¬ 
ous effects when the hybrid configuration was used. Such a reduction demonstrates that supple- 
mentino a dieital computer by relatively inexpensive analog peripheral equipment in the mannei 
rÄd Äs report substantially increases the real-time capacity of the digital computer in 
c3lex simulation applications. Moreover, because a number of key variables are computea 
continuously in the analog domain, the introduction of analog equipment results in a net Recrea 
in the complexity of the interface, particularly in the number of analog storage device, required. 

The solid-state analog sub-system, designed and built at M.I.T., represent, an order 
Of magnitude reduction in cost and size relative to commerical analog computers of equivalent 
capacfty This improvement is largely due to a novel photoresistive muitiplier developed bY e 
pro,«0 y' WTr.Swl*h analog alamant. ua.d on a ..me-.har.d ba.i. ara amployad a .ha ln.ar- 
£ac. to e.n.r" a running aum. <5i product.. Thi. capability, how.ver, 1. not » ...antij f.atura 

of the present hybrid concept. 

Thia rapor. preaanta a "" í.^iilt.fuV.i». 
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CHAPTER I 

OBJECTIVES OF THE SYSTEM DESIGN AND SYSTEM DEMONSTRATION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

On May 1, l?6l, the Air Force Aeronautical Systeme Division initiated a one-year design 
study with the M.I.T. Electronic Systems Laboratory to determine the system design and logical 
organization of a combined analog-digital computer suitable for the real-time simulation of com¬ 
plet dynamic systems. In addition, a digital program based on the functional characteris.ics of 
this hybrid computer was to be prepared for the F-100A aircraft and further development work 
carried out on a family of high-speed analog computing elements. 

The objectives of this first year effort were to indicate the feasibility and the potential 
advantages of the hybrid simulator with an acceptable degree of confidence to justify the construction 
and demonstration of such a computer. The system design was also to be in sufficient detail to 
serve as the basis for the construction phase to follow. 

The results of this study were encouraging enough to warrant undertaking actual construc¬ 
tion of a demonstration hybrid simulator incorporating the PDP-1 digital computer, a solid-state 
analog computer designed and built at M.I.T., single analog-digital conversion charniels, analog 
sampling and holding gates activated under computer control, and a family of wide-bandwidth 
analog computing elements operating at the interface between the analog and digital domains. 
This hybrid system, which is shown in Fig. 1.1, was completed and tested by May, 1964. The 
steady-state performance and transient results showed good agreement with a previous all-digital 
simulation of the F-iOOA on the PDP-1 alone and with the results obtained on essentially the same 
FiOOA model with UDOFT. Moreover, this fidelity was maintained at solution rates as low as one 
per second compared to the 20 solutions per second employed in the all-digital simulation using 
trapezoidal integration. As a consequence, it was concluded that the addition of a modest amount 
of analog equipment on the periphery of a digital computer in the manner suggested in this report 
substantially increases the real-time capacity of the digital computer. In addition, since certain 
computer variables are required in the analog domain for cockpit displays and a number of pilot 
controls originate in the analog domain, a judicious division of the computation load between the 
analog and digital equipment reduces the analog-digital information traffic and reduces the amount 
of interface equipment, particularly storage gates. 

This report is a terminal document summariring the results of the entire program. It 
includes a treatment of the F400A model, the hybrid system design, the all-digital and hybrid pro¬ 
grams, component development, and experimental test results. Although the discussion is focused 
on a specific vehicle, the F-100A, the report is intended to be more generally helpful in the follow¬ 
ing areas: 

a) The establishment of a quantitative measure of the relative fidelity and real¬ 
time capacity of all-digital and hybrid simulation computers. By extra¬ 
polation, it is hoped that this measure will be useful as a guide in the design 
of simulation facilities In general, particularly those directed to the solution 
of mors complex models. 

b) An evaluation of the present state-of-the-art- in hybrid computing elements, 
both with respect to performance and to cost. As an example, the 75- 
amplifier solid-state computer designed and built for the M.I.T. hybrid system 
represents an order of magnitude reduction in cost and sise relative to com- 
merical analog computers of the same capacity. This improvement is due 
largely to a novel photoresistive multiplier developed by the project. In 
addition, the performance characteristics of analog-digital conversion units, 
wide-bandwidth pulsed analog units, sampling and holding gates, and display 
devices have been assessed experimentally. Moreover, further insight has 
been gained with respect to the interface control logic and the order code 
requirements imposed on the digital portion of the system. 

c) A tutorial exposition of the model-making and programming procedures 
suitable for digital and hybrid computation. Included in the report are 
discussions of binary analog and digital scaling, flow charts, key algorithms 
such as those used in function generation, the effect of solution rate, time and 
memory requirements, display, input-output, and utility routines. 

d) The hybrid configuration described here was designed to be useful for a 
wider range of scientific and engineering problems and it is hoped that the 
report will stimulate efforts to investigate these other applications. 

-1- 



Fîg. 1.1 M. I.T. Hybrid Demonstrotion Computer 
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1. Z HISTORICAL ANO TECHNICAL REVIEW 

Prior to undertaking the present work for the Air Force Aerospace Medical Research 
Laboratories, the M.I f, Electronic Systems Laboratory carried out a four-year research 
program on the use of analog-digital computers for operational flight trainers under the sponsor¬ 
ship of the U.S. Naval Training Device Center. In the course of this work, a number of system 
designs were generated for comparative evaluation and several representative analog-digital 
systems were tested experimentally. In 1958, the first of these systems, employing analog 
integrators linked to the Whirlwind digital computer by analog-digital conversion equipment, 
successfully simulated an aircraft with six degrees of freedom in real-timein that same year, 
a second experimental configuration demonstrated the feasibility of using high-speed, time-shared 
analog computing elements under digital sequence control. 

Under the sponsorship of the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories, a system was 
assembled in I960 in which pulsed-analogelements were operated under the control of the M.I.T. 
TX-0 digital computer. The da a and program for all calculations were stored in the TX-0 core 
memory. Analog-digital conversion channels provided for the transfer of data between the analog 
and digital domain. The TX-Ü hybrid system was employed successfully for function generation,^ 
correlation of radar blip data, 5 and trigonometric resolution.“ 

The terminal report for the Naval Training Device Center in 1961 presented a critical 
review of this and other systems and circuit design studies and demonstrations up to that point.7 
In addition, this report outlined a suggested pulsed analog-digital configuration for real-time air¬ 
craft simulation. 

tw °n the ba(\u V118 PrV?™^erienCe’ thse £apid technical advances of transistor machines, 
and the success of the Sylvama UDOF1 computer8* 9 in simulating the complete F-100A model in 
1 60, we concluded that a distinct reversal had occurred in the competitive position of analog and 
digital techniques for solving large-scale, real-time problems. 10 Our hypothesis was that relative¬ 
ly low cost digital computers were available that would be capable of solving F-100A class problems 
in real time and that such machines were competitive in price with analog computers. 

To substantiate this hypothesis, Krasny programmed the complete F-100A aircraft equa¬ 
tions on a real-time basis using a modified TX-0 order code. Krasny found that the most time- 
consuming route through his F-100A program required 46.87 msec. This is sufficient to guarantee 
a solution rate of 20 per second, which is adequate for real-time aircraft simulation since the 
77viral air.cra£t frequencies he below 2 cps. The total program, data and instructions, occupied 
¡¿31 registers of memory. r 

The TX-0 is a solid-state digital computer built in 1956 by the M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory 
Since it is an experimental, one-oi- a kind machine, it was not possible to assign a realistic cost 
figure to it. Starting with the Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-1 in I960, however, more than 
a dozen commercial machines have been offered in the price range of $45. 000 to $120, 000 that are 
fast enough to handle the F-100A class of problems on a real-time basis, f4 With the advantages in 
accuracy, flexibility, dynamic range, reliability, size, and power consumption, and the manifest 
superiority in generating nonlinear functions and decision management, there has subsequently been 
a pronounced trend to digital techniques in the simulation field. As a further indication of this trend 
all recent military and commercial flight trainer contracts have been based on digital implementa- ’ 
tion. In the case of general-purpose simulation facilities, it is even economically advantageous to 
pay a considerably higher initial cost for a digital computer, since in any computing facility the 
hardware investment is soon exceeded by the costs of operation, maintenance, and problem pre¬ 
paration. The optimum strategy favors a reduction of these continuing expenses. 

A simple and direct economic comparision today between digital and analog techniques is 
complicated by the advent of the multi-programmed or time-shared mode of digital operation. As 

^pnprfl0uw thl\ÍT0d,i’ the all_di8ital F-100A program described in this report can be run on 
with hif f° users on the machine simultaneously, each user independently interacting 
with his program from a separate typewriter console. With such a capability, the cost of the ma- 

be.dlvldeQ a,??n«.tb® »« parate users. For large .expensive computer installations, the 
possibility of scores of individuals using the machine simultaneously greatly teduces the cost to 
faC.h “Ve.r- Th® hybrid configuration suggested in this report diminishes the digital computing 
load to the point where several complex, real-time problems can be included in the multitude of 
simultaneous users For custom-built installations to solve specific real-time problems, the hybrid 

compter.^fk^th^n! OÍ * Bl°^er' **pen«ive digital computer. Several small digitL 
ínírK%7¡Íi»Vh nIÍgcal»EqU Pcn^ntn?0rp0ratÍOn PDP’8' the Computer Control Company DDP 116 
and the Scientific Data Systems SDS 92 are now available in the price range from $18, 000 to $30, 000. 

Superscripts refer to numbered items in the References. 
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Clearly the competitive situation between analog and digital technique* is by no means 
static. Whereas the price of central processors and core memory capacity has gone down sub¬ 
stantially in the last four years, the introduction of solid-state circuitry in analog computers has 
made the previous digital advantages with respect to cost, size, power consumption, and reliability 
less pronounced. In I960, commercial analog computer consoles with a full complement of multi¬ 
pliers and nonlinear equipme it averaged over $1000 per amplifier. In the solid-state low voltage 
analog computers presently offered, however, this figure has been cut roughly in half. The analog 
computer described in this report indicates that further substantial reductions in the cost of analog 
equipment are possible, especially in situations not demanding the ultimate in accuracy and flexi¬ 
bility. In addition, the wide-bandwidth capability of analog equipment is now being exploited more 
fully in repetitive and iterative operating modes, often under the control of digital logic elements. 15 
Notwithstanding the significant improvements in the analog state-of-the art, the digital advantages 
with respect to accuracy, dynamic range, and flexibility remain unchallenged, and steady progress 
continues toward higher operating speeds and more powerful order codes. 

1. 3 BASIC FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM DESIGN 

The evidence available in 1961, therefore, indicated that a basic digital computer with 
analog-digital conversion equipment offered substantial advantages over the traditional analog imple¬ 
mentation of large-scale simulations. A reasonable question at that point was whether analog and 
pulsed-analog techniques could contribute in any way tc the effectiveness of the computer being con¬ 
sidered. The unique and interesting features of the present design are based on the conviction that 
the answer to this question is affirmative. 

One disturbing aspect of the Krasny study was that the F-100A problem approached the 
practical limit of the capability of the PDP-1 at a solution rate of 20 per second. Since the F-100A 
represents only a moderately complex model compared to multi-engine aircraft weapon systems and 
spacecraft, a simulation facility' with a much greater real-time capacity would be desirable. 

The most obvious solution is to handle the larger problems by operating several basic com¬ 
puters in parallel and exchanging information between them. A second approach is to increase the 
computing speed of a single machine. Sylvania has completed a comprehensive study of this 
possibility. fZ-13 

However, the M.I.T. simulation is based on a third approach, namely, to reduce the 
solution rate requirements of those portions of the problem carried out on a sampled basis by 
simulating the fundamental dynamic loops on a continuous basis in the analog domain. A moderate 
number of standard analog components peripheral to the PDP-1 simulate the aircraft force, moment, 
and Euler angle loops on a continuous, linear skeleton basis. Correction terms for the nonlinearities 
characteristic of the aircraft model are inserted into each of these loops on a sampled basis. These 
corrections are based on data stored in the digital memory, hence the inherent flexibility to change 
or modify models readily is retained. The correction technique is fully explained in Chapter III. 

Assigning selected parts of the aircraft model to the analog domain reduces the computing 
load on the digital computer, particularly in the case of the fast dynamic loops which would have to 
be solved digitally at a relatively high solution rate. A carefully-planned division of the computation 
load also reduces the traffic of analog- digital information andthe amount of interface equipment. 

Pulsed-analog elements at the analog-digital Interface are used to compute running sums of 
products and for channeling and storing analog information under digital program control. The 
pulsed-analog system is employed to multiply aevodynamic functions by control inputs in the analog 
domain, thus avoiding the frequent encoding of the rapidly-varying control signals. As stated pre¬ 
viously, the digital part of the system is the PDP-1 computer operated by the M.I.T. Department of 
Electrical Engineering. The PDP-1 is a commercial outgrowth of the TX-0 computer with somewhat 
superior speed and order code features. Single channels of digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital 
conversion equipment provide for the exchange of analog and digital data at rates compatible with the 
opeating speed of the PDP-1. 

The sample and sample and hold gates in the pulsed analog subsystem are activated under 
digital program control, a special order having been added to the PDP-1 for this purpose. Seventy- 
two events in the analog domain (up to nine at a time) are controllable with the special order. In 
addition, the order is used to start the analog-to-digital conversion process. The digital-to-analog 
converter is connected directly to the accumulator of the PDP-1, hence any number appearing in the 
accumulator is converted to the corresponding analog voltage automatically without the necessity of 
a program instruction. Extra logic has also been added at the interface so that the standard PDP-1 
in-out transfer instruction can be used to strobe the contents of any of seven 18-bit toggle switch 
registers or the encoder output into the in-out register. The in-out transfer instruction is also 
employed to load an 18-bit discrete output register, which in turn drives a bank of indicator lamps. 
These provisions are necessary to handle the discrete input and discrete output requirements of the 
F-100A simulation. 
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The pilot's continuous control inputs corresponding to the aileron and horizontal stabilizer 
are derived from a spring-loaded joystick with potentiometer transducers. Similar manual inputs 
for rudder and throttle, as well as aileron and stabilizer trim, are mounted on the same unit. 
Continuous outputs needed by the pilot are presented either on special panel meters (airspeed, 
altitude, rate of climb, acceleration) or on a CRT display (simulated attitude, heading). 

In both the all-digital and hybrid programs, some increase in computing efficiency has 
been effected in the formulation of the F-100A model and in the choice of algorithms. Without 
sacrificing any of the detail of the Melpar and UDOFT F-100A model, a formulation more suitable 
for digital calculations has been evolved. For example, the generation of nonlinear functions is 
based on interpolation between discrete points stored in the digital memory. This procedure 
simplifies the data processing involved in the preparation of the problem and facilitates changes 
in the nonlinear details of the model. A single set of breakpoints is used for each independent vari 
able to reduce the time spent in level-selecting. Wind axes instead of body axes are used for the 
force equations; Euler angles are employed instead of direction cosines. These improved model 
making and programming procedures are explained more fully in Chapters II and IV. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE F-100A AIRCRAFT MODEL 

2. 1 INTRODUCTION 

In general acope, the F-100A model described in this chapter is identical to that used by 
Sylva nia in the UDCr f digital simulation program.9. ^ The information flow diagram oí Fig. 2. 1 
indicates the comprehensiveness of the UDOFT model. However, the UDOFT model was based on 
the equations employed by the Melpar analog OFT, hence was strongly influenced by the limitations 
of analog equipment. This is particularly true in the case of function generation, where Sylvania 
used complicated sums and products of functions of one variable to represent functions of more than 
one variable. In the M. I.T. aerodynamics simulation, function generation is based on interpolation 
between discrete points stored in the digitel memory. To employ this technique it was necessary 
to return to the original North American date on the F-100A aerodynamic characteristics. Unfor¬ 
tunately, time did not permit the recasting of the Pratt and Whitney J57 engine model into a more 
rational form for digitel computation, hence the engine simulation is still based on the Melpar- 

Sylvania model. ^ 

Other changes in the M. I.T. model are that wind axes are used for the force equations instead 
of body axes and Euler angles are used instead of direction cosines to describe the orientation of the 
aircraft in space. Since the wind axes follow the motion of the aircraft c*nt«r of gravity through 
space, they are a more stable computing reference than the body axes, all three of which are subje 
to rapid fluctuations. 

A few minor simplifications have been incorporated, particularly with respect to the functional 
dependence of nonlinearities. These changes are discussed as they are introduced. 

Prudent model-makirig, of course, is an integral part of any effective simulation, 
optimum model is, in part, determined by the computation techniques employed. In this particular 
study the governing factors were fidelity to the actual aircraft, computation ti:i.e, efficient use of 
computer memory, minimal date processing prior to the simulation, and ease of incorporating 
changes during the simulation. 

Some question might be raised concerning the choice of the F-100A, an obsolete aircraft, as 
the subject of the demonstration. It was felt that this aircraft presented the same basic computational 
problems that a more up-to-date model would present, and that the organisation of Je date and flow 
graphs would be greatly facilitated by the previous work carried out oy Sylvania on toe UDOFT Pro¬ 
gram. In addition, toe Melpar and UDOFT simulation results and toe extensive flight test onthe 
aircraft itself provide standards against which the hybrid system may be judged. Moreover, all date 
pertaining to the F-100A is now unclassified, and this permits the free exchange of information inside 

and outside of M. 1. T. 

To provide a reference against which the hybrid computer's operating characteristics and 
fidelity could be compared, the same F-100A model has been simulated in two ways, ^st with an 
all-digital program on toe PDP-1 and second with the hybrid system ¿escribed in Chapter III. 

2.2 AERODYNAMIC EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

Four axis systems are commonly employed in writing the equations of motion of an aircraft. 
These are the body, stability, wind and inertia axis systems. The inertia axes ar® 
space, although for aircraft, the earth is an adequate local reference. The x-y inertia plane may be 
taken perpendicular to toe gravity vector, let u. say. with the x axis fixed in toe direction of true 

north. 

The other three axis systems have their origin at the nominal center of gravity of toe aircraft 
at the 35 percent M. A. C. point. The body axes are fixed with respect to the »J*c*aft, * 
axes lying in the plane of symmetry. The three moment equations are invariably writted in terms of 
these axes. The x wind axis is coincident with the velocity vector of the aircraft and toe * wind 
axis lies in the planes of symmetry. Intermediate betwéen the wind and body axes are toe stability 
axes, the x stebUity axis being the projection of toe x winí¡ ^on ^pUnd toe 
angle between these two axes is the sideslip angle ßj the angle between the x stability axis and the 
x body axis is the angle of attack a. The definition of these important aerodynamic angles is 
illustrated in Fig. 2.2. 

In the present F-100A model, the orientation of the wind axis system with respect to the 
inertia axis system is specified by three Euler angles in pitch (8W), roll and heading Uw). 
Frequently, Euler angles describing the orientation of the body axes are encountered (0b. anû *b>- 
A master diagram relating these various definitions is shown in Fig. 2. 3. 
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A» stated previously, direction cosines were employed in the UDOFT simulation instead of 
Euler angles. For the purposes of the hybrid demonstration, the added complexity of implementing 
the direction cosine equations with analog equipment just to be able to handle the rather unusual 
flight condition of c±90°, did not seem to be worth the extra expense and effort required. 

Aircraft aerodynamic data is customarily presented in terms of the stability axes. Since the 
moment equations are with respect to the body axes and the force equations are with respect to the 
wind axes, the stability axis coefficients should be modified, in theory at least, to yield correct 
forces and moments. 

The present model assumes that the aerodynamic forces derived from stability axis data can 
be used directly in the wind axis summation of forces since the normal flight condition is with zero 
sideslip, consequently the wind and stability axis systems normally coincide. However, the normal 
flight condition is not necessarily with zero angle of attack, so a correction of the yaw and roll 
moment terms is necessary before they can be summed in the body axes. In the UDOFT program, 
the rotation of both force and moment components from stability axes to body axes takes place in 
the computer. These operations consume machine time and add to the memory requirement. As 
pointed out in Simulation of Aircraft.18 however, it is also possible to modify stability axis aero¬ 
dynamic coefficients on paper prior to their insertion into the computer, so that they can be used 
directly in the body axes. In the moment equations that follow, the original stability axis coeffi¬ 
cients , Cn , and C have been so modified for use in the body axes. Because of their 

p p r r 
more complicated functional dependence, the coefficients C. , C , C. , C , C. 

»•A H* A Mmr% ntm* * 

are rotated in the machine. 8 A flA 6R n6R Xß 
and C 

n, 
ß 

follows: 
The aerodynamic equations used in the all-digital and hybrid simulation studies are as 

Total Aerodynamic Moment about x Body Axis (Roll) 

Cj (a,Ma). AEA<Ma, qj). 6A + {|o | ) • f^Ma) • AER(Ma , q^ . 6R 
6A 6R 

+ ^ (Ma).f3(o).p + C. (|a|).AEP{Ma,q ).K+C. <|a|).f£ 
ß p tv 

(2.1) 

Total Aerodynamic Moment about y Body Axis (Pitch) 

“b [Cm(CL,Ma) + AAE(Ma,q1).CL+Cm (Ma,h)*6H 
6H 

+ Cm(w»)a|M*1 ’ a • 6T * cm(DT)(M*) + Cm(DC) + Cm(GE> 

+ Cm <“*>•“+Cn, f“*.“»-# +Cm. oj q a 

wh.r. th. ground off.ctt.rm Cm(OE) ,k'(h - 25). CL 

Cm(GE) - 0 

Th. Unding g..r pitch ttrm Cm(1/C)(a) h.. b..n nogUcted 

Total Aerodynamic Moment about a Body Axis (Yaw) 

p V^Sb 

h< 25 feet 

h > 25 feet 

Nb [C «P + C (Ma). BER(Ma, q.)-6R +C (o). 6A 
^ n6R 1 n6A 

+ Cn^( |a I ). AEP(Ma . qj ) • + Cnr( Ia I > * ivj 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 
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DISC *£ Tf 
own/Ts DISCUTÍ 

INPUTS 

DISCRET!: INPUTS (U ) 

TEMPERATURE HOT 

START CRANK 

START FIRE 

EMERGENC Y FUEL ON 

MAIN FUEL REGULATOR FAILED 

AFTERBURNER ON AND NO//I F FAILED CLOSED 

AFTERBURNER OFF AND NOZZi FAILED OPEN 

COCKPIT TEMPERATURE MAST' ft SWITCH 

CANOPY AND WINDSHIELD DEFROST LEVER 

WINDSHIELD ANTI -ICE 

AFTERBURNER ON 

NO FUEL DEPLETION 

DROP TANK JETTISON 

REFUEL DROP TANKS 

DROP TANK PRESSURE 

MAIN TANK REFUEL 

MAIN TANK DUMP 

CENTER OF GRAVITY LOCK 

LANDING GEAR IN MOTION 

SPEED BRAKE DUMP 

SPEED BRAKE IN 

SPEED BRAKE OUT 

UTILITY HYDRAULIC FAIL 

DRAG CHUTE DEPLOYED 

TRUE AIRSPEED LOCK 

ROLL ANGLE LOCK 

AUTOPILOT 

NOSE WHEEL STEERING 

INCREASE ALTITUDE 

DECREASE ALTITUDE 

CABIN PRESSURE I 7$ P 3 I 

CABIN PRESSURE $ 00 P S I 

ALTITUDE LOCK 

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM NO ! FAIL 

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM NO 2 FAIL 

EMERGENCY HYDRAULIC SYSTEM OPERATING 

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM NO I TO ANALOG OUTPUT 

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM NO 2 TO ANALOG OUTPUT 

PITOT ICE 

ZERO MODE 

FREEZE MODE 

YAW DAMPER ON 

ROUGH AIR 

GUIDE VANE ANTI-ICE 

ANALOG INPUTS 19) 

RIGHT BRAKE FORCE 

LEFT BRAKE FORCE 

THROTTLE POSITION 

AILERON POSITION 

HORIZONTAL STABILIZER POSITION 

RUDDER POSITION 

AIRPORT ELEVATION 

BAROMETRIC PRESSURE SETTING 

ICING RATE 

DISCRETE OUTPUTS (1%) 

DROP TANKS FULL 

LANDING GEAR DOWN 

LANDING GEAR UP 

SPEED BRAKE IN 

SPEED BRAKE OUT 

SPEED BRAKE IN MOTION 

DYNAMIC PRESSURE HIGH 

STALL WARNING 

STALL 

LAND-AIR 

CRASH 

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM NO i FAIL 

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM NO 2 FAIL 

STABILIZER FROZEN 

AILERON FROZEN 

ANALOG OUTPUTS (3B) 

DROP TANK FUEL QUANTITY 

MAIN TANK FUEL QUANTITY 

TAILPIPE TEMPERATURE 

INDICATED ALTITUDE SIN * COS» 

ALTITUDE ABOVE GROUND {* SUf â COS, 

CABIN ALTITUDE 

HYDRAULIC PRESSURE 

NORMAL ACCELERATION 

INDICATED AIRSPEED 

MACH NUMBER 

BALL ANGLE 

RATE OF CLIMB 

GROUND SPEED 

TRUE AIRSPEED 

PITCH ANGLE 

ROLL ANGLE (* SIN * COS) 

TRUE HEADING (* SIN * COS) 

RUDDER HINGE MOMENT 

ENGINE R P M 

TURNING RATE 

ROLLING RATE 

FUEL FLOW 

ANGLE OF ATTACK 

ICE QUANTITY 

ELEVATOR HINGE MOMENT 

PITCHING RATE 

ASopfed from Sylvoni« 
Fhwl tofNWf FS77-IN 

Fig. 



DISCMTI 
INWTS 

DISCRETE. ANALOG 
INPUTS OUTPUTS 

Fig. 2tl Information Flow In UDOFT F100A Modal 



Fig. 2.2 Definition of Body and Stability Axe* 

Fig. 2.3 Maiter Diagram of Euler Angle* and Axi* 
Sytteim Uied in Aircraft Simulation 
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Instead of incorporating a Cn(wa) term directly, its effect is added to the term. Because of the 

need for more breakpoints for proper representation, when a > 0 

c„ =C„<M> 
P P 

C, -cl(|.|) 
r r 

but when a < 0 

Cn = af 4 ( |a I ) 
p 

C, =-C, (|.|) 

Total Aerodynamic Force along X Wind Axis (-Drag) 

X w 2 Cd(|ClI* + CD(DT)^Ma^ + CD(DC) + CD(LG) + CD.T^Ma^ 6J 
OJ 

(2.4) 

Total Aerodynamic Force along Y Wind Axis 

pV2S r 
w „ *P + C (Ma). BER(Ma , q. ). 6R 

yfl y6R 1 

The coefficients (o) and Cy^j)Tj ^ve been neglected. 

(2.5) 

)Tj(a) * ^(Ma) + cl(GE) 

(2.6) 

h< 25 feet 

h> 25 feet 

Total Forces in the X, Y, and Z Wind Axes 

To obtain the total force in the wind axes, the effect of thrust,windmill drag, and gravity must 
be added to the aerodynamic forces. The thrust line is at an angle of 3° below the x body axis. 
When the aircraft is on the ground, terms must be included for the wheel brake and wheel friction 
forces. 

= Xw + (T - Drag WM) cos a + (T - Drag WM) sin 3° sin a - mg sin 0w - (Fg^+ Fg^) - 600 

(2.7) 

Fyw * Yw + mg C°8 9w >in ♦w = may (2.8) 

F«w * Zw + (T “ ^ra8 WM) • sin 3° cos o - (T - Drag WM) sin o + mg cos 0w cos 4>w 

(2.9) 
Total Moments in the X, Y. and Z Body Axes 

At touchdown with h « 0, the variables 8w, sin 0w, ay, p, p, ^w, 4^, and aa are clamped 

at zero. F is still computed, however, because this force, acting with a moment arm l about 
c w 

Total Aerodynamic Force along Z Wind Axis (-Lift) 

z w 2T C. (Ma, h)* o + C. (Ma , h) • 6H + C. (Ma). 6J + C 
■‘-'KU •L't T 6H 6J 'L(E 

where the ground effect term 

CL(GE) = M25-h).CL 

CL(GE) a 0 
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the pivot point of the main wheels, causes the nosewheel to settle to the ground. When the nosewheel 
contacts the ground (o < 5°), an elastic stop term is introduced in the pitch equation to counter¬ 
balance the pitch-down moments. On the ground, the moment arm is computed from 

icw = 095 cos a - 5*93 sin a (2.10) 

The total moments in the body axes are obtained by adding the effects of the thrust line passing 
1. 33 feet above the aircraft center of gravity, the activation of the yaw damper, and the moments ex¬ 
erted by the wheels and brakes when the aircraft is on the ground. Pitch moments due to the migration 
of the center of gravity are neglected because they are equivalent to small trim changes by the pilot. 

Tyb = 33 (2.111 

where 

* 0 a > 5® 

AMNW =k'"<50 - a)-k"â a < 5° 

Txb = H (2. 12) 

Tzb * Nb + 42°V& +6.21 (FBR -FBL) - 1250V- r (2.13) 

where 

6-21 <fbr - fbL> = » 

1250 V • r = 0 if h > 0 

The yaw damper term 420 V ß is zero if the yaw damper is off. If the nosewheel is firmly on 
the ground (o < 4°) and the nosewheel steering is activated, i- is set to zero and the following relation 
is used to determine heading: 

i * r * fpr{6R)-V 

The total forces and moments are then used to find the derivatives V, ß, p, and r 

F = mV xw 

Fyw * may = mV [ß + r - P«] 

Fzw = ma- s mV [® * <1 + Pß] 
_ . , , (2. 14) 
Tyb =Vq+(Ix-VrP 

Txb c 

Tzb ' IZî,+ <Iy-Ix)P<î 

In the roll equation, the dynamic term (1^ - 1^)qr has been neglected. In the pitch equation, the 

term IXJ!P2 was eliminated because no information could be located on the value of the product of 

inertia 1^. The derivatives V, i, ¡3, p, q, and r are integrated to give V, o, ß, p, q, and r, ex¬ 

cept that on the ground the special conditions already specified go into effect. 

Wind Euler Angles 

The Euler angles describing the orientation of the wind axes are given by: 

• Ia a 
*w “ cõslF [ ^ COM " TT ,in +W 1 

, a a 

®w e ■ [ ^ Bln + T1 Coi ♦wl 

♦W-P+ tw 0W 

(2-15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 
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Because of the indeterminacy at 0W = *90°, flight conditions in the M. LT. F-100A model 
are limited to |9W)5 45°‘ Consequently, in pitch the following series approximation is used in the all- 
digital program: 

,3 

sin 0 = 0 w w 

0' 
w 

T“ (2. 18) 

cos 0 w 1 - 
e*1 w 
T“ (2.19) 

Since angle of attack is similarly limited in range, the same approximation is employed to yield 

sin a = a 

2 

o3 
T 

cos a = 1 a 
T“ 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

However, the roll angle 4>w and the heading ^ have unlimited rotation. Consequently, in the all- 

digital program, sin ¢, cos è , sin ♦ , and cos i are computed directly from and 5' using 
iw 'Hf w i 'yy W 

a numerical algorithm discussed in the chapter on programming. 

Miscellaneous 

Other variables computed in the aerodynamics model include: 

& = rate of climb = V sin 0. 

h = altitude = fh dt 
w (2.22) 

(2.23) 

h 

“0 

a 

a0 
where 

*0 

Mach 

Air 
Density 

Dynamic 
Pressure 

= (1 ‘ 3T,4'0tt * * 1375 + ,8625 

r .8625 

speed of sound at altitude h 

speed of sound at sea level s 1130 ft/sec. 
V 
a 

p a rho(h) 

1 p y2 
ql = I P 

h < 35,400 feet 

h > 35, 400 feet 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

For obvious economic reasons, no attempt was made in the M. I.T. demonstration to dupli¬ 
cate the actual F-100A cockpit complete with all flight instruments. Since no instruments were 
provided to display them, the following variables were not computed: 

Indicated pressure altitude 
Indicated airspeed 
Cabin altitude 
Ball angle 
Indicated Mach 
Magnetic heading 

In a complete hybrid OFT, these variables would probably be computed in the analog domain, since 
the cost of the analog equipment required to do so would be less than the cost of the sample gates 
and sample-and-hold gates required to bring the contributory information into the digital computer 
and to store the digital results in analog form for activating the cockpit instruments. Indeed, the 
conversions from true airspeed, true Mach, and true altitude to indicated airspeed, indicated Mach, 
and indicated pressure altitude are standard relationships that would seem to warrant the develop¬ 
ment of special electromechanical devices for carrying out these conversions in the simulator cock¬ 
pit instruments themselves. 
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Control Forces and Hinge Moments 

A similar, but somewhat more complicated, situation arises in the simulation of the control 
forces required on the stick and rudder pedals and the resultant control surface deflections. In both 
the all-digital and hybrid simulations, a simple spring-loaded joy stick was employed, mechanically 
coupled to two potentiometers. The potentiometer output responding to fore-and-aft motions of the 
stick corresponded to deflections of the horizontal stabilizer (5H). The potentiometer output respond¬ 
ing to lateral motion of the stick corresponded to deflections of the aileron surface (6A). Separate 
knob-operated potentiometers produced voltages corresponding to the rudder surface deflection (6R) 
and throttle setting {6T}. 

In the UDOFT F-100A model, the total rudder pedal force waa given by 

2 IHMrI , 
PT =Fp<6PR)+T* [iHh^ ¡- 433G] HMj^ > 4330 

= Fp(«FR) 

rpT = Vôpr)+ithmr 

< 4330 

Utility hydraulic failed 

(2.26) 

where Fp is a nonlinear function of the pedal deflection 6PR . 

HMj^ = Rudder Hinge Moment = 128q1 = q7(q1) • m43(Ma)[ b^ß) - 1.28925 6R (1 - j^-)] {2.27) 

The actual rudder surface deflection (6R) is a nonlinear function of 6FR. Since variable-load rudder 
pedals are not included in the M. I. T. System, the force FPT is not computed. However, the rudder 

hinge moment (HMn) is calculated. 

In UDOFT, the fore-and-aft (stabilizer) stick force (Fjj^,) is given by 

FHT = FH(6SH) + 2.85(n-l) (2.28) 

where FH is a nonlinear function of stick fore-and-aft deflection (6SH) 

load factor in g's n 

The actual horizontal stabilizer deflection (6H) is a nonlinear function of the stick deflection fiSH. 
Since no provisions are made to vary the stick force in the M. I. T. system, is not computed. 

However, both the stabilizer hinge moment and the aileron hinge moment are needed to test the 
adequacy of the hydraulic pressure, hence these moments are computed using the following UDOFT 
relatione in which angle of attack (a) and control surface deflections (6H, 6A) are in degrees: 

HMH 

Ch 
hH 

Horizontal Stabilizer Hinge Moment s4050q^Ch^ 

[CtOlll o- f53(Ma)+a025 6H • f54(Ma)] 935 f^) 

HM^ * Aileron Hinge Moment * SOOqjCh^ 

Ch = 0.0186 af52(Ma) + 0.018 |5A|f51(Ma) 
A 

The hydraulic pressure required to provide these hinge moments is given by: 

PHh = SW HMh = “ * mjstM®.) 4* 6H • m54(Ma)] 

9ha * 5TOhma q^ • [ |6A [• m5i(Ma) + a • m^iMa)] 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

where, by combining terms and converting degrees to radians, the UDOFT functions fc,.(Ma), 
fg4(Ma), fgfaj), f52(Ma) and fsl(Ma) have been replaced by 53 

m53(Ma) » 00111(57.3)935 f53(Ma) » 595 f53(Ma) 

m54(Ma) »0025(57.3)935 f54(Ma) » 1340f54(Ma) 

q8^ql^ * 5(¾-^4050^qlf8^ql^ * 25.44 qjfgiqi) (2.35) 

m52(Ma) » v(O0186) (57.3) f52(Ma) 

m51(Ma) . ir(0018) (57.3) f51(Ma) 
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2.3 ENGINE EQUATIONS 

The major remaining aspects of the M. I.T. F-100A model describe the characteristics of 
the Pratt and Whitney J57-P-7 Turbo-Wasp engine. Early in the program, preliminary discussions 
were held with Pratt and Whitney engineers with the intent of converting from the bizarre Melpar- 
Sylvania engine model to the equations used successfully by Pratt and Whitney in its own design 
work. Unfortunately, time did not permit this change to a model more suitable for digital and 
hybrid computation. As a consequence, the equations employed in both the digital and hybrid sim¬ 
ulations are identical to the UDOFT formulation.^»^7 

The engine simulation is complicated by the large number of discrete inputs and decisions 
that influence the sequence of calculations. The overall effect can only be understood by referring 
to both the equations that follow and the flow charts for the engine program. 

RPM (Percent) 

Normal RPM = N2 = t2(6T) [¢3.979 - Pjj (h) )m50(Ma) + Pjj (h) ] (2.36) 

Minimum governing RPM = N2 = ; ,2(h) 

Windmilling RPM = N2 = m^Ma) • p33(h) 

Emergency fuel RPM = N2 af^pfn) 

Windmilling drag *= DwM = m48(Ma) • p5(h) 

Percent Thrust (PFN)%/100 

Minimum governing RPM 

pfn = r2(rpm) 

Emergency fuel 

(2.37) 

(2.33) 

(2.39) 

pfn = v12(tas) • P27(h) • t4(6T) + t5(6T) 

Normal 

(2.40) 

pfn = t6(6T) (2.41) 

Tailpipe Temperature (TFT), °C 

TPT = TT7 (lagged) 

Normal 

TT7 = 1024 [(K - Kj) (£^^i ) + 
• >ijj£ 

Ki = [P34(h)-p35(h)]1^57 +p35(h) ifO<V<1000 

if 1000 <V <1100 

if nozzle closed A A/B off 

i. nozzle open A A/B off 

if nozzle closed A A/B on 

if nozzle open A A/Bon (2.42) 

Stalling surge 

TT7 = r5(rpm) 

* p34(h) 

K r 0.5 

= 0.4 

= 0.9 

r 0. 5 
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(2.43) 

Thrust (Fn) 

F = F' • PFN 
n n 

Normal, non-A/B 

Fn = ^20(h) ' p19(h)l 6W + P19(h) 

Fn = [p21(h) ‘ P2 0(h)l te4öö6- + P20(h) 

Fn = p21(h) 

0 < tas < 600 

600 < tas < 1000 

1000 < tas < 1100 

Limit, non-A/B 

v4(tas) + p22(h) 

f; = io»ooo|_ up2Z(K).- 

Normal, A/B 

Fñ = tp24(h) " p23(h)l v7Íta8) + Pz3th) 

Limit, A/B 

Fn = [p26ih) " p25(h)lv9(ta8) + P25(h) 

Fuel Flow ( wf ) lb s/hour 

Normal fuel flow, non-A/B 

Wf = t W500 " Wol + W0 

Wf = tW1000" W500l ta500" + W500 

Wf = W1000 

wo = [pio^-p9(h)í(irlÍÍL) + p9(h) 

W0 = P10(h) 

W500 = [pi2^ ' pll^h^ Ö. I ) + Pn<h) 

W500 =[Pi2^h^ 

W1000 = [p14^ ”Pi3^)] t 0.¾ ) + Pi3^h) 

W1000 * Pl4^h^ 

if 0 < tas < 500knots 

if 500 < tas < 1000 

if 1000 < tas < 1100 

% F > 20% n 

% Fni20 % 

% F> 20% 
n 

% F < 20% 
n — 

% F > 20% 
n 

%F < 20% 
n — 

Limit, Non-A/B 

W, 10,000 
Vg(tas)+ pl5(h) 

. 1+Pl5(M . 

Normal, A/3 

Wf = {[p17(h) - p16(h)] . vg(tas) + p16(h)} pin 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 

(2.48) 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

(2.51) 
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Limit, A/B 

Minimum governing RPM 

Icing Corrections 

W, f = V10(to8)+ p18{h) (2.52) 

W, r£ = rjtrpm) 

Fuel Flow Icing Correction = 0.1702 Q¿W£ 

(added to fuel flow W£) 

where 

.max 2040 Iba/hour) (2.53) 

Q. s quantity of ice at time t a J dt 

S£ = icing or deicing rate (7 fixed values) 

(max 17 0°C ) 

(max 52 percent) 

Tailpipe Temperature Icing Correction =(11710 Q£(TPT) 

(added to tailpipe temperature TPT) 

Thrust icing Correction = 1- (1485 Q£ 

(thrust and limit thrust 
multiplied by this factor) 

Mass of Fuel 

The drop tanka can be refueled (discrete input) at the rate of 237 Iba/sec and fuel is trans¬ 
ferred (discrete input: drop tank pressure) from the drop tanka to the main tanks at the rate of 
2.78 Ibs/sec. 

/* drop tank 
(A^-A^idt jettison 

0 
M' 

ef 
wei 

off 
(2.54) 

drop tank 
jettison 
on 

A£ = 237 Ibs/sec 

= 0 

A2 = 2.78 Ibs/sec 

(refuel drop tanka on) 

(refuel drop tanks off) 

(drop tank pressure on) 

(drop tank pressure off) 

The main tanks can be refueled or dumped (discrete inputs) at the rate of 80 Ibs/sec ana the 
depletion rate is calculated in the fuel flow routine (Wf). 

t 

s weight of main tank fuel 

= 80 Ibs/sec 

s -80 Ibs/sec 

X 0 

/ ('Wf * * 

A,)dt (2.55) 

(main tank refuel on) 

(main tank dump on) 

(otherwise ) 
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Mass and Moments of Inertia 

Converting the fuel weights (pounds) to fuel mass (slugs), the total instantaneous aircraft 
mas j is given by: 

M. = Mft + M, + M , + M i 0 f ef at 

Mq = mass of empty aircra t =591 slugs 

M^ = mass of internal fuel (max 153 slugs) (Z.56) 

Mej = mass of external fuel (max 111 slugs) 

M^t = mass of drop tanks (12.4 slugs) 

The moments of inertia are given by: 

lx = 10,200 + 100 Mcf slug-ft2 (2.57) 

Iy = 57, 000 slug-ft2 (2.58) 

lz = 60,000 + 75 (Mf+Mef) slug-ft2 (2.59) 

Hydra tilles 

The F-100's two independent flight control hydraulic systems are simulated, as well as the 
emergency source of hydraulic pressure that works in conjunction with the No. 1 system. The two 
main systems have independent control valves and activating cylinders, hence in normal operation 
each supplies half the load required by the control surfaces. 

G2 n 

AP 

AS 

= hydraulic pressure No. 2 system (time step n) =G2n_^ + AP - (^ + 2.6) AS 

= hpi (if G2n < 600 psi and system No. 2 has not failed (max 3000 psi) 

= pressure increment =0.1 hpi 

= 0 (system No. 2 failed) 

= stick movement =- I 6H - 6H . I - I 5A - 5A_ , I 1 n n-i1 1 n n-i* 

= [ No. 2 fail + 1/8 (No. 1 fail)] AP Fail = 1 
Not Fail = 0 

hpi 
(rpm) 

G1 n 

lower limit of hydraulic pressure (if system has not failed) 

hydraulic pressure No. 1 system (time step n) =Gln_1 + Ap' - (K^ + 2.6) AS 
(max 3300 psi) 

AP1 = AP No. 1 system only 

AP' = AP - 5 emergency only 

AP' = AP + 5 emergency and system No. 1 

AP = 0. 1 hpi 

= 0 (system No. 1 failed) 

K, = [ No. 1 fail + ^ (No. 2 fail)]AP Fail 
Not Fail 

1 
0 

(2.60) 

(2.61) 

The emergency system can be activated by the pilot (discrete input) or automatically if the rpm 
drops below 40 percent. It will not operate unless the dynamic pressure exceeds 7 lbs/ft ■ . 

The hydraulic pressure demanded by the aileron and stabilizer hinge moments computed pre¬ 
viously is then compared with the available hydraulic pressure. If the demand is greater than the 
capacity, the stick would be frozen in a fully-instrumented OFT cockpit. 
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if Gl + G2 < Pu» ÎA frozen (dinCrete output) 
n n HA 

if G1 + G2 < 6H frozen (discrete output) 
n n HM 

2.4 DIGITAL FLOW CHARTS 

By themselves, the aerodynamic and engine equations just presented offer an incomplete 
picture of the total F-100A model. The actual set of calculations performed at any instant is a func 
tion of numerous decisions and discrete inputs that reflect failures^ emergency conditions; the 
effects of landing gear, speed brakes, drop tanks, yaw damper, afterburner, and nosewheel steer- 
ing; ground, air, and transition conditions; and even improper sequences of operating steps, as in 
the case of the engine starting procedure. In addition, many variables are automatically set to their 
saturation level by the program whenever this level is exceeded. 

To describe these aspects of the simulation model, the engine and aerodynamic equations 
must be supplemented by the flow charts used in the hybrid and all-digital programs. These flow 
charts are made available in Appendix B and Appendix C. 

2.5 SUMMARY OF F-100A MODEL 

A reasonably comprehensive description of the F-100A model used in the M. I. T. simulation 
studies has been presented for the following reasons: 

a) To provide a background for understanding the hyprid 
system design and the programs discussed in Chapters 
III and IV. 

b) To indicate the preliminary steps that must be carried 
out in model making, data analysis, and flow charting 
before a successful hybrid or digital simulation can be 
undertaken. 

c) To make available in quantitative terms a measure of the 
size of the real-time problem involved in the M. I.T. 
demonstrations. It is hoped that this measure, in conjunc¬ 
tion with the data on memory consumption and computation 
times presented in Chapter IV, will be useful in estimating 
the computational requirements imposed by future real¬ 
time simulation problems of a similar category. 

In summary, the demonstration is based on a six-degree-of-freedom simulation of an F-iOOA 
aircraft over the complete range of operating flight conditions from ground taxiing to service ceiling. 
Included in the model are the engine static and dynamic characteristics, fuel consumption, significant 
aerodynamic nonlinearities corrected for aeroelastic effects where necessary, atmospheric changes, 
numerous malfunctions, and pilot inputs, both discrete and continuous. Broken down, the model 
involves: 

73 functions of one variable 

13 functions of two variables 

13 independent variables on which nonlinear functions depend 

(pfn, V, 6T, rpm, Jßj, h, Ma, CL, |cj, o, |oj, 6R, qj) 

50 discrete inputs 

15 discrete outputs 

9 analog inputs (all-digital program) 

30 analog outputs (all-digital program) 

15 integrations (V, h, 0w, a, p, p,q, r, sin cos 5>w, sin 4»w, cos 4»w, 

drop tank fuel depletion, main tank fuel depletion, icing rate) 
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CHAPTER III 

THE HYBRID SYSTEM DESIGN 

3.1 introduction 

In practically all complex dynamic simulation problems, certoin basic operations must be 
performed regardless of whether all-digital or hybrid computing techniques are For 
example, an all-digital simulator must generally provide at least one analog-to-digital c°nv" 
channel with multiplexed inputs in order to introduce manual analog control signals into the digital 
calculations."h time skew is to be avoided, each multiplexer input must be preceded by • «mpie- 
and-hold gate so that all analog samples correspond to the same instant of time. One or mor« 
digital”to-analog conversion channels must be provided to supply analog ,i8nal* £°r,^ 
olavs and plotters. Digital registers with individual converters or sample-and-hold gates are 
needed to store such information for use in the analog domain. Means are required to introduce 
discrete inputs into the digital calculations, and to make discrete outputs available for driving 
indicators and relays, and for controlling events in the analog domain. Finally, the all-digital 

m»ir» Vom. measure or control of tim« ÜU.rv.l. sloc« digital ÜUe„ration i. based 
on quadrature formulas in which the time increment is an important factor. 

It can be seen from the discussion above that the addition of analog computing equipment to 
the digita Simulator does not complicate the basic functional interface requirements in any signif¬ 
icant way. The analog-digital conversion requisites remain «ssentially the *anu«» *ud V“10* 
mo£ control an<T gate ^activation control are merely form, of discrete output. ludeed theempi^. 
ment of analog integrators eliminates the need for a digital dock to measure or contr°£ *}^e 
crements. lS fact? if the M. I.T. hybrid simulation of the F-100A be ^11 J" * ’ 

the introduction of analog equipment result, in a net decrease in the complexity of the interface, 
particularly in the number of analog storage devices required. 

A simplified block diagram of the complete M.LT. hybrid demonstration J* 
shown in Fig. 3.1. The principal computing element is the PDP-1, * 
computer manufactured by the Digital Equipment Corporation. The M. I.T. PDP-1 1». a 409b 
word core memory supplemented by a magnetic-drum memory with a capacity of ZZ fields ot 
4096 words each^The core memory cycle time is five microseconds, hence two-cycle ^•éruc¬ 
tions such as add and subtract take 10 microseconds. Multiply cormnands are *,“c£°ith 
25 microseconds; divides require 30 to 40 microseconds. The PDP-1 word length is 18 bits t 
data words represented in the one's complement system. 

Ontional feature, installed on the Department of Electrical Engineering machine are a 
DEC Type* 30 CRT display (1024 x 1024 points), for which the plotting rate 
secondhand an auxiliary Type 32 light pen. A single-channel i^uî“C^lïrd ta^to the corn- 
included. The order code for the PDP-1 is listed in Appendix A. Standard inputs to tae com 
puter are via a paper tape reader and on-line typewriter; standard outputs are via a paper tape 

punch and typewriter print-out. 

In the hybrid system, the digital computer is employed to calculate the engine equation, 
(thrust, fuel flow, tailpipe temperature, RPM, hydraulics, aircraftmass » g 
crate nonlinear functions by interpolation between discrete points stored in memory, and t 
manage decisions (branching operations, saturation limits, etc.). 

The analog sub-system is employed to represent, on a continuous basis, a linear, skel¬ 
eton version of the aircraft (Force equations, Moment equations, Euler angles, Altitude and 
XiaaUon coordinates). Corrections for nonlinear characteristics are generated in the digital 
Ä£eS analog^equipment and inserted in this analog skeleton to give a net effect correspond¬ 

ing to the nonlinear aircraft. 

The pulsed analog sub-system, utilising wide-bandwidth analog elements which can be 
time-sharecTbv the use of high-speed sample and sample-and-hold gates operating under pro- 
,Sm «n”oW. rmplV.d tfcompute th.Vmnl», .«ms Product, ths. constitute the nonUne.r 

correction signals mentioned above. 

A detailed description of the analog sub-system, the pulsed analog sub-system and the 
interface logic nece..ary t° implement the discrete input-outputs and the control signals for the 
gates and the encoder is presented in the sections that follow. 
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3.2 ANALOG SUP-SYSTEM 

The complete block diagram of the analog sub-syatem is given in Fig. 3.2. The solid-state 
computer employed in this skeleton representation of the aircraft was designed and built at M. I. T. 
A detailed description of individual circuit elements, including the novel photoresistive multiplier, 
is presented in Chapter V. 

The block diagram is largely self-explanatory. Coefficient pots are used to implement the 
constant values of the aerodynamic coefficients and other parameters which constitute the skeleton. 
The method suggested by Howe and Gilbert50 is employea for the generation of the sines and cosines 
of the unlimited Euler angles 4) and but since the elevation angle 6 is restricted to *45°, sin 0 
is approximated by 0 and cos 0 is generated in a simple diode function generator. At specified 
stages in landing and takeoff, various ground effects are switched in or out of the analog configura¬ 
tion under manual or program control. These are: 

Deceleration due to ground friction and foot brakes 

Heading rate due to differential foot brake action and 
nosewheel steering 

Pitch effect of a^ with main wheel as pivot 

a a 
Variables clamped at zero 

Integrator outputs reset to initial condition zero 
(b, P, 0, r, p, sin ¢, xe, xj 

Integrator outputs reset to initial condition machine 
one (cos ¢) 

In addition, the velocity integrator is limited to positive values of velocity output by a diode clamp 
at all times. The yaw damper effect may be switched in or out manually. 

One noteworthy feature of the analog sub-system that warrants further discussion is the use 
of binary scaling. Powers of two are employed for scaling in the PDP-1 program, of course, be¬ 
cause scaling adjustments then require only 5 microsecond shift instructions instead of 25 micro¬ 
second multiply instructions. In a hybrid system, binary scaling is also recommended for the 
analog calculations to simplify the scaling problem on data transferred between the analog and 
digital domains. 

The binary scaling procedure used in the M. I. T. hybrid system is straightforward. Given 
the largest possible value of a variable, the power of two which is just larger than this maximum is 
the value assigned to machine one. Physically, machine one is a nominal 10 volts in the analog 
domain. For example, in scaling aircraft velocity V : 

V o = 1520 ft/sec 
max 

Next higher power of two =2^= 2048 

V = velocity in machine units, the 
maximum value of which is unity 

V = 211. V = 2048 V 

Thus, when the analog voltage representing V is at 10 volts, V will have a value of unity in 
machine units, and the corresponding value of airspeed V is 2048 ft/sec. 

As a further illustration, the simplified X-force equations below will be scaled: 

V.-g.ta9+I.£V! ¿CD (3.., 

V = Jvdt (3.2) 

Before deriving the equivalent equations which can be implemented directly on the analog computer, 
the maximum values of all variables nv .st be known or estimated: 
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Table 3.1 

Illustrative Analog Scaling 

Variable Maximum Value 
Next highest 
Power of Two 

Equivalent 
Term 

V 
e 

V 

Sin 0 

T/m 

1/2 pV2 = qx 

1520 ft/sec 

40 ft/sec^ 

1 

25.4 ft/sec2 

1600 lbs/ft2 

211 = 2048 

26 = 64 

2° = 1 

25 = 32 

211 = 2048 

211 . 7 

26 • V 

s in S 

25 . (T/m) 

2U • q7 

For the purposes of this illustration, the following constant parameters may be assumed: 

S = Wing Area = 376 ft2 

m s Aircraft Mass s 745 slugs 

Cp = Drag Coefficient = 0.017 

. ? 5 
g = Acceleration of Gravity = 32 ft/sec = 2 

Substituting equivalent terms in the original equations, one obtains: 

26 • V =-25 slnl+ 25(T7m) - 2Uq^(0.00855) (3.3) 

211V = 26Jvdt (3.4) 

The last relation may be restated as 

7 = 2"5J"v dt (3.5) 

Hence, if we wish the output to be 7, the input to a gain of one integrator (l/RC = 1) must be 

-2 5 • ^. From Eq. 3.3, the integrator input is given by: 

-2-5 V = 2"6 sEl -2-6 (T/m) + 0.0085^ (3.6) 

The analog implementation of Eqs. 3.5 and 3.6 would be as shown in Fig. 3.3, 

i 

Fig. 3.3 Illustrative Implementation of Simplified X-Force Equation 
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As originally conceived, the an log skeleton airplane, given engine thrust as an input was 
capable of 6-degree-of-freedotn flight independent of the digitel computer,. When the hybrid’systerr 
was first assembled, the thrust-drag-gravity summation was carried out in the analog domain 
much in the manner indicated in the simplified illustration above. However, it was quickly discover 
ed that acceptable steady-state performance fidelity was difficult to obtain with this configuration 
oecause the X-force summation, which is the most important factor in performance under normal 
flight conditions, was being computed at low analog voltage levels. At these low levels small ab¬ 
solute errors had a serious percentage effect. 

Returning to the illustrative example, a typical flight situation will ckarly demonstrate the 
problem. For level flight at Mach 0.9 and altitude 25,000 ft, the following machine variables result; 

qj = 444 lbs/ft¿ 

sin G = 0 

T/m = 3.79 ft/sec* 

= 0. 21b (2.16 volts 

sin "ë = 0 

(T/m) = (0.118 volts) 

Under these conditions, the signal inputs to the velocity integrator in Fig. 3.3 are 

0 

0.00184 (0.0184 volts) 

0.00855 ^ = 0.00184 (0.0184 volts) 

2 k sin 9 

2"6 (TÃn) 

The most important performance calculation was thus being carried out with signals in the low 
millivolt range and acceptable fidelity could not be achieved. 

shown in^ig.^hÿ-"1 ^ OVerCOme by two ch;inges incorporated in the present hybrid configuration 

(a) The X-force summation (thrust-drag-gravity) was transferred 
to the digital domain with the resultant Ÿ decoded and stored 
at the input to the velocity integrator. 

(b) The one volt/sec/volt integrator for velocity was replaced by 
a long-term integrator with a 1/32 volt/sec/volt gain. This 
increased the voltage levels at the input and reduced drift. 

One minor drawback to these changes, however, was that with the X-force summation carried out 
in the PDP-1, the analog skeleton airplane could no longer fly independently of the digital computer. 

Not included in the analog sub-system block diagram are the pilot control station outputs 
corresponding to the stick movements (fA, 6H), the rudder movements (*R), the throttle position fJJ: T the aileron and horizontal stabilizer trim settings (6A 6H ). Four operational ampli- 

Thl ^rnH ,H0rlafr , Verter Card are UBed as buffer Bt*&ee for the8e control signals, lhe SH and buffer amplifier incorporates a diode limiting circuit that simulates the non- 
symmetrical characteristics of the F-100A horizontal stabilizer. Also not included in Fig. 3 2 are 
the six panel meters used to monitor airspeed, rate of climb, altitude, normal acceleration (a,) 
lateral acceleration {ay), and one variable of choice. These units with their series calibration re- 
sis ors are mounted on the toggle switch console. The meters indicating rate of climb and altitude 
can be manually switched to expanded-scale operation when these variables approach zero. 

3’ 3 corr-ecTING THE ANALOG SKELETON FOR NONLINEAR EFFECTS 

The most distinctive feature of the M. I.T. hybrid design is the manner in which the advan- 

T u81COmPUtatÍO? are retained. yet »he generation of nonlinear functions is 
a ,l ™pli h*d in dl8ita^ computer based on date stored in the digital memory. To illustrate this 
technique, the roll equation may be taken as an example. From Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2 

1 p V¿Sb 
P = TJ 

X 
Ci6A(a' Ma) ’ AEA(MA‘(ll) * 6A + C¿,R( lai) ‘ i2(MA) •AER(MA,q1) . fiR 

+ Cf iMA} * £3(a) • P + ^ (|a|)-AEP(MA,q1)^b+Ci (ja)).^ 
* P r 

(3.7) 
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Each i.-alinear aerodynamic function in the roll equation is represented in the continuous 
analog domain by a constant coefficient < orre spending to the most common value assumed by that 
function ir lormal flight. The true value of the nonlinear function is computed in the digital domain 
and the difference between this and the approximate value is inserted into the continuous analog 
computation on a sampled basis. The net effect is that of using the true value of the function in the 
computation. In practice, the sum of all such corrective terms for the roll equation may be stored 
on a single high-speed storage gate. 

To be specific, let us examine a single nonlinear function in the roll equation, namely 
SbQ (M, ) • f,(a)/l . In the analog skeleton, this term is approximated by a constant, typical 

D A .3 X 

value SbCj, /l . The difference between the true value and this approximate value 
i-'o o 

/C (MA)-f3(a) Ciß X 

Sb| ---y-- - y--" ! is computed in the digital domain. This corrective term is decoded, 

multiplied by the analog variable ß in the pulsed analog equipment, and the result stored on a 
sample-and-hold gate as shown in Fig. 3. 4. The net effect at the output of the summing amplifier 
corresponds to the true nonlinear aerodynamic function: 

Sb 

'C. (M ) • f (a) C| 
0 ßo 
-I-TT“ 

X o 

Sampled Correction 

ß + 

Continuous 
Term 

SbCi (Ma) . f3(a) 

X 

Net Effect 

The choice of values for Cia and I should be such that under the most common flight condition, 
Po xo 

say cruising, the stored corrective term is near zero. That is: 

Cíq<Ma>- f3(a) 
R"~l- 

C,Po 
TTT 

(3.9) 

The extension of the technique to all the terms of the roll equation is obvious. Correction 
factors are computed in the PDP-1 for Cjt ^íp* These factors are multiplied by the 

appropriate analog variables in the pulsed analog equipment and the running sum of products is 
stored on sample-and-hold gate T6. These pulsed analog operations will be described in detail in 
Section 3.5. In the continuous analog paths, typical constant values of these coefficients are used, 
producing the situation shown in Fig. 3.5. Note that C| , being a second-order term, is not imple¬ 
mented in tne continuous analog configuration, but is merely added to the running sum of corrective 
terms. 

As shown in the analog sub-system block diagram Fig. 3.2, four basic analog calculations 
(Z-force, roll, pitch, and yaw) each require one such storage gate for the insertion of corrective 
terms on a sampled basis. Under typical flight conditions, all of these corrective terms should be 
near zero. The X-force summation, as explained previously, is carried out completely in the 
PDP-1 and the resultant derivative Ÿ is stored at the input to the velocity integrator. In addition, 
the principal output of the digital engine calculations (T/m) must also be stored as an input to the 
analog sub-system. 

The Y-force calculation was simplified by eliminating the ^ 

term, which is small relative to the Cva • ß term. The resultant equation then involves no function yß 
generation and it is implemented completely in the analog domain. 

It will be noted by observant readers that some of the corrective terms calculated in the 
digital-pulsed analog domain vary rapidly and, therefore, theoretically, should be updated at a fast 
solution rate. The functions dependent on angle of attack and the multiplications of corrective 

terms by 6A, ÔH, iR, fv * 17 * TV * and P are ^ ^18 cate8ory* °ther term8 are al°wly- 
varying and obviously need only be updated at a reduced solution rate. The aeroelastic cr erections. 
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the thrust, the aircraft mass, the moment of inertia, L*, and the Mach dependence of the various 

nonlinear functions are m this category. 

In practice, the expected fast-solution rate requirement on the high-frequency corrective 
terms turns out to be unnecessary. First, transitions trom one steady-state flight condition to 
mother are relatively slow and can be handled at reduced solution rates. Steady-state performance 
is the only aspect of the simulation requiring close accuracies. Second, once a steady-state condi¬ 
tion is established, true values of all the dynamic aerodynamic coefficients corresponding to that 
condition are in effect within one solution cycle at most. Thirdly, the continuous, skeleton repre¬ 
sentation of ail the basic dynamic loops produces acceptable transient results even though the samp¬ 
ling rate at which nonlinear corrections are introduced might seem to be low relative to the natural 
frequencies involved. Bear in mind that the tolerances on transient reproduction are substantially 
less demanding than the tolerances on steady-state performance. 

3.4 INTERFACE LOGIC 

In this section we will describe the design and operation of the digital logic that places the 
interface functioning under PDP-1 program control. Included is a discussion of the implementation 
of the discrete input and output and timing control hardware. 

A. Physical Layout 

The digital interface was constructed using Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) modules. 
Certain additional special-purpose components, unavailable from commercial sources, were fabri¬ 
cated on blank DEC cards compatible with the rest of the modules used in the interface. The basic 
logical elements in the hybrid system are described in Chapter V. 

Figure 3.6 indicates the placement of each of the units mounted on the interface rack. Panels 
A, B, C, and D are standard DEC taper pin wired mounting panels having a capacity of 25 modules 
each. The module sockets on each panel are numbered from 1 to 25, left to right, looking at the 
wiring side of the panel. Each module socket has 22 pins lettered A through Z with G, I, O, and 
Q omitted. Thus, to uniquely specify a pin on one of the DEC panels on the interface rack, one 
must designate a letter (panel identifier), a number (module socket identifier), and another letter 
(pin identifier). For example, B22E specifies the E pin on the 22nd module socket from the left 
on panel B. Ffemel E, which contains the Burr Brown high-speed operational amplifiers, has some 
40 taper pin connections and 8 BNC connections on it. The nomenclature of these connections will 
be discussed later. The two 50 conductor cables connecting the interface equipment to the PDP-1 
are Cable A and Cable B. The nomenclature of wires in these cables is a pair of letters, either 
CA or CB, specifying the cable, followed by a number from 1 to 50, specifying the conductor num¬ 
ber. The other nine connectors on the connector panel are associated with the input-output console 
and will be described later. The digital logic block-diagrams have the location of each pin labeled. 
The location of a given module is shown adjacent to the module-type number; the pin designation is 
shown adjacent to the given wire as it enters or leaves the given module. If the source or destina¬ 
tion of a given wire is not included in a given drawing, the pin designation of the other end of the 
wire is given in square brackets (like [B22F]). 

The digital interface equipment falls conveniently into two categories. One category in¬ 
cludes the discrete inputs, discrete outputs, clock circuit and mode switching logic, all of which 
are under the control of the PDP-1 iot instruction. The second category is the operate gates or 

’ " uction implementation. TfuTmain features of the system interface logic are presented in 

B. Time-sharing Assignment Level (TSAL) 

One feature which is commonto both the opg and iot instructions is control of operability 
by an enable level. Throughout the logical diagrams, a control level called TSAL appears. TSAL 
stands for time-sharing assignment level. This interlock level has been included to protect the 
hybrid equipment from being operated by other users when the PDP-1 is in a time-shared mode of 
operation. When the simulation program is alone on the machine, TSAL is temporarily supplied 
by the circuit shown in Fig. 3. 8. If the TSAL is assertive (ground), then the equipment performs 
as described below; otherwise the equipment does not respond to any command. 
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Fig. 3.8 TSAL Circuit 

C. Digital Inputs 

Digital Inputs to the PD P-1 include the discrete inputs, the output of the analog-to-dlgital 
converter (ADC), and the output of the clock flip-flop. These inputs represent a total of eight 18- 
bit words which are transmitted to the PDP-1. Since only one 18-bit channel was made available 
at the PDP-1 installation for the hybrid work, a multiplexing-type operation external to the PDP-1 
was used which effectively gave eight input channels. This multiplexer is actually an 8-leg input 
mixer. Upon issuance of one of eight special lot commands, the levels presented to the selected 
leg or channel of the input mixer are transmitted in parallel to the 10. A block schematic of the 
input mixer appears in Pig. 3.9. 

Seven of the eight legs of the input mixer are occupied by the discrete input toggle switch 
registers. Bits 0 through 12 of the eighth leg come from the output of the ADC. Bit 17 of the 
eighth leg comes from the clock flip-flop. The pulse which strobes the selected leg of the mixer 
is generated in the PDP-1 by the timing chain, gated through the PDP-1 jot logic and finally gated 
through the lot decoder shown in Fig. 3.10. It was found necessary to keep certain jot decoder 
transistor emitters from going positive by connecting diodes from those emitters to ground. The 
diodes themselves were mounted on a separate card and wired to the decoder. 

The operational command in the PDP-1 to strobe a leg of the input mixer is (octal) 722X10 
where the digit X (0 through 7) selects the desired leg. The entire lO is set to sero before ones 
are transferred through the selected leg. 

Each leg of the input mixer is wired to a 2!>-pin connector on the cable connector panel (see 
Fig. 3.6). In addition to the 18 input mixer leads, each such 25-pin connector has one lead fed by 
a -3 volt supply and one lead grounded. The eighth leg of the input mixer is connected to a module 
socket in addition to being connected to a 25-pin connector. The 25-pin socket labels corresponding 
to the given octal command codes are outlined in the following table. The socket labels are 

Table 3.2 

Digital Input Commands 

Command Socket Label 

722010 

722110 

722210 

722310 

722410 

722510 

722610 

722710 

SRA 

SRB 

SRC 

SRD 

SP1 

SP2 
ENC ADC0-12 - IO0-12 

Clock State -*• IO17 

LSR (lever switch register) 
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identical with the mnemonic inetructions chosen to represent the octal commands in the F-100 pro¬ 
grams. 

The seven discrete input toggle switch registers are mounted on a panel of the input-output 
console. The wiring of a typical toggle switch register is shown in Fig. 3.11. When a given 
switch is in the down, off , or zero position, a ground level is supplied to the capacitor diode gate 
corresponding to the given switch. The ground level blocks the passage of the strobe pulse through 
the gate, thereby inhibiting the setting of the corresponding IO flip-flop. When the given switch is 
up, on or one , a -3 volt level goes to the given capacitor diode gate, allowing the strobe pulse 
to p&?s and sei the corresponding IO fl p - flop to one. Each switch register is wired to a separate 
cable which plugs into one of th< eight 25-pin connectors feeding the input mixer. 

An extra panel of nine three-position lever switches was built to conveniently accommodate 
the Incrementation and decrementation of variables in the all-digital F-100 program. Each switch 
controls two bits of an input mixer leg. For example, the left-most switch turns bit 0 on when up, 
bit 1 on when down, and neither on when centered or neutral. The circuit diagram oFthis panel 
of switcKes is shown in Fig. 3. 12. “When in use, the output of the lever switch panel is plugged into 
the connector used for the seventh toggle switch register. 

D. Digital Outputs 

A 24-bit flip-flop register is the main digital output means. The 24-bit register is opera¬ 
tionally divided into an 18-bit register and a 6-bit register. The 18-bit register is called the 
light register because each of its outputs is connected through an indicator driver to a lamp on the 
input-output console. The 6-bit register is called the spare register. Its existence is purely a 
useful by-product of circumstance. The block schematic of the light and spare registers appears 
in Fig. 3.13. 

The light register is loaded from the IO by the (octal) 723010 command. The loading com¬ 
mand first clears the light register and then, about 3 usee later, sets those flip-flops of the light 
regiater that have a one in the corresponding flip-flop of the IO. The spare register is loaded from 
the AC bits 12 througETI? at the same time, by the same command, and by the same process that 
loads the light register from the IO. 

Bits 16 and 17 of the spare register control two utility relays on a special module housing 
four relays and their associated drivers. The remaining two relays are used in the integrator 
mode control logic which will be discussed later. Figure 3.14 gives the schematic diagram of the 
relay card. 

Fig. 3-14 Relay Circuit 
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The 120 pi capacitors shunted across the outputs of the light register flip-flops were 
found to be necessary to balance the capacitive load on those unbuffered flip-flops. The capacitor i 
in question were conveniently mounted on a blank module and wired to the Hip-flops using the nor¬ 
mal taper pin wiring technique. When an application for the four unused spare register outputs 
arises, care must be taken to assure sufficient capacitive loading of these outputs to prevent non- 
deterministic behavior. 

The outputs of the indicator drivers reach the lights on the input-output console through a 
25-pin connector (labeled LTR). The indicator driver circuit is such that the lights act as col¬ 
lector loads to the output transistors. Thus, one side of each indicator light is connected to the 
collector of a driver transistor; the other side of each light is tied to the -15 volt supply. There¬ 
fore, the -15 volt supply is also wired to connector LTR. 

The decoding of the 723010 instruction is somewhat involved; therefore, in this case, we 
shall trace the path followed by the command pulses. The initial decoding takes place in the IOT 
gating unit (Fig. 3. 10) and yields the pulses for command 723X10. These command pulses go to 
the mode switching logic (Fig. 3 16) and are there decoded to 723010. From the mode switching 
logic, the final command j; ises enter the light and spare register in Fig. 3. 13. The decoding 
that takes place in the modi switching logic is for hardware economy. 

E. Clock 

A clock or interval timer was found necessary to provide an intermediate 50 millisecond 
time reference in the initial hybrid F-100 program, which operated on a 100 ms. base cycle syn¬ 
chronized with the magnetic drum storage unit. The mechanization for the clock is such that the 
beginning of the 50 ms. interval is set by an lot command. The end of the given interval is known 
to the program through the status of a flip-flop feeding bit 17 of the encoder (ENC) leg of the input 
mixer. The block schematic of the clock circuit appears in Fig. 3.15. The two lot commands 
associated with the clock circuit are: *~ 
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Fig. 3.15 Clock Circuit 

723410 

723510 

zck zero the clock flip-flop 

sck start clock timing 

This circuit could di r e c 11 y supply the 1 or 16 channel sequence break sys¬ 
tems with the required request and status Information if such operation were ever desired. 
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F. Mode Switching Logic 
in the operation of the hybrid analog-digital computation system, it is often convenient to 

•witch the operating mode of an analog integrator under digital program control. Examples of 
d.gital mode switching utility occur in fast repetitive operation and in stopping a running problem 
,tr.n examining its status. 

Figure 5. 5 gives the schematic diagram of an integrator used in the system. Relays 
am K, are the mode switching relays. The states of the relays determine the integrator mode as 
follows: 

mode 

operate 

hold 

reset 

closed 

open 

ope n 

-15 

-15 

open 

open 

closed 

0 

0 

-15 

■Ihe logic shown in Fig. 3. 16 has been designed so that three different instructions set the mode 
logic to one of the three states. The given instructions are as follows: 

1 
Mne monic 

rsi 

opi 

hdi 

Op code 

723110 

723210 

723310 

Description 

reset integrators 

operate integrators 

hold integrators 

in switching into any mode but operate, switching transients are non-critical. When switching from 
reset to operate, one must be careful that 1¾ opens before Ki closes. If this condition is not met, 
transients may occur that cause inaccuracies. Thus, a DEC 4301 delay circuit prevents Kl fror 
closing before Kp opens. Common mode control lines and Vp) service all the integrators in the 
analog system. 

The drive capability of the mode state flip-flops must be boosted by the relays shown in Fig. 
3.16 to meet this requirement. Switch "Auto-Man" allows manual control of integrator modes for 
debugging purposes. 

Finally, two channels of the DEC 4603 pulse amplifier shown in Fig. 3.16 are used for clear¬ 
ing and strobing inputs into the light and spare registers. The instruction IOT 3010 first clears 
these registers and then strobes and AC¡2-17 respectively into them. 

G. Operate Gates Instruction 
The principal logical provision added to the PDP-1 to implement the analog-pulsed analog- 

digital demonstration was a direct operate gates instruction to activate the storage and sample 
gates under digital program control. The ad'dTIss part of this instruction designates the gates to 
be activated. 

The 18-bit PDP-1 instruction has the format indicated below: 

The instruction codes (octal) not used in the PDP-1 are 00, 14, 36, and 74, the last being in 
the 60-70 group of augmented (5 tisec) instructions. The computer will normally halt if any of these 
instructions are used. 
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The hybrid design uses one of these instructions (74) as an operate gate order and as an 
encoder control. Bits 0-6 carry the instruction designation 74 (75 if the Indirect address bit is one). 
Bits 6, 7, and 8 are decoded to place a control level on one of eight lines. The state of individual 
bits from 9 to 17 control the levels on another set of nine lines, corresponding respectively to the 
decimal digits 1, 2, ... 9. The combination of the eight lines and the nine lines give the ability to 
initiate 72 distinct operations in the analog domain, up to nine at a time. Each of these operations 
may be assigned a decimal number 1, 2, 3,... 9, 11, 12,... 78, 79, the least significant decimal 
digit indicating which of the 9 bits 9 through 17 control the operation, the most significant decimal 
digit indicating which of the eight control levels determined by bits 6, 7, and 8 control the operations. 
To illustrate: 

740001 

744001 

745061 

octal 

octal 

octal 

111 I 100 I 000 ¡ 000 I 000 I 001. . 
1 1 1 1 I binary 

111 I 100 I 100 I 000 I 000 i 001. . 
1 ' 1 1 1 binary 

ni I loo I loi I ooo I no I ooibinary 

activate operation 9 

activate operation 49 

activate operations 
59, 55, 54 

The pulsing of the encoder in this scheme is controlled by the indirect address bit, that is, 
the instruction 75g will store a sampled analog voltage at the input to the encoder and start the en¬ 
coding action, but the instruction 74g will not. 

When the operate gates instruction is used, the address part of the instruction, which desig¬ 
nates the gates to be activated, appears in MBg_jy at time pulse 4 of cycle zero (TPG.4). The 
instruction code 74g is not transferred from MBq_5 to the instruction register until TPO. 5, hence 
the activation pulses to the selected gates can occur no sooner than TPO.6. In the present system, 
TPO.7 initiates the activation of selected gates. The storage gates remain in the activated state 
for 15 M.sec. The sample gates remain in the activated state for 13 usee. These activate periods 
are individually adjustable for each class of gates. Storage gates must be turned off a short time 
before the sample gates to prevent the turn-off transient from leaving an erroneous voltage on the 
storage capacitor. 

One of the storage gates (T10) controlled by the operate gates instruction is at tl input of the 
analog-to-digital encoder. If the indirect address bit, in tills "case'MBs, is a one, this t ;e will be 
activated at TPO. 7 and de-activated 13 nsec later, just like all other storage gates. At t- rn-off, the 
voltage to be encoded will be held on the T10 storage capacitor. The transition of this pa. ticular 
gate from the activated to de-activated state will automatically start the encoding action, nhich re¬ 
quires some 50 usee to complete in the Beckman 4040A. The computer may perform oth, r instruc¬ 
tions while waiting for the completion of the encode. When ready, the contents of the encoder 
register are strobed by an IOT instruction (mnemonic symbol ENC) into the PDP-1 ln-out register. 

The operate gates hardware is split logically into two sections. One section is internal to 
the PDP-1 central processor and provides instruction timing information, while the second section 
is housed in the equipment rack of Fig. 3.6 and provides the decoding logic. First consider the 
section internal to the PDP-1. The block schematic of the operate gates timing control unit appears 
in Fig. 3. 17. Assume for the following description that the control switch is set such that the cpg 
instruction operates. In the complementary position of the switch, opg is considered an illegal 
instruction. For any instruction code other than 74g, no action occurs. On instruction 74g the cir¬ 
cuit of Fig. 3. 17 sends a level to the PDP-1 stop logic to cause the machine to halt at the end of the 
current memory cycle. At time pulse TPO. 7, the two delay units begin their timing cycles. The 
level output of each of the delay units is sent via cable A from the PDP-1 to the hybrid equipment 
racks. When the ST (13 usee) delay finishes its timing cycle, it generates a pulse to notify the 
PDP-1 proceed logic to initiate the next memory cycle. Figure 3.18 shows the timing involved with 
the opg levels. 

The two opg timing levels control the on times of the two types of analog gates. The sample 
gates must remain on for a longer period than the storage gates so that the voltages on the storage 
gates are not disturbed by the turn-off transients of the sample gates. Experimentally, it was found 
that for completely reliable operation, the storage gates should remain in the "track" condition for 
13 usee. The sample gates are turned off about 2 usee after the storage gates are set to the "hold" 
condition. Thus, the 13 usee delay level is the OPG* ST ACTIVE level for controlling the storage 
gates. The 15 usee delay level is the OPG • SA ACTIVE level for controlling the sample gates. 

In addition to the two opg timing levels, the states of memory buffer register bits 5 through 
17 are transmitted to the equipment racks. The states of the three bits MBf, through MBg are trans¬ 
mitted in a one-out-of-eight decoded form from the memory buffer decoder D (MBDd). When these 
three types of levels first enter the external opg logic, the levels are buffered to give them driving 
capability. Then the buffered levels drive the opg decoding matrix. The block schematic of the 
external opg logic appears in Fig. 3. 19. 
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Fig. 3.17 CPU Modification for OPG Instruction 
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The O PG SA and ST ACTIVE levels go through effectively three stages of buffering before 
they enter thëHêcoding matrix proper. The first two stages are composed of fast 5 me. type in¬ 
verters to minimize delays. The function of these first two stages is two-fold. First, since the driv¬ 
ing capability of the opg timing levels as they come from the central processor is insufficient to 
drive six 00 kc. inverters each at the end of the cable running from the PDP-1 to the racks, a non¬ 
invert.ng uuffer is necessary. Second, the logical AND of the enabling TSAL with each of the opg 
timing levels must be implemented. Thus, this second stage of buffering acts not only as an inverter 
but also as half an AND gate. The OPG SA and ST ACTIVE levels each drive six 500 kc. inverters 
after the levels leave the first two stages of buffering. These inverters act as the third stage of 
buffering on the opg timing levels. Once the timing levels are fully buffered, their names change 
from OPG - SA ACTIVE and OPG • ST ACTIVE to SAn and STn respectively, where n may be a, 
b, c, d, e, or f. SAn and STn proceed into the decoding matrix as described below. 

Each of the MB and MBDD levels are doubly buffered before they enter the decoding matrix. 
Double buffering is required here for retention of the proper polarity. In the case of each of the 
MBDd levels, there are two second stages of buffering. Each of these stages drives about half of 
the corresponding decoding matrix row since a single inverter could not drive the whole matrix row 
alone. 

The decoding matrix itself consists of 36 three-input AND gates arranged in four sets of 
nine each. Some of the gates have a fourth input which is simply fed a constant assertive level 
(ground). Each of the AND gates requires three inputs: 

1. a buffered MBDjj level, 

2. a buffered MB bit level, and 

3. a buffered opg timing level. 

The first two of the three inputs select whether the given AND gate will pass the opg timing level 
when it occurs. The timing level input is determined by the type of analog gate that the output of 
the given AND gate drives. 

If the indirect address bit MB5 is a one for a given execution of opg, the storage gate T10 
associated with the ana log-to-digital converter and the ADC itself will be activated. Thus, MB5 
is ANDed with the ST opg timing level and then sent to control the ADC storage gate and the ADC. 
The ADC triggers on the trailing edge of the ST control level. 

The pulsed aralog running sum loop formed by T1 and T2 in Fig. 3. 1 is controlled by a spe¬ 
cial circuit composed of a DEC 4303 integrating delay and a DEC 4110 diode gate The operation of 
the DEC 4303 is essentially as follows. The output is normally a logical zero . When the input 
rises from a zero to a one , the output follows and remains a one for a certain time after the input 
returns to zero. The time is set by the internal potentiometer setting and_the choice of timing 
capacitor. Now, the overall circuit output is a one if the output of the DEC 4303 is a one and its 
input is a zero . The input to the special control circuit is the control level for the input storage 
gate T2 of tte temporary storage gate pair. The output of this control circuit is the control level 
for the output gate T1 of the temporary storage pair. Thus, when some value is to be stored in the 
temporary storage pair, the input T2 storage gate is selected by an o£^ instruction. When the value 
of the output voltage of the input gate has settled and the input gate returns to its normal hold state, 
the output gate T1 is switched by the special control circuit to the track state and acquires the 
value of the voltage just stored in the input storage gate. Figure 3.2Ö Illustrates the timing of the 
special control circuit. 

The total op£ decoding matrix capabUity of the PDP-1 is (8 x 9) 72 gates. However, for 
economic reasons, only half the total matrix (four sets of nine gates each) was implemented. The 
implemented set used decoded MBDq levels 0 through 3. 

Nothing has yet been said about the specific connection of opg timing levels to AND gate 
level inputs or the connection of AND gate outputs to analog gates. Clearly, these connections are 
highly problem-oriented. That is, for the F-100 problem, one particular combination of timing in¬ 
puts and AND outputs was used. However, in general, for any other problem class, a different 
arrangement of these inputs and outputs would be preferable. 
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F-IOO simulation configuration, the use of each of the sample-l storage gates is 

Table 3.3 

Analog Variables Assigned to Gates 

SAMPLE GATES 

51 

52 

53 a 

54 sin 0/2 

55 -V/2 

56 cos ¢/2 

57 -6t/2 

58 p 

59 *A 

T1 

T2 

T3 EFX 

T4 -T/m 

T5 AF„ 

Output of T1 

Digital-analog converter 
buffer output 

Angle of attack 

Rate of climb 

True air speed 

Roll angle cosine 

Throttle 

Sideslip angle 

Aileron deflection 

S10 SR 

SU 6H 

S12 pb/2V 

SI 3 qc/2V 

514 rb/2V 

515 ac/2V 

516 -h/2 

(817)^/2 

Transfer from T2 

Temporary Storage 

X force 

Thrust/mass 

Z force 

SAMPLE and HOLD GATES 

T6 AL 

T7 AN 

T8 AM 

T9 

T10 

Rudder deflection 

Horizontal stabilizer deflection 

Roll rate 

Pitch rate 

Yaw rate 

Angle of attack rate 

Pressure altitude 

(Z acceleration) 

Roll moment 

Yaw moment 

Pitch moment 

Special meter 

Analog-digital convsrter 
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The choice of assignments in the opg decoding matrix depends upon which analog gates must 
be activated simultaneously, ihose gates which must be activated simultaneously must all appear 
in one group of gates. A group of gates consists of the nine gates which are all activated by an opg 
instruction having the same bit configuration in positions 6 through 6. An analog gate can be a 
member of more than one group of gates. However, membership in more than one group entails 
additional digital circuitry (opg OR circuits). Therefore, the number of gates belonging to more 
than one group should be minimized. Furthermore, members of a given group need not be required 
to be activated simultaneously. Thus, two small groups can be joined into a large group, as long as 
the total membership of a group does not exceed nine. 

We shall omit the tedium of enumerating all the pairs and triples of gates which must be 
activated simultaneously in various parts of the F-100 hybrid simulation program. Table 3.4 gives 
the assignments of opg instruction groups and bits to the various sample and storage gates in the 
F-100 configuratioiiTNote that gates SI, T2, and S2 are the only gates which are members of mor-* 
than one group. The control levels for these analog gates come from OR circuits which logically 
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Table 3.4 

OPG Bit Assignments 

9 
(400) 

10 
(200) 

11 
(100) 

12 
(40) 

13 
(20) 

14 
(10) 

15 
(4) 

16 
(2) 

17 
(1) 

0 SI T2 S8 S9 S10 S12 S14 T6 T7 

1 SI T2 S2 Sll SI 3 S15 T 3 T5 T8 

2 T 4 T9 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S16 

3 (S17) 

4 

5 OPG decodinc matrix No. 2 

6 
nc t imp!« »mente d 

7 

Note: i bit (10000) controls T10 and analog-digital converter 

unite control levels from the opg decoding matrix. Figure 3.21 shows the block schematics of the 
three opg OR circuits necessary for the F-100 problem. 

The matrix entry wiring for an analog gate requiring no OR circuit entails specifying the 
timing control level type and source location input to the matrix entry and the destination of the 
matrix entry output. The sources of timing control signals aie the two sets of buffer transistors 
shown at the bottom of Fig. 3.19. Each transistor has the capacity to drive no more than seven 
timing level inputs to decoding matrix entries. This loading limitation must be taken into account 
when planning the setup of the matrix. The actual wiring lists for the decoding matrix for the F-100 
problem are given in Tables 3.5 and 3.6. The module socket pin connections refer to Figs. 3. 19 
and 3.21. 

H. X-Y Plotter Control 

The two low order bits of the spare register drive two of the relays on the relay card. These 
two relays are used to control the pen and motors of an Electro-Instruments 500 X-Y plotter. The 
plotter, under digital control, was used to obtain the graphs of dynamic aircraft responses as simu¬ 
lated by the all-digital program. The analog inputs to the plotter originated from DAC's on the DEC 
type 30 CRT display unit during initial runs. Later, when the Adcom unit was installed, two of the 
storage gates in the Adcom were used to drive the plotter analog inputs. The digital program used 
to control the plotter was PLX3TEX, described in Chapter IV. 

The control of the operation of the plotter pen and motors is as follows. When an Idl 
(IOT 3010) command is given with ACjy =0, the motors are shut off. When ACj^ = ik* motors 
are turned on. If AC 16 c0 and the issuance of an Idl, the pen is raised. When ACjg = 1, the pen 
is lowered. 
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Table 3.5 

i 

NOTE: 

A CABLE USING BLANK DEC MODULES AS CONNECTORS 
CARRIES THE CS SIGNALS FROM C23 ro Dl. THE CONNECTIONS 
CORRESPOND PIN-WISE (C23F to DIF). 

Table 3.6 

Sample and Hold Gate Control Level Wiring for F100 Configuration 

NOTE: 

A CABLE USING A BLANK DEC MODULE AS A CONNECTOR 
AT THE SOURCE END AND A 25 PIN AMPHENOL MINRAC 17 
AT THE DESTINATION CARRIES THE CT SIGNALS FROM C24 
TO THE TRIGGER INPUT SOCKET (J19) ON THE BACK OF THE 
ADCOM ANA-LOK HOUSING. 
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I. Digital-to-Aiialog Converter 

The function of the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) is simply to convert a number in the 
PDP-l accumulator to a voltage proportional to that number. The DAC used in the hybrid computer 
is composed of six DEC modules, four level amplifiers, a ladder network and an inverter. The 
block schematic of the DAC appears in Fig. 5.22. 

The DAC is designed to work into a 2,000 ohm load and yields a ground voltage for a number 
4-3777Q in the high order 12 bits of the accumulator and -6.667 volts for a number of - 3777g in the 
high order bits of the AC. Zero in the AC gives an output of - 3. 333 volts. 

The level amplifiers convert the imprecise logic levels coming from the AC into fairly 
precise 0 to -10 volt levels to drive the ladder network. The level amplifiers actually put out volt¬ 
ages of approximately -0.002 and -9.998 volts for the nominal 0 and -10 volt outputs, respectively. 
These errors are caused by the saturation resistances of the transistor switches in the level am¬ 
plifiers. These errors are compensated by the variable gain and offset of the follow-up Burr-Brown 
amplifier in the analog interface. Furthermore, the DAC follow-up amplifier resistance network is 
set up so that the final voltage range of the DAC buffered output is ±5 volts. A second Burr-Brown 
buffer amplifier produces a ± 10 volt output. 

The inverter on the sign feeding bit 12 of the ladder network is used so that the +0 and -0 in 
the I's complement system yield the same output voltage from the DAC, 

J. Interface Test Panel 

The interface test panel was built to simulate some of the actions of the PDP-1 for off-line 
checking of the digital interface. The panel has the capability of generating a pair of pulses simu¬ 
lating the iot a and b pulses and a pair of levels simulating the opg tinning levels. These two 
signals caiTïïe generated either in a ''single cycle" mode under the control of a push button or 
repetitively under the control of a free running clock. Two 8-position rotary switches simulate 
two of the memory buffer decoders. There is a 25-pin Amphenol connector mounted on this panel 
to allow one of the discrete input switch registers to simulate one of the three major registers 
(AC, lO, MB) in the PDP-1. Figure 3.22 gives the circuit and layout details of the interface test 
panel. 

K. Module Placement and Main Cables 

The actual module placement of the units described in Sections C through G is shown in Fig. 
3.23. The two cables providing communication between the PDP-1 central processor and the digital 
interface are composed of 50 conductors; each conductor is individually shielded. 

3.5 GENERATING RUNNING SUMS WITH THE PULSED ANALOG EQUIPMENT 

In Section 3.3 the technique of modifying the linear aircraft by inserting nonlinear corrective 
terms into the analog computation on a sampled basis was described. At that time, it was simply 
stated that these corrective terms were generated in the digital and pulsed-analog equipment. How¬ 
ever, until the functioning of the interface logic, particularly the operate gate (opg) instruction, had 
been outlined, it was not possible to go into further detail on this aspect of the hybrid system s 
operation. The presentation of the material in Section 3.4 has eliminated this obstruction, so we 
can now proceed with a more thorough discussion of a typical hybrid program sequence. 

For convenience, a summary statement of all the special instructions added to the PDP-1 
order code by the hybrid logic is given in Table 3.7. 

To illustrate the operation of the pulsed-analog equipment generating the running sum cf 
products, an excerpt from the actual hybrid program is listed in Table 3.8 with explanatory notes. 
This program fragment computes the first two terms of the roll correction signal given in Fig. 3. 5. 
Neglecting the constant factor Sb, which is actually incorporated in the analog scaling, the deaired 
correction is: 
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Table 3.7 

Special Hybrid Instructions 

Instruct ion 

Opg XXXX 

opg 1 xxxx 

iot 2010 

iot 2110 

iot 2210 

iot 2310 

iot 2410 

iot 2510 

iot 2610 

iot 2710 = enc 

iot 3010 = ¿di 

iot 3110 = rsi 

iot 3210 = opi 

iot 3310 = hdi 

iot 3410 = zck 

iot 3510 = sck 

Octal Code 

74 xxxx 

75 xxxx 

722010 

722110 

722210 

722310 

722410 

722510 

722610 

722710 

723010 

723110 

723210 

723310 

723410 

723510 

Explanation 

1 operate gates specified by address 
xxxx as per Table 3.4 

operate gates specified by address 
xxxx plus gate T10-- deactivation 
of T10 automatically starts ADC 
conversion process 

toggle switch register SRAy_j_, -* 
IO 0-17 

toggle switch register SRBq_^7 
IO 0-17 

toggle switch register SRCq_ j -, -* 
IO 0-17 

toggle switch register SRDq 
IO 0-17 

lever switch register LSRq_^ 
IO 0-17 

toggle switch register SP1q_17 — 
IO 0-17 

toggle switch register SFÜ^^-* 

1O0-l7 

encoder output ADCq_^ 
clock state -* lO^ 

IO 0-12 

load light register and spare register 

IO 0-17 
LR, 0-17 

AC12-17-* SR12-17 

if AC = 0 x-y plotter pen raised 

ACj^ = 1 pen lowered 

ACl7 = 0 x-y plotter motor off 

AC17 = 1 motor on 

reset analog integrators 

operate analog integrators 

hold analog integrators 

zero clock flip-flop 

start clock timing 

Operate Time (psec) 

15.7 

15.7 
(conversion con¬ 
tinues for addi¬ 
tional 50 psec) 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 
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. 6 A 
" C, (a, Ma)- AEA (Ma, q.) 

«A 

+ 

f C- (|a|)- f2(Ma)-AER(Ma, qi) 
ÍR____ 

I 
(3.10) 

To follow the Ulustrative program, it will be necessary to refer to the special hybrid instructions m 
Table 3.7, to the standard PDP-1 order code given in Appendix A, and to the hybrid system config¬ 
uration shown in Fig. 3. 1. In tracing through the program, it should be kept in mind that the sum¬ 
ming amplifiers, inverters, and the GPS multiplier all invert the input signal (reverse sign). In 
addition, an awkward feature of the present system is the ±5 volt limit on the sample gates. As a 
consequence, scale factors of one half are introduced to reduce signal levels to à 5 volts before 
passage through a sample gate and scale factors of two are introduced to raise signal levels to 4 10 
volts after passage through a sample gate. This situation is hopefully temporary since the extran¬ 
eous scale changing would be eliminated in a system having ±10 volt sample gates. 

To simplify the illustrative program in Table 3.8, a harmless subterfuge has been perpetrated 
which should be noted. The aerodynamic coefficients and were originally specified in the 

stability axes. For the summation of roll moments in bov'y axes, these coefficients are corrected for 
nonlinear effects and rotated by the digital program. The actual resultant values stored in memory 
are: 

lea, Cj (o, Ma)-AEA (Ma, qi) - a • Cn (a) 
6A 6A 

1er, C. (|a|)- f, (Ma)AER(Ma, qr) - a-Cn (Ma) BER (Ma, q^ 
IôR fiR 

The original motivation in performing the calculation of running sums with the pulsed-analog 
equipment was to avoid the frequent encoding of such multiplicative terms as ÕH, 6R, 6A, 

ZW ?V- TV* and P* 
These analog-to-digital conversions would be necessary if the running 

sums constituting the correction signals were computed in the PDP-1. A more basic motivation, 
perhaps, was to obtain experimental data on the characteristics of high-speed analog computing 
techniques as a state-of-the-art benchmark. 

In retrospect, the use of pu’sed analog equipment to form running sums was of marginal 
utility, the total saving in running time over digital calculations being less than one ms. Since the 
PDP-1 can perform other operations while waiting for an analog-to-digital conversion to be com¬ 
pleted, the total time chargeable to each encode, say 6A, would be: 

opg i 0040 6A — T10, encode started 13 psec 

enc 

dio y 

SA - IO 5 nsec 

6A - y 10 psec 

Total 28 p sec 

In each computation cycle, therefore, the total time "lost" in encoding the eight variables listed 
above would be only 224 psec. Further time would be saved because of the parallel operation and 
faster multiply of the pulsed analog configuration, but clearly the pulsed analog capability is not an 
essential feature of the present hybrid aircraft simulator design. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DIGITALAND HYBRID PROGRAMS 

4. 1 ALL-DIGITAL PROGRAM 

(A) Introduction 
The all-digital F-IOOA simulation program was written primarily to provide a reference with 

which to compare the hybrid F-100A simulation program. The three major areas of comparison are 
volume of storage required, running time per iteration, and minimum iteration rate necessary to 
achieve transient response fidelity. Secondly, substantial parts of the all-digital program were trans 
ferred directly to the hybrid program, since those sections of the F-100A model handled purely in the 
digital domain remained essentially unchanged. Finally, the all-digital program provided a prelim¬ 
inary check on the aircraft data used for the F-100A model. 

The all-digital F-100A simulation program is composed of routines and subroutines which 
perform the following general functions: 

(a) Nonlinear lunction generation 

(b) Integration 

(c) Decisions 

(d) Linear algebraic computations 

Routines to generate nonlinear functions of one and two variables use tables containing only 
function values at selected breakpoints, with intermediate values being obtained by linear interpolation. 
Level (zone) selection and slope computation routines for each independent variable are isolated from 
specific function generation routines. Only one level selection is performed on a given independent 
variable during each cycle of computation regardless of the number of function* depending on the vari¬ 
able since a common set of breakpoints are employed for all functions of a given variable. 

Integration is handled by three different methods. Most integrations use a subroutine based 
on the trapezoidal formula. Roll (¢) and heading (0») angles are generated as the corresponding sines 
and cosines by a digital Gilbert-Howe algorithm. 58 Finally, in the engine routines, ice accumulation 
and mass of fuel employ simple rectangular integration. 

Decisions and linear algebraic computations are handled in a generally straightforward man¬ 
ner which will be discussed later in detail 

To give some idea of the programming and data analysis effort involved, the following approx¬ 
imate schedule is presented. Preliminary data reduction from North America, UDOFT and 
M.I.T. Electronic Systems Laboratory^®data began in June, 1962. Subsequently, the programming 
necessary to simulate the longitudinal mode aerodynamic performance of the F-100A aircraft as a 
function of thrust, horizontal stabilizer defection and an aggregate of discrete inputs was undertaken. 
This task was completed by April 1963, after which data was processed and a program wiutten for 
the lateral mode characteristics. In September, 1962, the programming of the Melpar-UDOFT engine 
model commenced based on Sylvania's UDOFT flow charts and Melpar's function data sheets. The 
engine program was essentially complete by July, 1963, at which time the integration of the long1" 
tudinal and lateral mode aerodynamic programs with the engine program began. For September, 
1963 through March, 1964, a large number of mildly subtle bugs were worked out of the overall all- 
digitál simulation program and transient and steady-state performance teats were run on the pro¬ 
grammed aircraft model. The hybrid program evolved from the all-digital program in early 1964 
with final testing completed by June, 1964. 

It should be noted that the two people primarily responsible for the data analysis and pro¬ 
gramming were simultaneously involved in parallel activities (course work, theses, logical design, 
and test). Moreover, it is clear that any subsequent simulation of another aircraft could be pro¬ 
grammed much more expeditiously than was the case on this baptismal effort. 

(B) Program 
Organization: The all-digital simulation program was broken down into three "»»jor parts, 

aero part 1, the engine program, and aero part 2. The 4,096 word core memory of 
Electrical Engineering Department PDP-1 was somewhat inadequate to store the entire F-100A all- 
digital program. Fortunately, an auxiliary magnetic drum memory was available having 22 fields of 
4, 096 words each Parts of the simulation program were stored on the drum and read into core mem 
ory when requir d. The data, the function tables, and aero part 1 remained in core at all times 
when the program was running. The engine routine and aero part 2 were each read into an area 
of core called the "swapped" area once each cycle. An initialization routine to set initial values 
of variables was called from the drum into the swapped area when necessary. An output routine, 
coded especially for the F-100A simulation program, was also available from the drum and was 
brought into the "swapped" area at the operator's option. Any changes in the simulation that were 
necessary were made on the binary version of the program through ttie use of a symbolic debugging 
program called dH or Drum Digital Debugging Tape. Entry into D^T was by depressing a key. 
Finally, an X-Y plotter routine called poltex was available off the drum for plotting transient 
responses of the programmed aircraft model. Each block of the simulation program will be dis¬ 
cussed individually later in this chapter. 
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(C) Function Generation 

Moat of the aerodynamic coefficients governing the transient and steady state response of 
the F-100A aircraft are non-linear functions of one of thirteen independent variables suchas Mach number, 
altitude, and dynamic pressure. In some cases, coefficients are functions of two such variables. 
In boththe digital and hybrid simulations, non-linear functions are computed by linear interpolation 
between breakpoint values stored in a table. A given independent variable need not have its break¬ 
points evenly spaced. In most cases, the breakpoints are unevenly distributed in order to achieve 
the best fit with the function set. All functions of a given variable have the same set of breakpoints. 

Level Selection and Functions of One Variable. The well-known formula is used for comput¬ 
ing functions of one variable. 

«*!> ° y'.jr'1, l«x„> - «*„-1» + «x„.i> «•*> 
n n-1 

Each of the variables is described in Fig. 4.1. 

Fig. 4.1 Function of One Variable Breakpoint Convention 

The actual computation of the function value in a given cycle of computation is broken into two parts. 
Prior to the computation of any functions of a given variable, that variable is "level selected". 
The level selection process consists essentially of two parts. First, the index n is determined, and 

JC.-X 
second, the "slope" y*.— is computed. The index determination is carried out by repetitive 

n” n-1 
application of the inequality 4.Z until some pair (Xn,Xn_j) are found to satisfy the inequality. 

X . < X. < X 
n-1 — i n 

(4.2) 

The actual process depends upon having a list of breakpoints (X^) ordered from highest to lowest. 

Each Xj is then tested in descending order to see whether Eq. 4.3 holds. 

X. < X. 
i J 

(4.3) 

The first X^ which does not satisfy Eq. 4.3 corresponds to Xn_j and the X^ next highest on the list 

(the breakpoint previously tested) corresponds to Xn< Once the index n is known, it is a trivial job 

to compute the slope, given the table of breakpoints and the value of X^. Level selection is one of 

the major contributors to running time, each such operation requiring 215 + 40K microseconds, 
where K is the number of breakpoint comparisions necessary before the proper zone is located. 
This timing Includes the slope calculation. 

X.-X j 
Let us emphasize that once the index n and the slope y-jy*— are determined for the 

n n-1 
independent variable they are used to compute all the nonlinear function values of that vari¬ 

able in a given solution cycle. For example, thre^ separate functions of Xj would be generated 
by Eqs. 4.4a, 4.4b, and 4.4c. 
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f<xi) = y1 y"'-1- [t(Xn)-f(Xn l)] i£(Xn l) (4.4a) 
n n-1 

8lXl»' (4"b) 
n n-1 

htXl)= T (4-4c) 
n n-1 

Obviously, a separate table of function values is needed to compute each function. 

The main drawback to using the same set of breakpoints for all functions of a given variable 
is in determining a common breakpoint placement that is suitable for all the functions involved. 
Non-linear functions of some variables have common characteristics. For example, functions of 
Mach number tend to vary most abruptly in the vicinity of Mach 1.0; hence, more breakpoints were 
placed in the transonic range than in either the subsonic or the supersonic ranges. The Mach break¬ 
points finally chosen were 0.0, 0.2, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 1.05, 1.4, and 1.7. On the other hand, where 
functions of a given variable had few common characteristics, the breakpoints were spaced more 
uniformly, as in the case of altitude. The altitude breakpoints chosen are essentially standards in 
the aircraft industry for data: 0, 10, 15, 25, 35, 45, and 60 thousand feet. 

The level selection, function of one variable, and function ot two variable subroutines are 
open subroutines. Each time a computation of the given form is required during the execution of 
thTprogram, the proper sequence of instructions are coded intothe program. A closed subroutine 
is one in which all computations of a given form are performed by the same set of instructions in 
some remote location. The data input and output and return location are communicated to the closed 
subroutine through its calling sequence. 

The level selection subroutine operates on a table of data containing (a) the value of the 
independent variable under consideration, (b) the number of breakpoint* used in functions of the 
variable, (c) the ordered list of independent variable breakpoint values, and (d) locations for 
the zone index a.id for the computed slope. Thus, in the Midas assembler language (which is 
described in Appendix A), a call for the open subroutine for level selection (named levsel ) 
contains only the symbolic location for the first entry in the table and the number of independent 
variable breakpoints in the list. For example, the expression "levsel pal, 7" in the program 
calls for a predetermined sequence of thirty instructions to be carried out level selecting the 
independent variable pressure altitude. The first entry in its table of seven breakpoints and 

hi "" It 
calculated parameters is at the symbolic address "pal". The slope c _jj ‘l®0 computed by 

n n-1 
the sequence of instructions. A deUiled flow diagram of the levsel subroutine appears in Fig. 4.2. 

After completion of the level selection and slope generation procedure, the technique for 
generating functions of one variable is quite straightforward. The flow diagram of the open sub¬ 
routine which generates functions of one variable is shown in Fig. 4.3. The subroutine occupies 
10 registers in memory and requires 125 pseconds to carry out. 

Functions of Two Variables: The technique for generating functions of two variables isa 
logical extension of the one variable technique. In the one variable case, the value of the independent 
variable (X), lay on a line segment (X^.X^. In the two variable case, the values of the indepen¬ 

dent variables (X, Y) lie in a rectangle (\_j.XJ, (Yp l, Yp). To obtain F(X,Y), three linear inter¬ 

polations indicated in Eqs. 4,5a, 4.5b, and 4.5c are performed. 

f(X.Ypl) = [f(Xn. V ^,.1-Vl' 
(4. Sa) 

«X. Yp> ■ [ <(Xn. Yp> - ffX^,. Yp)] Sj< 4 Yp) 

[(X.Y) = [I(X. Yp) - f(X, Yp ,)] Sy t «X. Yp ,) 

S and S are the slopes computed by the level selection subroutines for the variables X and Y 
respectively. Figure 4.4 gives the detailed flow diagram for the generation of functions of two 
variables. Each such subroutine occupies 22 memory registers and consumes 260 p seconds of 
running time. 
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Fig. 4.2 lavei Selection and Slope Computation 

Open Subroutine Flow Diagram 

Fig. 4.4 Open Subroutine for Generating 

Function* of Two Vcriable* 
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(D) Integration 

In the all-digital FdOOA simulation, three integration methods are used. These methods 
are rectangular, trapezoidal, and a digital Gilbert-Howe method for obtaining sines and cosines of 
angles from angular rates The choice of method in a particular application was a compromise 

between speed and accuracy. 

Rectangular Formula: The applications where the rectangular method was used consisted 
in relatlWîy iiSn^TitTcIT^putations such as fuel flow integration to account for fuel depletion and 
aircraft ma^s change, and ice accumulation on engine air intake guide vanes to account (mainly) for 

055 lbs /hr When a one-pound increment or decrement of fuel has been accumulated by is 
summation process, the "fuel tank" (register containing the mass of fuel remaining) 1 s incremented 
or decremented by one pound. In essence, a double-length word is being employed to handle the 
large dynamic range from the maximum total mass of fuel to the minimum increment or decre¬ 
ment in mass that occurs during one solution cycle. A more complete discussion oí scaling and 
word length requirements is presented in References 7 and 11. 

Trapezoidal Formula: All the integrations involved in the airframe dynamic«, with the 
exception of ¿ioTTangleFS^ * (heading angle), are computed using the trapezoidal formula given 

in Eq. 4.6. 

n+1 = Y_ + 2 <3Y. W (4.6) 

A closed subroutine is used to perform these integrations. Roundo error is «««tially ed 
bv using a double precision technique which saves the low-order half of the double-length product 
foyrmè58in the mulfiplication. Some roundoff error occurs due to the limited word length of the time 

step h and oí the rates themselves. 

A further double precision technique is required in the cases of two variables having wide 
dynamic ranne, relative to their rate, of change. The.e »«lajl.. are ^r.pe.d «d Utitutta. Th, 
following criterion wa. adopted. If the derivative of the van able (íandrMe ef climb, reepectiv^ly) 
is non-zero in the machine, then the value of the variable should change. The 18-bit word length 
of the machine is about four bits too short to implement the above criterion directly, since the 
hitegration aubroutine doe. not change the scaling of the rate 
A method was devised in which an intermediate variable supplied the needed bits, with the Inter 
mediate variable being operated upon by the integration subroutine. When the value of th« Im¬ 
mediate variable reaches a sufficent magnitude to affect the main variable, the correct vaJ 
added to the main variable and a corresponding value subtracted from the intermediate variable 

value . 

Dioital Gilbert-Howe Method: The roll and heading angle, may take on any value from 0 
to 2 » radians in the model chosénï^r this simulation. Furthermore the value, of the,e 
are of no direct use in any computation involved in this simulation. The sines and of these 
angles are of considerable importance, however, both computationally and in t*rr"i 
indicators. Hence, the decision was made to integrate the angular rates directly to f°rm 
respective sine-cosine pairs. The method chosen was Masseys extension of an analog technique 
Jk v: s* »wie * V W --r- t ., 

developed by Gilbert and Howe at the University of Michigan, 
ferential equations are given in Eqs. 4.7a and 4.7b. 

The original Gilbert-Howe dif- 

(Cos Ö) = -Sin 0 • 0 - pc Cos 0 (4.7a) 

Jjj (Sin 0) = Cos 0 • 0 - pc Sin 0 (4.7b) 

where « = SinZ 6 + CosZ 6 " 1 

and p* a feedback term governing the rate of an exponential decrease on c. 

In hi. work in this area, Massey showed that Eqs.4.8a and 4.8b are the difference equation, 
equivalent to Gilbert and Howe's differential equations. 

where 

and 

Co. 0n+1 = Cos 0n - Sin 0n- 6r- dt - pc Co. 0n * 

Sin 0n+1 = Sin 0n + Cos 0n • 0n - At - pc Sin At 

c * Sin^ 0 + Cos^ Ö-1 n n 

p is a feedback factor. 

(4.da) 

(4.8b) 
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Massey further showed that the product u At has an optimum value of l/2 for the case At / 0. 

For the purpose of this simulation, the results obtained from Eqs. 4.8a and 4.8b were suf¬ 
ficient. Only when the roll rate approached the structural limit of the aircraft (10 rad/sec or l/2 rad/ 
solution), did the equation pair produce results in error by about 10 percent. 

(E) Decisions 

In the all-digital simulation of the F-100A, the effect of a number of cockpit controls and 
control system functions are (or are idealized to be) discrete, i.e., on-off. These effects are re¬ 
presented as branch points in the simulation program. In this section, discrete cockpit control 
panel inputs and outputs are discussed and the classes of decisions used in this program are classified. 

Arithmetic Decisions: The PDP-1 instruction code contains no conditional jump (transfer) 
instructions. All branching is done with a micro-programmable skip instruction in conjunction with 
am unconditional jump instruction. The nine conceivable arithmetic comparisons which can be made 
are tabulated in Fig. 4.5. In certain cases when c(x) is a constant, the sample instruction sequences 

Fig. 4.5 Arithmetic Comparisons 

may be modified slightly to save both computation time and memory space. The saving is gained by 
using the PDP-1 law or load accumulator with (immediate) instruction. An example follows. 
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Using lac Using law 

lac X law constant 

sub Y sub Y 

s ma s ma 

jmp z —30 u s jmp z —25 a s 

25 us 2 5 us 

running time running time 

X, constant 

The saving using the law instruction amounts to 5 use c/de cisión and one register regardless of 
whether the jump is or is not performed. One use of this technique affords no significant saving. 
However, with repeated use, a considerable advantage may result. The restriction that the con¬ 
stant must be less than 4096 hampers the application of this technique in less than 25 percent of the 
possible cases. 

Discrete Inputs: A panel containing 7 rows of 18 switches each was built to provide a 
flexible discrete input capability for the PDP-1 computer as applied to the F-100A simulation pro¬ 
blem. The interface logic for the panel was arranged so that when one of seven iot (input-output 
transfer) commands is issued, the state of one of these rows of switches is placecfin the input- 
output register (lO) on a bit-for-bit basis. The bit of the IO corresponding to an on switch would 
be set to a one. The off switches cause corresponding IO bits to be set to zero. 

Once the state of the row of switches is in the IO register, it is a relatively simple matter to 
branch the program according to individual switches. An instruction sequence which tests the fourth 
switch of the second row would be as follows: 

(Spsec) srb /iot 2110, £witch row b 

(Spsec) ril 3s /rotate bit 3 (or 4th bit) into sign position 

(5psec) spi /skip on + IO (or zero in sign position)(switch off) 

(5u«ec) jmp z /go to "z" if switch on 

XXX /next instruction executed if switch off 

Over 100 sequences such as this occur in the all-digital F-100A simulation. From the programmer's 
viewpoint, a more convenient way of handling the discrete input switches would be to implement a 
class of skip commands such that each skip would refer to a single switch. If such a command were 
available, the program sequence for testing the 4th switch of the second row of switches w>uJd be: 

(5psec)b04 /skip if switch 4 row b is zero 

(5psec)jmp z /go to z if switch is on 

XXX /next instruction 

Obviously, the number of instructions required to execute this function with the new instruction has 
been halved and the execution time has been either halved or cut by a factor of three, depending on 
the chosen branch. 

Discrete Outputs: A panel of 18 lights, each of which is driven by a flip-flop, is the 
implementation of the discrete output indicators for the F-iOOA simulation on the PDP-1. The 
lights are not individually controllable but must be set up as a group. The lights are in an on or off 
state according to the bits of the 10 register of the PDP-1 when the iot command cantrolllng-the load¬ 
ing of the light flip-flop register is issued. If the bit corresponding to a given light is a one at the 
time of the issuance of the lot, then the light is turned on; if that bit is a zero, then the lîgKt is turned 
off. - 

A core memory register is reserved to contain the desired state for all the discrete output 
lights and its contents are transferred into the light register once each cycle. In this manner, 
discrete outputs may be set at any point in the program, yet the results of decision-making com¬ 
putations are available in memory for succeeding portions of the program to test and branch on. 
In the present F-100 simulation program, a typical coded sequence to set bit 5 in the discrete output 
word on the basis of an arithmetic decision would be as follows: 
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lac vairsl 

sub const 

lia 

lac disout 

and (-10000) 

spi i 

ior (10000) 

dac disout 

/c(varbl) —AC 

/c(AC) - c(con8t)--AC 

/c(AC)-* lO 

/c(disout) -iAC 

/0 -AC5 

/skip if C(IO) < 0 

/1 -ac5 

/c(AC) —disout 

(10 u sec) 

(10 M. sec) 

( 5 u sec) 

(10 [t. sec) 

(10 U sec) 

( 5usec) 

( 10 ^ sec) 

(10 sec) 

totals: 70 ^ sec, o registers 

where: "disout" contains the discrete output word 

"varbl" contains some variable 

"const" contains some constant 

and c(disout)5 is set if c(varbl) >c(const) 

One suggested alternative to reduce the number of instructions necessary to produce a given 
discrete output entails Implementing separate set and clear instructions for each bit of the discrete 
output register. A program sequence corresponding to the example above, using the "new" instruc¬ 
tions, would be as follows: 

/Î*' 

lac varbl 

sub const 

cl05 

sma 

st05. 

/c(varbl)—AC (10u«ec) 

/c(AC) - c(const) —AC (lOusec) 

/clear D.O. bit 5 ( 5usec) 

/skip if c(AC) 0 ( 5 usee) 

/set D.O. bit 5 ( 5 usee) 

totals: 35 u sec, 5 registers 

The availability of these instructions would save about 35 percent of the number of Instructions used 
for discrete output sequences and reduce discrete output running time by 50 percent. 

(F) Basic Program 

The all-digital F-100A simulati^... program is divided into three main blocks. These are 
tagged Aero Part 1, Engine, and Aero Part I. The gross flow diagram of each of these blocks is 
given in Figs. 4.6a, 4.6b, an'. 4.6c. Due tocore memory size restriction, not all the program 
resides in core simultaneous!,. That part of the simulation program not in core memory at a given 
time is available from an aux. lar y magnetic drum storage unit. Data and variables remain in core 
at all times when the simulation program is running. Furthermore, Aero Part 1 remains in core 
continuously to minimize the volume of traffic between the core memory and the drum memory. 

Certain additional routines have been written to support experimentation with the program 
which are not strictly elements of the simulation in that they perform input-output and initialization 
functions unnecessary in the normal running of the simulation program. Included in these service 
routines are (a) a symbolic debugging routine (DDDT) (b) a flexible cathode ray tube/typewriter/ 
punched paper tape arithmetic output routine, (c) an X-Y plotter output routine, and (d) an initializa¬ 
tion routine. 

Timing; Normally, in a simulation such as this, cockpit instruments are handled on an analog 
output basis. During the oarly development of the all-digita. program, no analog output equipment 
was available, hence, instruments were simulated by bar meters and rotating lines displayed on the 
cathode-ray oscilloscope. These simulated pilot displays are shown in Fig. 4.7, Only the Indicated 
dots compose the display; all the lettering and dimensioning does not appear on the CRT and is for 
explanation only. 

The lack of analog equipment in the early stages of the digital simulation testing also 
necessitated simulating analog Inputs in a rather unconventional manner. Core memory registers 
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TO ENGINE 

Total Normal W ,C. Time: 15.905 ms 

Fig. 4.6 a) Flow and Worst Case Running Time 

Aero Part 1 , All~Digital 

Í entry 
ENGINE 

TO AERO PART 2 

EF -emergency fuel system on 
EF —emergency fuel system off 

Total Normal W.C. time: 10.445 ms 
Total E.F. W .C. time: 10.815 ms 

Fig. 4.6 b) Flow and Worst Case Running Time 

Engine, All-Digital 
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TO AERO PART 

Fig. 4.6 c) Flow and Worst Case Running Time 

Aero Part 2, All Digital 
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were reserved to hold quantities representing positions of the four analog controls (horizontal 
stabilizer, ailerons, rudder, and throttle). Of these, the latter three are handled in the following 
manner Three, ^-position switches, whose states are sampled once each computing cycle in a 
manner entirely parallel to discrete input switches, control programmed incrementation or decre¬ 
mentation of the values stored in each of the three registers. The three possible positions of each 
switch require only two corresponding IO bits to specify. In the present implementation, one bit on 
causes incrementation of the control variable, the other bit on causes decrementation of the control 
variable, and neither bit on causes no change in the corresponding variable. It is impossible to turn 
both bits on with the given switches. 

The horizontal stabilizer requires a somev/hat different method as its position and rate of 
change are rather critical in the longitudinal mode equilibrium. This variable is also stored in a 
memory register the contents of which are incremented and decremented under pilot control. 
However, in the case of the horizontal stabilizer, two three-position switches control the changes 
in the stored quantity, one causing a relatively large rate of change and one causing a small rate 
of change. The coarse switch allows fast changes in Í H and the fine switch allows precise position¬ 
ing of 6 H. 

Another abnormality of the all-digital simulation is the use of the auxiliary drum memory. 
The maximum access time for a block of information written on the drum is 33 1/3 milliseconds. 
The transfer rate, however, is 8. 16 usec/word. Thus, if the position of required information on the 
drum is optimized, a practical minimum access time of 250 wsec can be achieved. During the run¬ 
ning of the simulation, the two major blocks called Engine and Aero Part 2 are read from the drum 
alternately. In one complete computation cycle, each of these blocks is read once. The two blocks 
contain a total of 2618 instructions (words) and therefore require slightly in excess of 21.8 msec per 
cycle for access and reading. With an 8K core memory, this time would be saved since the whole 
program would fit into core at once. 

The timing of the all-digital simulation program is closely related to the drum timing. The 
computation cycle time goal set by UDOFT and other digital studies was 50 msec/cycle. In the 
oresent instance, if the worst-case program running time could be reduced below 27.7 msec/cycle, 
the total running time of the program would be such that two computation cycles could occur for every 
three revolutions of the drum (100 msec). However, the actual running time d the P100A program 
was approximately 42 msec/cycle (including about 6 msec for instrument display on the CRT). 
Thus, one cycle of computation occupied two drum revolutions or 66 2/3 msec. Figure 4.8 shows 
the breakdown of time for one cycle of computation in "normal" worst-case running. The term 
"normal" worst-case running time implies that the worst-case route is traversed through the 
simulation program proper and that none of the utility or service programs are entered. This 
"normal" time, furthermore, is actually the time required to compute one cycle with the service 
option discrete input switches set so that none of the service routines are entered. 

Three areas where running time can be considerably shortened by relieving purely formal 
restrictions on the program are these: (1) magnetic drum storage usage, (2) analog inputs, and 
(3) analog outputs. From the foregoing discussion, doubling core memory size to avoid using the 
slow auxiliary storage saves 24,3 msec in running time. Utilizing analog equipment described 
elsewhere in this report for analog inputs and outputs, saves roughly 7 msec. Thus, with 
these three spurious restrictions removed, the intrinsic worst-case running time of the F-100A 
problem on the PDP-1 would be roughly 35 msec's per solution cycle. 

Memory Space: The PDP-1 4K memory is divided into three major areas in the all-digital 
F-100A slmulation program. These areas are (a) data, (b) resident program, and (c) swapped 
program. 

The data area contains a block of registers holding variables, breakpoint tables for level 
selected variables, function tables for non-linear functions, and the integration subroutine calls. 
The fourth item is included in the data area because the calling sequence for the integration sub¬ 
routine contains registers in which variable quantities are held. The resident program area con¬ 
tains subroutines and Aero Part 1. 

The swapped area is the one which holds, when necessary, each of the program blocks 
contained in the auxiliary drum memory. When the simulator is running, this area is alternately 
occupied by Aero Part 2 and the Engine. At times other than "normal" running, the output program, 
the initialization program, or the X-Y plotter program may occupy this area. The symbolic de- 
bugging program, DDDT (or DST), when operating, occupies essentially all of core and utilizes an 
unused field of the drum to store the simulation program. 

Figure 4.9 shows the allocation of core memory to each of the program blocks. Figure 4.10 
•hows the placement of various routines on the first six fields of the drum memory. 
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Program W.C. lime: 
Drum Transfer Time: 
"Waste" Time: 

Total Cycle Time : 

42 305 ms 
2 1.862 ms 

2.500 ms 

66 667 ms 

Fig. 4.8 Worst Cese Running Time Distribution 

All-Digital F100 Simulation Program 

(G) Special Routines 

Initialization Routine: The all-digital F-100A initialization routine performs the function of 
setting Initial conditions for a "flight" of the aircraft model. There are two entry points to the 
initialization routine. One entry point causes the model to be stopped on the ground with the engine 
shut down. The second entry point puts the model in straight and level flight at 20,000 feet at Mach 
0.7. An entry point is selected by one of two switches on the discrete input console. The initializa¬ 
tion routine executes its task repetitively until both of the discrete input switches controlling entry to 
the routine are turned off. The state of the model is determined by the last control switch to be 
turned off. 

It was much easier to initialized the all-digital model with switch-activated control surface 
rates than it was to initialize the all-digital version with analog stick inputs. In the latter configura¬ 
tion, the operator had to set the correct control surface positions manually before straight and level 
flight could be maintained. In the case of the switch-activated control inputs, the initialization pro¬ 
gram set the surfaces to the correct positions. Figure 4.11 shows a flow diagram of the initializa¬ 
tion routine. 

Output Routine: The flexible output routine written for the F-100A simulation programs was 
not intended as an output medium for real-time simulation due to the intrinsic speed limitations of 
input/output devices available with the PDP-1. Conceivably, with a high-speed channel option and 
a 1,000 1pm line printer, results from every other computation cycle could be recorded and real¬ 
time simulation maintained. The existing routine, however, has options to utilize the typewriter, 
the paper tape punch and the cathode ray oscilloscope (CRO) display unit, all A which are on-line 
units. 

The output routine is capable of transmitting up to 54 computed variables in 16 different 
combinations to the selected output device. Which of the possible 16 combinations is employed 
is determined by the setting of four switches on the discrete Input panel. The output medium 
(typewriter, tape, or CRO) is also selected by switch settings on the diacrete input panel. If the 
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PROGRAM 

DATA 

Fig. 4.9 Core Memory Allocation, All-Digital Program 
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Output 
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X-Y Plotter 

Output 
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Fig. 4,10 Drum Memory Allocation 
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RETURN 

r ENTRY 1 

i 
I get to zero 

1 h, Vt, hyd press. 

* W,, N , rpm 
I z 

throttle, start fire j 

a = . 348 rad 
LXj down 
SB retracted 
SH = 0 

DT attached 
DT full 
main tank full 

4. 
set to zero: ¡ 

. list of 47 
j variables 

thrust ice = 1 
, emerg. sys. timer * 5 sec 

at irstart timer = 5 sec 
hot start = 0 

( ENTRY 2 ■ 
\ zn__ r 

; h = 20, 334' 

! V = 7 37'/sec 

i hydr. press. = 600 lb. 

¡ LG up 

j SB retracted 

Air DSO 

I start fire on 

Wf = 2650 lb. /hr, 

N = 84.6 
z 

rpm = 84. 6 

throttle = 36 

main tank full 

DT empty 

DT lost 

SH = . 0684 rad 

FI®. 4.11 Flow Diagram of Inltialiiation Routina 
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output medium is either tape or typewriter, normally only variable values will be transmitted. 
However, a heading to identify variables in the final typed copy can be obtained with adisore e 
input switch option. The CRO output option displays alphanumeric characters on the CRO screen 
so that the values of the selected variables and their names are readable directly. The CRO out¬ 
put consumes less than Z percent of the time required for a comparable typed outpu . A repetitive 
mode of operation (FREEZE) is available as a discrete input switch option for the 
Another optional repetitive mode of operation found to be of value is called STEP FREEZE which 

, • ».u *V, ■ Trpirirvir ontion The FREEZE mode causes the output routine to operates in conjunction with the r REE¿ t option, me r muuc v.«» ctfp 
repetitively display the names and values of the selected set of variables until the STEP FREEZE 
discrete input switch is turned on. At switch-on time the computer enters a dynamic halt condition 
until the STEP FREEZE switch is turned off. At switch-off time the computer executes one cycle 
of computation and re-enters the repetitive display (FREEZE) loop Photographs °ftypicalC 
outputs are shown in Fig. 4. 12. A detailed flow diagram of the output routine appears in Hgs. 4.13a 

through 4.13e. 

Plotter Output Routine: The plotter output routine (PLOTEX) performs the iollowing 
functions: (a) auxiliary computation for plotting variables, (b) plotting axes, c) decreasing the 
speed of the simulation to allow the plotter pen to accurately reproduce the desired output curve, 
(d) decreasing the independent variable step width and interpolating the dependent variable Tr.x 
plotting accuracy, and (e) computing a stimulus for the airframe model. The operation oi LOT^X 

is blocked out in Fig. 4. 14. 

PLOTEX was used mostly for plotting tansient responses of the airframe to standard control 
surface Input pul.e. a. de.cribed in Chapter VI, These etimuli are function, of time „d must be 
synchronized with the output plotting. Thus, the stimuli are computed by PLOTEX. The control 
surface to be pulsed, the pulse amplitude, the shape and zero-offset of the stimulus the variable 
to be plotted, the scaling and offset of the plotted variable, and the time (or other independent 
variable) and its scaling and offset are parameters that must be inserted into PLOTEX using D 

before the plot can be run. 

42 HYBRID PROGRAM 

(A) General 

The hybrid F-100A simulation program is patterned strongly after the all-digital FdOOA 
simulation program. In addition to the transfer of a large part of the aerodynamic computation to 
the analog domain, several other organizational changes have been incorporated in the digital com¬ 
puter part of The hybrid program. The analog portion of the hybrid simulation is described in 
Chapter III. The present chapter describes the organization, timing, and memory reqmrenrients of 
the hybrid program, and also compares the time and memory requirements of the hybrid and all- 
digital versions of the F-100A simulation program. 

(B) Hybrid Programming Techniques 

The programming procedures employed to transmit information between the analog and 
digital domains and to carry out arithmetic sequences with the pulsed analog equipment have been 
described in Chapter III. These functions and the outright transfer of a portion of the digital calcula¬ 
tions to the analog subsystem constitute the principal innovations in the hybrid program. To complete 
the picture, however, the method of coping with the ground-air transition must be discussed. 

A technique was needed for forcing certain variables in the aerodynamic computation to 

thlTemusTbT díamped zerTwhem Hie ^aî r c r afTiTTn^thé ¡TounTand whTn the aircraft just touches 

negative when h = 0 since this Implies that the aircraft is somehow burrowing into the ground. 

The method chosen for handling these situations monitors the pitch angle rate Ö (Ö ' 

V. * m T, fonkinv at and deciding digitally whether the affected analog integrators should 
T t . operate state. In the reset integrator state, all the above-mentioned 
variableT^e forced to zero‘d the operate inl^tor state, the variable, are free to follow variable-TÏFe forced to -ro^lñ the Obrate ^^«^nd^cy oitkl iircrlit is to nose up or 

their ^•pective ,. 0J’te integrator state. If az> 0, then the tendency of aircraft 
take -off dictates switching to the operate integrator • "iñVtúalitv the switching tests were 
i. to „».. do»», ° Ä«t.r í; “í;«or:rdC.o Ivoid th. 

1.: »UogltrcuU.. A gr.p/c ,.pr...nt.Uon o< th. .«itching ..... progenv 

med for the hybrid simulation appears in Fig. 4. 15. 
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SUBROUTINE EXC 

choose one of 16 pairs 
of codewords in table 
ed/ based on low order 
4 bits of spl 

exd 1- t---, 
setup subrt. scop 
for 1 st column _ 

call subrt. dpO with 
1 st codeword in IO 
and SA of display list I 
No. 1 in AC 

exe 

setup subrt. scop 
for ¿ nd column__ 

call subrt. dpO with 
2nd codeword in IO 
and SA of display list 
No. 2 in AC 

exx 

return 

exc 

note : 

a 1 in a codeword 
bit position selects 
the corresponding 
display list entry 
for output 

Fig. 4.13 b) Output Routine Flow 
Diagram, Part 2 

NOTES: 

Formatting subroutine allows up to and 
including 7 columns to be typed or 
punched for a pagewidth Every 7th 
call to the subroutine produces a carriage 
return All other calls produce tabs 

2 Each display list entry contains the 
following information: 

a) variable 
b) scaling 
c) number of places after 

decimal point 
d) flexo code for variable name 

A jump to a display list entry causes 
the variable to be loaded into the AC 
and H main output subrt. (90a) to be 
called using the cal instruction. 

Fig. 4.13 c) Output Routine Flow Diagram, Part 3 
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94 a I 

return 

SUBROUTINE 90a 

1 Bits 9, 10 and 1 1 of the 
cal instruction contain 
the format code "n" 

(n = 0)-»non zero 
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output 
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below decimal 
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instruction indicate 
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No negative b-numbers 
are allowed 

Fig. 4.13 d) Output Routine Flow Diagram, Part 4 
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Fig. 4.13 e) Output Routine Flow Diagram, Part 5 
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Fig. 4.14 Flow Diagram of PLOTEX 
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Fig. 4.15 Land-Air Transition Integrator Switching 

(C) Hybrid Program Organization 

The main change in program organization which occurred aa the hybrid FHOOA program 
evolved from the all-digital ÏH00A program, entailed grouping digital computations involving only 
slowly-varying variables into one block and computations involving both fast-changing and slow- 
changing variables into another block. Based on the customary guide that solution rates must be 
ten or twenty times greater than the natural frequencies, the routines servicing slow variables 
should then need no more than five executions a second and those servicing fast variables (up to 
1 or 2 cps) should need no more than twenty executions a second. 

The actual organization of the hybrid program is blocked out in Figs 4. 16 through 4 19. 
Note that now Aero Part 1 contains all of the "slow" computations extracted from Aero Part 2 in 
addition to control functions and a short special output function routine. Furthermore, the original 
hybrid organization of the engine program required three segments of approximately e<|ual , 
The first engine segment, engine part a, was to remain in core memory con.tanUy while the second 
and third segments (parts b and c) occupied the swapped area of core alternately. A reorganization 
of the original hybrid program required the three segments of the engine program to occupy the 
swapped area in triangular alternation. In any case, the drum transfer times required «« 
from running times in the timing analysis. The sequence of execution of the sub-blocks in the hybrid 
program is shown in Fig. 4. 19. It is clear from this figure that the "slow" routines are executed at 
half8the frequency of the "fast" routines Throughout the testing of the hybrid program, this frequency 
ratio remained constant, though the base frequency ithe frequency of the "fast' routines) was varied. 

(D) Hybrid Program Timing and Memory Space 

Figure 4.19 gives the execution times for the hybrid program. The table of running times 
is broken down into "long cycles" (those including execution of the "slow" routines) and short 
cvcles". Averages are included to facilitate direct comparison with the all-digital program. 
Unfortunately, the all-digital program was never split into "fast" and segments so that a 
comparison between the average hybrid time and the all-digital time would be unfair in that the all- 
digital program could also be split in a manner analogous to the hybrid program with an attendant 
time saving. However, a meaningful time comparison can be made directly between the long cycle 
time of the hybrid program (27 ms.) and the intrinsic all-digital time (35 rns.). Thus the im¬ 
mediately obvious effect of transferring part of the digital computation load to the analog domain is 
to reduce the running time by 8 ms. The more significant effect on solution rate requirements will 
be discussed in Chapter VI. 
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ENTRY Normal Worst Case 

Running Time (m sec. ) 

CONTROL 

D3T, INITIALIZE, 
OUTPUT, ETC. 

0.080 

0.210 

0.590 

2.890 

4. 560 

EXIT 

TO ENGINE PART A 

Total Normal Worst Case time = 8.330 msec. 

Fig. 4.16 Hybrid Aero Port 1 Routine 
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Fig. 4.17 Hybrid Engine Routine» 
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Fig. 4.19 Groll Flow and Worit Cate Running Tim« Breakdown; Hybrid Program 
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Fig. 4.20 Core Memory Allocation, Hybrid Program 
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Fig. 4.21 Drum Memory Allocation, Hybrid Program 
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Figure 4.20 shows the layout of the hybrid program in core storage. The shaded a-e occupy¬ 
ing some 600q registers (38410) near the top of storage was reserved in a later revision for possibl 
program modifications to avoid time-consuming reassembly of the whole program Figure 4 21 
describes the utilization of the lower four drum storage fields by the hybrid program Other drum 
fields may be used in running this program for, say, initialization at present conditions other than 
(H = 0, Vt = 0) and for utility programs such as D^T. 

Figure 4.22 gives the storage and time comparisons between the all-digital and hybrid 
simulation programs. This comparison table is based on a hybrid "fast” routine iteration rate 
of ?0 solutions/sec, no drum transfer times or waits, and no "short" cycles where the execui. ,>n 
of the "slow" routines is omitted. 

Memory Requirements 

Variables and Breakpoint Tables 

Function Tables 

Subroutines 

Aero Part 1 

Aero Part 2 

Engine 

TOTALS 

Running Times (m.s.) 

Aero Part 1 

Aero Part 2 

Engine 

TOTAL Computer Time 

All-Digital 

274. 

1355. 

121. 

839. 

1309. 

1469. 

5367. 

15.905 

15.585 

10.815 

42.305 

Hybrid 

241. 

1311. 

30. 

934. 

582. 

1510. 

4608. 

8.430 

7.215 

11.335 

26.980 

Hybrid Savings 

- 33. 

- 44. 

- 91. 

+ 95. 

-727. 

+ 47^ 

-759. 

- 7.475 

- 8.370 

+ . 520 

- 15.325 

Fig. 4.22 Comparison of Time and Memory Requirements 
Between the All-Digital and Hybrid F-100A Programs 
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CHAPTER V 

COMPONENTS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

One oí the major objectives of the M. I.T. effort has been to reflect the present state of the 

SirncÍf"thybrtldHCOrn^Utmg ,eler"ents ^ith consideration given to both the technica. and economic aspects 
Since the study and construction phases of the project coincided with the period in which acceotable 
solid-state analog and pulsed analog components became a practical realfty" °hil objective h^s 

EUctrn 1 q qfÍCk aí‘iPtÍOn t0 th.R raPldly changing technical situation. To illustrateJ this the 
le ironic Systems Laboratory had available at the start of the study phase a family of pJlsed- 

anaiog units developed under previous contracts.? For the most part, these circuits employed 
nnRU«TJ ,1 6olid-8tatR cor"bi™ti°ns, since earlier efforts to develop completely soHd-state 
filtl h! a successful. For example, four graduate theses on transistor operational ampli¬ 
fiers had been underwritten without a suitable pulsed-analog design being produced At the time 
only second order improvements in existing tube circuits seemed feasible. On this premise thé 

£ th th, 'i“Vi,t0r a tube .ampl.-abd-holíXlCTl”;^ 
svsíem a n f Pr0g.ram*1 ln a 81milar vein, when the requirement for a standard analog sub¬ 
system arose the project planned to procure one of the many commercial tube units then available 
However, midway in the design phase, it became apparent that improvements in the performance 
characteristics of transistors and lower transistor prices made it reasonable to think in terms of a 
completely solid-state system, both with respect to the analog and pulsed-analog equipment The 

thoTh^h? a Tatem in 8ife- reliability. a"d power consumption could not be fg^ed even 
though the switch to solid-state ci-cuitry meant scrapping previous tube designs. 

On several other occasions, new technical developments forced the project to revise prior 
decisions on implemer .ation. The success of the photoresistive multiplier for example dictated 
the replacement of the quarter-square multiplier and servo multipliers originally specified by the 
more economical photoresistive devices. The appearance of the Adcom sample-and-hold gate hav¬ 
ing a permanent holding capability clearly represented an important breakthrough that made existing 
temporary-hold gates obsolescent. The installation at M. I. T. of a PDP-1 computer a «mmerriíl 

kind TX-0 in spite of a substantial prior investment in programs and experiments.4, 5, 6,11 

.. Ultimately, of course, the desire to incorporate the very latest equipment in a system and 
the timetable for completing the system come into conflict. As a consequence, the ideaíof creating 
a true state-of-the-art system can never be realized in practice. However, in a development pro- 

technica/advance's aVth"Ímp°^ that a de«ree of flexibility be permitted in utilizing new 
A k f adva^ces as tbey become available, especially when the state-of-the-art is changing rapidly 
A case in point is the UDOFT development over the period from 1950 to I960 where the infole^nenta Y‘ 

put"rTi„«puL*nd artÍÍ‘CUUy "8,rk"d '» existence 

. , . "state-of-the-art" implies not only that a certain level of performance is achievable 
Attaint îb pefformance is achievable at a reasonable cost and with reasonable consistency. 
Attaining the ultimate in performance by applying the philosophy that money is no object and the best 

mentnBeno°.t f ’ if nrotft0ndiatinCti°n' but t0 the P00^ouse. In truth, the research and develop- 
Thf> MP1 T °Sff 8 7KlCh lts flavor and challenge unless some economic constraints are applied. 
The M I.T. effort hopefully demonstrates that an effective hybrid computation facility can be assem- 

toebeaivtdthead 0nabf e COSt and trat ?e f00r ^1116 aPPr,5ach of niaking a system only as good as it has to be (with adequate margins of safety) has much to recommend it. 

Numerous examples from the present hybrid configuration illustrate these quasi-economic 
aapec „ of deign. A, ,he tim. a choice wa. made, .everal 10 bit, packaged analogT- 
digital couverters were available with encoding times ranging from 2 microseconds to 108 micro- 
seconds lhe unit finally selected (Beckman 4040C) had an encode time of 30 microseconds, hence 
t did not represent the state-of-the-art as far as conversion rates are concerned. However it was 

less expensive than all faster converters, it offered a margin of safety, being accurate to fciz'bits 
and it incorporated several conservative engineering features that indicated more reliable operation 
Moreover since only nine analog variables were encoded in the hybrid F-100A program and^ince the 
PDP-1 could perform other operations while waiting for the encoding action to be completed ultra- 
fast conversion was clearly not a necessity. Restraint was similarly exercised in UmK the inter¬ 
face system to one analog-to-digital converter and one digital-to-analog converter e^en though 
present commercial practice often favors numerous parallel conversion channels in each direction. 

.}u eyery technology, a level of performance is reached beyond which it becomes increasinvlv 
difficult and expensive to effect improvement. For analog computation, this situation occurs in the7 

cw!!!110? ír0rn i 1 percent accuJraCy t0 ^ 01 Percent accuracy. In retrospect, the project's early 
sion to accept components with a ! ominal accuracy of only 0. 1 percent reduced the cost of the7 
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analog portion of the ay«tem by at least an order of magnitude. To cite the main advantages that 
resulted from this basic decision: 

a. A ±10 volt reference could be used instead of ±100 volts 
and simple, low voltage, solid-state amplifiers without 
chopper stabilization became acceptable. 

b. Metal film resistors accurate to 0. 1 percent (but matchable 
to better tolerances) could be employed in place of precision 
wire-wound resistors costing five to 10 dollars apiece. 
Sin ilar savings were achieved in the choice of power sup¬ 
plies, integrating capacitors, and precision test equipment. 

c. Ovens, air conditioning, and other elaborate temperature 
compensation devices were not necessary. 

d. The lower voltage and accuracy requirements permitted the 
use cf photoresistive multipliers in place of servo and 
quarter-square multipliers. As will be shown, the photo¬ 
resistive multiplier greatly reduces the number of opera¬ 
tional amplifiers needed in the analog sub-system. 

e. It was evident from the beginning that the high-speed, pulsed 
analog interface equipment should be based on a ± 10 volt 
reference, not only because this was a convenient level for 
sample gates, sample-and-hold gates encoders, and de¬ 
coders to operate but also because it resulted in lower 
impadance and signal levels and wider bandwidths. Select¬ 
ing the same reference for the standard analog system 
enabled ua to share its ±10 volt and ±15 volt power supplies 
with the pulsed analog equipment and also to eliminate the 
scale changing that would otherwise be necessary at the 
interface between the two systems. 

The analog sub-system designed and constructed at M. I. T. for the hybrid demonstra¬ 
tion utilized 74 operational amplifiers in implementing the following computing functions« 

14 integrators 

3 diode function generators 

11 photoresistive multipliers (capacity for 
77 products; 43 produc*f. used) 

14 summers 

25 inverters 

8 division circuits 

24 coefficients pots 

The total cost of component parts for the analog system, operational amplifiers and 
power supplies included, was roughly $12, 000. Physically, some 38 plug-in cards were involved, 
each card requiring, on the average, one technician-day to wire. A representative group of cards 
is shown in Fig. 5.1 and the overall analog sub-system without power supplies is shown in Fig. 5.2. 

To duplicate this computing capacity with a commercial machine using quarter-square 
multipliers would require 115 operational amplifiers servicing the following complement: 

14 integrators 

3 diode function generators 

43 quarter-square multipliers 

14 summers 

41 inverters 

43 operational amplifiers (quarter-aquare output buffers) 

24 coefficient pots 

The extra inverters and operational amplifiers are needed because the quarter-square 
multiplier demands bipolar inputs for both four-quadrant and two-quadrant operations and each 
product demands an output buffer stage. In terms of a typical commercial computer, the Electronic 
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Associates TR-48, which is also solid-state and employs a ± 10 volt reference, this computing 
capacity would require three partially expanded consoles costing over $60,000. This figure does 
not reflect the extra 34 products which are available, but not used, on the M, I.T. analog computer. 
Analmost fully expanded Electronic Associates 231 R, a typical commercial ±100 volt machine with 
nominal 0.01 percent accuracy, would have a comparable capacity and would cost over $90,000. 

In all fairness, it should be pointed out that the M.I.T. analog computer does not have all the 
convenience features of the commercial machines, such as pre-patch panels and push-button readout 
of selected variables. The direct comparison above is merely intended to demonstrate that sub¬ 
stantial raw analog computing capacity of moderate accuracy is now obtainable at a relatively low 
cost. Neither does the discussion imply that 0. 01 percent analog accuracies are a fetish based 
solely on professional vanity and commercial specmanship. In a purely analog simulation, scaling 
must be such as to accommodate the largest possible value of each variable and this scaling fre¬ 
quently is based on violent, uncommon transient conditions. As a result, most calculations are 
carried out with voltages considerably smaller than full scale. Whereas a 20 millivolt error cor¬ 
responds to only 0. 01 percent of ± 100 volts, such an error is 2 percent of a signal that normally 
operates at 1 volt levels. One of the advantages of a hybrid system, of course, is that the calcula¬ 
tions involving extreme dynamic range can be performed more accurately on the digital portion of 
the system. 

Carrying this economic discussion to a conclusion, the main elements of the M.I.T. analog- 
digital interface were: 

Beckman 4040A anaiog-to-digital encoder 

Digital Equipment Corp. logic for implementing 
operate gates instruction, discrete in-out, 
analog mode switching. 

Five Burr-Brown wide-bandwidth 1607A amplifiers 

DEC 722 power supply 

Adcom sample and hold gates (10 channels) 

Nine dual sample gate cards (18 channels) 

DEC digital-to-analog converter 

GPS wide-bandwidth quarter square multiplier 
with external power supply 

Interface total 

$ 4,800 

3,970 

975 

305 

7,450 

920 

690 

2,000 

$21,110 

Thus, in round numbers, the total cost of the interface and analog equipment added to the PDP-1 
digital computer for the M. I.T. hybrid demonstration was $35,000. The PDP-1 computer itself with 
a 4096-v'ord core memory today costs $100,000, so that the total hybrid system represents an n- 
vestment of $135,000. However, even this figure does not represent the state of the art from a 
technical or economic viewpoint. The much faster PDP-7, having a 1.75 microsecond memory 
access time, costs only $45,000 with a 4096 word memory. 

For an £ 11-digital simulation, the interface costs would be considerably higher than the hybrid 
figures cited above. For example, UDOFT had 38 analog outputs, which, if implemented with Adcom 
sample and hold gates, would alone cost over $28,000. It is clear, in the case of the F-100A demon¬ 
stration at least, that the peripheral analog equipment more than pays for itself in reduced interface 
expenditures. In addition, and this is the principal point of the whole demonstration, the analog 
skeleton operating on a continuous basis effectively increases the real-time capacity of a S^en 
digital computer by at least an order of magnitude through the reduction in solution rates. Additional 
memory must be added to the computer, of course, to actually realize this increase. 

In view of the wide range of problems that are being considered for hybrid implementation to¬ 
day it is impossible to draw general conclusions on system costs. However, utilizing an inexpen¬ 
sive digital computer like the PDP-8 and off-the-shelf interface and analog components, minimal 
hybrid systems should be obtainable for less than $50,000. Utilizing a fast computer like the PDP-7, 
very powerful hybrid combinations with adequate display devices should be obtainable in the price 
range from $100,000 to $300,000. These figures asume that engineering development costs have 
been minimized by eschewing elaborate custom-built features. 

The remainder of this chapter will discuss the various hybrid system components 
individually. 
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Fig. 5.1 Representative Group of Analog Cards 
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5-2 operational amplifiers 

In 1962, the first solid-state encapsulated operational amplifiers were introduced having 
voltage and current offset characteristics competitive with chopper-stabilized amplifiers. In adddi- 
tion to their small size and economy, these amplifiers offered almost instantaneous recovery from 
overdrive and overload, absence of residual chopper noise, and elim^tion of the AC chopper drwe^ 
requirement. After a series of tests, the high gain, different^! input SGL-6 SGL-8 and SS12 plug 
in units manufactured by Nexus were adopted as the basic building blocks of the M. I. T analog sub¬ 
system. The wide bandwidth Burr-Brown 1607A was later selected for use in th^ Pul8ed ^1°8 
interface. The principal characteristics of these units are listed in Table 5.1. The rapid progress 
in planar transistor technology has made it possible to better this performance substantia ly today. 
By careful design and compeneation temperature coefficients of 0. 1 microvolts/ C and 0.1 

nanoamps/oc should be obtainable.^* 

Table 5.1 

Operational Amplifier C haracteristics 

Output voltage 

Output current (ma) 

Power requirements 

Volte 

Ma 

Typical open-loop gain 

Common mode input voltage 

Offeet voltage temp, coeff. 
(uv/°C) 

Offset current (nanoamps) 

Offset current temp, coeff. 
(na/°C) 

Unity gain crossover 
frequency 

Supply/offset voltage 
rejection ratio 

Nexus 
SGL-6 

Price 

±11 

±20 

±15 

±30 

500,000 

±3 

10 

40 

2 

1 me 

5000 

$80.00 

Nexus 
SGL-8 

±11 

±20 

±15 

±30 

500,000 

±10 

10 

40 

2 

1 me 

5000 

$95.00 

Nexus 
SS 12 

±11 

±3 

±15 

±10 

100,000 

±3 

5 

±5 

0.2 

1.5 me 

10,000 

$125.00 

Burr- Brown 
1607 A 

±10 

±30 

±15 

±12 
Quiescent 

31,600 

±25 

±10 

3 

20 me 

7500 

$195.00 

5. 3 SUMMING AMPLIFIERS 

Two summing amplifiers with their associated input and feedback resistors, and with voltage 
and current offset balance circuits, are mounted on a single card. The circuit schematic is given in 

Fig. 5.3. 

Mounting terminals are provided on the card for six input channels to each summing amplifier, 
the ratio of the feedback resistor Rf to the input resistor determining the effective gain of individual 
channels Since the analog subsystem was scaled in powers of two, input and feedback resistors were 
"ú; choaenfrom thAinaJ .equance 125K. 250K, BOOK 1 meg, and 2 meg °cc.«i«n»lly, a 
non binary channel gain would be employed to avoid the use of an extra coefficient potentiometer. 
Metiil'fUm realtor 8 accurate to * 0.1 percent, but mea.nred and matched to clo.er tolerance., were 

used for all input and feedback applications. 

To place both amplifiers in the current balance or voltage balance configuration without dis¬ 
turbing the taper pin problem patching, a double pole-three position switch was mounted on the rear 
edge o^ each £rdPas well as a^proprtate test points. Typically, long-term offset, are less than one 

millivolt at the output. 
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5.4 QUAD INVERTERS 

Because oí the smaller number of input and feedback resistors required, it was possible to 
mount four inverters on a single card. The quad inverter schematic is given in Fig. 5.4. As in the 
case of the summing amplifiers, provisions were made for current and voltage offset balance without 
disturbing the problem patching. The small feedback capacitor was included to give an added margin 
of lafety against instability. In special situations, a few inverters were employed with other than 
unity gain. In addition, the inverter buffer for the horizontal stabilizer control input included a 
diode limiting circuit. 

5.5. DUAL INTEGRATORS 

Two integrators were mounted on a card, complete with integrating capacitors, mode 
switching relays, current and voltage balance circuits, and input networks. The circuit schematic 
is presented in Fig. 5.5. Nominally, four input channels were provided for each integrator, although 
it is relatively simple to shift channels from one integrator to the other if necessary. The standard 
feedback element was a 0. 5 microfarad polystyrene capacitor with a ± 0. 1 percent tolerance. With 
this capacitance value, a 2-megohm input resistor constituted a unity gain channel (1 volt/sec/volt 
input). For larger gains up to 10 volts/sec/volt, input resistances down to 200K were employed. 
•'or gains greater than this, a 0. 1 microfarad feedback capacitor was installed. 

The mode switching relays No. 1 and No. 2 could be activated by the digital computer or by 
external manual switches. The correspondence between relay states and integrator mode is as 
follows (a bar indicating absence of relay excitation): 

operate T• ? 

hold 1 • T 

reset 1 1 2 

Under manual control, the hold mode could always be interposed between the reset and operate 
modes, thus avoiding s wit eking transients leading to false initial conditions. Ünder digital control, 
however, the mode switching command was much faster than the relay operation times, consequently 
a delay had to be inserted between the deactivation of relay No. 2 and deactivation of relay No. 1 to 
guard against relay No. 1 closing before relay No. 2 opened in the transition to operate. 

For system test purposes, it was found convenient to lock individual integrators at various 
initial conditions. To accomplish this, toggle switch reset circuits were added to each card capable, 
of over-riding the external mode control signals. 

With a feedback capacitor, there exists the possibility of exceeding the maximum allowable 
common mode voltage (* 3 volts) at the input of the SGL-6 (for example, if the output is shorted to 
ground with the capacitor charged to *10 volts) For this reason, the Nexus SGL-8 amplifier with 
a common mode limit of * 10 volts is employed in all integrators. Later Nexus amplifiers incorpor¬ 
ate internal protective networks to prevent such amplicides. 

5.6 LONG-TERM INTEGRATORS 

When long-term integrations are encountered, such as the integration of ground velocity com¬ 
ponents to obtain aircraft position, or when the problem scaling requires integrator gains substan¬ 
tially less than unity, as arises in the integration of rate of climb to obtain altitude, the best 
computational results are procured with a very large feedback capacitor. In the first case, the large 
capacitor reduces the predominant drift error due to the finite input current (Ig) of the operational 
amplifier. 22 The output voltage due to this current is given approximately by 

I t 

With an amplifier input current of one nano amp, an integrator having a 0. 5 microfarad feedback 
capacitor would exhibit an output voltage drift of 7.2 volts over a one-hour period. The use of a 10- 
microfarad feedback capacitor reduces this drift by a factor of twenty to 0. 36 volts. 

In the second situation, where the problem scaling demands substantial attenuation of the 
signal at the integrator input, the use of a large capacitor enables the designer to achieve fractional 
values of integrator gain (l/RC) without resorting to excessively high values of resistance (R) in the 
input channel, or without preceding the integrator by a coefficient potentiometer that reduces the 
input signal to unacceptably low levels. 
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Fig. 5.5 Dual Integrator 
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For such occasions as these, a special integrator was designed employing a 10-microfarad 
polystyrene feedback capacitor with 0. 1 percent tolerance. Because of the size of the capacitor 
only one integrator could be mounted on a single card. The current and voltage balance circuits 
and the mode switching features are the same as for the standard dual integrators. The circuit 
schematic is given in Fig. 5.6. 

5.1 VARIABLE DIODE FUNCTION GENERATOR (DUAL) 

Although in a hybrid system it is generally preferable to generate nonlinear functions in the 
digital domain, situations occasionally arise in which separate sample and hold gates would be 
required to store individual functions used in the analog domain. In such cases, it is more econom 
ical to employ a diode function generator directly. The three nonlinearities in the F-100A analog 
configuration so generated are air density, cos 9, and the nosewheel pitch moment on the ground. 

Two diode function generators, each with five segments and an offset voltage, are movinted 
on a single card. Up to three segments of one unit, however, can be transferred to the other diode 
function generator. Each segment has slope and breakpoint adjustments as indicated in the circuit 
schematic Fig. 5.7. 

5.8 PHOTORESISTIVE MULTIPLIER 

The generation of nonlinear functions of one or more variables and multiplication have 
always been the most awkward and expensive of the basic operations in analog computation. In 
recent years, the problem of large scale function generation has found a satisfactory solution in 
the application of digital techniques, but analog multipliers continue to constitute a limitation in 
accuracy and an economic limitation because of the large number of operational amplifiers nec¬ 
essary to service each product. Operating under a rather limited budget, the Electronic Systems 
laboratory simulation project has always been painfully aware of these ficiencies and, consequently, 
has investigated a number of alternative solutions to the multiplication problem.26,28,29,30,31,5V 
The Air Force approval to proceed with the construction of the hybrid demonstration system finally 
brought the situation to a head, however, since the successful completion of the system with the 
funds allocated clearly required a more economical means of analog multiplication than the standard 
quarter-square technique. 

Under normal cruising and high-speed flight conditions, the thrust-drag summation is the 
principle relationship that determines aircraft performance. By carrying out this calculation in the 
digital computer, we eliminated the only analog multiplication (pV2/2) C D requiring extreme ac¬ 
curacy. The remaining 43 products had three noteworthy characteristics: 

1. Only moderate accuracy (better than 1 percent) 
and relatively low frequency response (less than 
2 cpsj were demanded. 

2. Over half of the products were two quadrant 
rather than four quadrant. 

3. All of the products involved one of 11 key 
analog variables and, characteristically, each 
of these variables was a factor in four, five, 
or six products. 

Using these characteristics as a guide, the senior author devised the photoresistive multiplier 
employed in the demonstration system. The description of this device presented here must be re¬ 
garded as an interim report, since the tight schedule on system development and te»t did not permit 
a full exploration of various refinements in the multiplier design. 

In its present form, the photoresistive multiplier is capable of producing seven products of 
one common variable. The principles of its operation may be readily ascertained by referring to the 
circuit schematic Fig. 5. 8. An array of eight photoconductive cells Rp , Rp,... Rp are mounted 

in a light chamber illuminated by h single miniature lamp. Variations in the voltage (e^) applied to 
this lamp cause variations in the lovel of illumination on the cells and this, in turn, changes the 
effective resistance of the cells. Each cell is a resistive element in a separate voltage divider cir¬ 
cuit, the output of which also changes with the illumination level. The voltage divider (FH), incorpor¬ 
ating the master cell Rpg, is employed in a closed-loop configuration with a high-gain operational 

amplifier to vary the lamp voltage as a function of the multiplier common input Y . Steady-state is 
achieved when the output of the master divider circuit balances out the input Y. The feedback ar¬ 
rangement forces the lamp voltage and the level of illumination to be such that the master cell 
resistance Rp satisfies the following equilibrium relationship: 

5 
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Fig. 5.6 Long-Term Integrator 
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Q Diode Imefted with Debited Polotity Between Flea Connectors on Boord 

© Diode Inserted Here to Add More Segments Io DFG No. 2 

© Junker Patched to Proper Pin Jock for Desired Breakpoint Polarity 

Fig. 5.7 Dual Diode Function Generator 
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15.1) R3 
Y — 

10R3 [R1 - Rp - R21 

5 

n oiu, «pvpn «lave cells are subject to the same illumination level as the master cell 
j irieallv ytheir resistance values follow the resistance of the master exactly. As a consequence 

and, ldeally* ‘heir..re,S1®7." mnitinlicand voltage ±V produces an output proportional to the product 
YV To this, as.ume thlt the slave voltage divider LM ha. the moltiplicand + V applied 
at ter Jinal L and it. inv.r.e - V at terminal M . 1Í the loading at the output terminal ot the 
divider is R3 as in the case of the master divider, the output voltage el s given y 

V Rj[Ri~ Rp R21 

5i = +r2 )(^3+^ 
(5.2) 

If slave cell one has tracked the master cell five exactly 

(5.3) 

Hence from Eq. 5.1 and Eq. 5.2 

R3lRrRP1 ^ 

RlR3+(kPi + R2)(R3+1K'l') = ^ 

R3[ Rr RP5 " R2^ 

•ÏÏ^T(Rp5 + k2KR3TTq) 

^ y 

IT TU 
(5.4) 

from which 
R3 , YV a 
1" 1 TU ' 

4 

(5.5) 

The .lave output «. i. directly proportional to the product YV . A positive sign for the product i. 

obtainable simply by reversing the excitation signals at L and M. In a similar fashion, if the 
othe^S ve dividers are excited by the multiplicands * X, * W, 
e.4 1 tv,« rvroHncts YX Y W etc The gain stage necessary to bring each product up to full 
scaTe Í 10 vSítsl cl; L asso!ikted with a Summing amplifier or any other computing eleme^ fol- 
lowing the multiplication; hence this stage cannot be properly charged against the multiplier it . 

After extensive experimentation with various photoresistive elements, starting originally 
with the Raytheon lamp - photocell combination (Raysistor ), the Clairex cadmium sulf e 
CL605 L* 020 unit was fiilly selected for use in the demonstration multipliers. The *pectr*l 
resnonse of this cell closely matches the response of the human ¿ye, peaking at 5500Ä . A cell con 
slats of a light-sensitive grid on an aluminum oxide substrate mounted in a hermetically-scale 
gil., cvñid“ 0 245 tachfl i„ diameter and 0. 50 inch«, in length. The maximum voltage rating i. 
60 volt, and the maximum allowable power dl..ipation i. 75 °5 " ¿orde’r 
tance as a function of illumination level for the standard C L605 Lf«11,i" *5°w“ in Fig* 5*” . ^ 
£ reduce the variation of re.i.tance with applied voltage, the C L605 L-020 with a .mnewhat üiicker 
20-mil grid wa. employed In the actual multiplier, but the re.i.tance plot for thi. unit 1. eimilar to 

that shown. 

Referring to the circuit diagram Fig. 5.8, with Ri = 86.6 K, R2 * 57.6 K R3 = 200K, and 
R4 = 2 megohms, the values of master cell resistance Rp corresponding to the full range of Y 

inputs are: 

Y = + 10 volts Y = 0 volts Y = - 10 volts 

e5 
- 1 V. 0 v. V 1 V. 

Rp5 
48.75 K 29 K 12.98 K 
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Fig. 5.9 Resistance of Clairex 605 L Cell vs. Illumination Level 

It was found experimentally that the Chicago Miniature T - 1-3/4 incandescent lamp type 338 
rated at 2.7 volts and 60 milliamps cou’d produce illumination Weis within the light cavity correspon 
lno to tj-ig ranize of cell resistance. The voltage-current characteristic of the 338 lamp is given in 
Fia 5 10 Superimposed on the plot are load lines for the bleeder circuit, which supplies most of 
the current to the lamp, and the 680 ohm feedback circuit at the saturation limits of the operational 
amplifier (± 12 volts). For proper functioning, the range of lamp operating conditions ^icated on 
tMiTnlot must correspond to a range of photocell resistances from 12.98 K to 48.75 K. In practice, to 
utilize the amplifier output range to full advantage, the bleeder circuit resistance is adjusted to pro¬ 
duce a zero output at e5 when the operational amplifier output e0 is zero. 

There are numerous fine points in the design that cannot be treated in detail here, but which 
warrant mention. The prünary problem, of course, is exact matching of all eight cells of an array. 
Clairex as a special service, will test and match groups of cells to within ± 8 percent at a »tandard 
illumination of two foot-candles. Within each such group, further selection is possible to yield set 
“matched to better than * 1 percent. Tailoring of cell characteristics with f^nal re.Utor- 
is a further possibility. Finally, the distance of each cell of an array from the light source can be 
set individually by a fine screw adjustment. 

Temperature variations from cell to cell are minimized by mounting the entire array in a 
solid block of aluminum. Ideally, even though photoconductive characteristics are temperature 
sensitive if all cells are at a common temperature, mismatches due to temperature variation 
should be minimized. Cadmium sulfide has a better temperature coefficient than cadmium selenide. 

Photocell resistences are also generally dependent on the long-term light history of a cell. 
Fiaure 5.11 indicates the variation in conductance at a given light level depending on whether the 
measurement occurs immediately after a prolonged exposure to darkness or a prolonged exposure to 
30 foot-candles of illumination. One of the reasons for selecting a cadmium sulfide cell instead of 
cadmium selenide cell was the substantial reduction in this light history phenomenon. H°wever‘ 
since all the cells of an array are exposed to the same light history, this effect is secondary. For 
maximum accuracy, it is probably advantageous to leave the multiplier lamps on at all times. 
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Fig. 5.1 Î Variation of Conductance with Light History 

Fig. 5.12 Disassembled Light Cavity 
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To assure a more even illumination of 'àîlè'i'ndl'irolrtîd' cap may be employed 

be ms.rted c^^r^elf i. coated witb a special white diffus,o-, 

rdtsassembUd lShtPchaPmbeV is shown ln Fig. 5.U. 

, . irfthof u,e multiplier is limited primarily by the response of the lamp and the cell, 

u,e res pons estime ^of^the Ï.'teTÂ a function of the light level as follows. 

Light Level 
(foot-candlee) 

o.oi 
0. 1 

1 
10 

100 

Rise Time 
(sec’s) 

2.8 
0. 30 
0.07 
0.02 
a 007 

Decay Time 
(sec’s) 

1. 3 
0.22 
0. 06 
0.02 
0.014 

( »V,» roll the level of illumination should be as high as 
Obviously, to - ’ tain than cadmium sulfide cells, but this advan- 

tage'doe's ‘tem^rature L* hy.tetesis characteristic. 

On the other hand, miniature lamps witji thin figments ^o^ct.^A 
fastest, hence the requirements for ^gh Ught l 1 qo percent might take 30 mUliseconds in a 
change in light output from 10 f^^^sÍond to subsUntial phase shifts at low s gnal ire- 
typical lamp. Such rise times, of c » . , D gtability of the master cell control fircuit, 
quencies. As a consequence, to iMure the ^°aed'n o^the operational amplifier at high frequencies. 

ivT'm^rúíyTxcirrrÍÍ'tiv. divider network, hence thee, elgnel. mey be In .he kilocycle range. 

eV"' Many of the practical problem, mentlonedabove have been dl.cue.ed In greater detaU In the 

M. 1.T. thesis submitted by Lt. Thomas 

One of the main advantages o£the Us^Tc^or eachpr oduct.' The circuit con- 
does not require both the multiplicand voltage and^it ^ ^ ghownP^ Fig. 5.13. As in the 
nections when the multiplier Y is r«Btricte ^ means of a feedback loop. Steady- 
four-quadrant circuit, the value o Y ^^^e^ider baUnce. out the input Y. In the two- 
state is achieved when the output (e5) of the voltage div he divlder network 
quadrant case, however Y is tte + 10 or the - 10 volt reference 
^y.rTÄ.8Äi ««oreara al.n r.Jrnad .0 ground and na.d o«ly b. ..cited by th. 

multiplicand voltage. 

With a P0.1.1V. Y input and th. m..t.r divider excited by the - 10 volt reference, th. 

steady-state conditions for the master loop are. 

s_ ir4 
Y = 

10 RjRj 

'«qVVlV*? 
5 

) 
(5.6) 

loading a, tbe output t.rmb-l of the. lave divid» U Ueo R, and if the .lave network 

is excited by the multiplicand V , the output voltage ^ i. given by 

V R1 Il3 (5.7) 

«1 * R^ + ftp 

If slave cell one has tracked master cell five exactly 
(5.8) 

Hence from Eqa. 5.6 and 5.7 

R1R3 *1 X 
RjRjeKp Ik,*K? s JT4 VS 

5 

R1 R3 
XpqTTC^TKTTXp 

(5.9) 
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F (+10) 

Fig. 5.13 Two-Quadrant Photoresistive Multiplier 

From which 

R3 YV 
ei = it; -nr (5.10) 

The slave outpit is directly proportional to the product YV. A negative product is obtainable by 
using the inverse of V to excite the voltage divider. 

One problem with the two-quadrant cir .uit is immediately apparent. As the multiplier Y ap¬ 
proaches aero, the photocell resistance Rp^ must become very much larger than Rj if the output of 

the divider network is to approach Eero. In practice, this condition can only be approximated, a 
typical set of values being Ri =20K and Rp5(max) = 20 megohms, for which the master divider out¬ 

put would be 10 millivolts. This is an acceptable deviation from the ideal value of zero. 

5.9 QUAD DIVISION CIRCUIT 

Two positive variables, aircraft velocity and cos 9, are involved in division operations, 
which are implemented in the analog subsystem by using two-quadrant photoresistive multipliers in 
the feedback configuration shown in Fig. 5.14. Each division requires only a single slave network of 
the multiplier controlled by the divisor and an operational amplifier to complete the feedback loop. 
Assuming that LM is one of the slave volUge dividers in a two-quadrant multiplier controlled by the 
positive variable Y, at steady-state the output (ej) of this network is forced to obey the relation: 

e X (5.11) 

From the analysis of the two-quadrant multiplier (Eqs. 5.6 through 5.10), ej can also be expressed 
in terms of the output voltage (cq) of the feedback amplifier which excited the network LM: 

R3 Ye0 

el = TC4 -JJT (5.12) 
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.“V 111 
SLAVE VOLTAGE 
DIVIDER CONTROLLED 
BY VARIABLE y 

Fig. 5.14 Division Circuit 

Fig. 5.15 Typicol Division Circuit Choroctorlstlc 
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Equating Eqs. 5. Il and 5. 12, then solving for e^, one obtains 

e0 = - 10(p- 
R, R, v 

4) (^) X R¡; Y (5.13) 

The amplifier output is thus proportional to the quotient X/Y, the constant of proportionality being 

the quotient 
R4 R5 

controlled by the resistance ratios and 
R, Rr 4 . . 5 1 

= 5 For the case in which (w— ) 
3 

eg is plotted in Fig. 5. 15 as a function of the divisor Y. Four of the operational amplifiers used 
to implement division loops are mounted on a single card. The circuit diagram for this quad division 
card is given in Fig. 5 . 16, 

5.10 PULSED ANALOG MULTIPLIER 

Historically, one of the chronic problems in the field of high-speed analog computation has 
been that of providing an accurate, wide-bandwidth multiplier. Considerable research effort has 
been expended in this area, both at M. I. T.23,2^25,26,27,28,29,30,31 and ei8ewhertï32,33,34 
At the present time, the state of the art is represented by the GPS quarter-square multipliers 
having a half-power (-3db) bandwidth of 400kc and a static error of less than 75 millivolts over the 
full scale of ± 100 volts. On special order, GPS recently produced an ultra-fast quarter-square 
multiplier with a 10-megacycle bandwidth, but with a static accuracy of only 0. 5 percent of full 
scale (*40 volts). ^ Such a bandwidth corresponds to Io of phase shift at 2 megacycles. The ampli¬ 
fiers employed in this unit had a closed-loop bandwidth in excess of 30 megacycles. 

The multiplier selected for the pulsed analog interface was a GPS model MU-500E, a quarter- 
square unit modified to operate at ± 10 volts full scale, A block diagram of this device is given in 
Fig. 5. 17. Each of the diode shaping networks utilises eleven straight-line segments in matching a 
square characteristic. Static tests on the multiplier verified the accuracy specification of 0.25 per¬ 
cent of full scale. Settling time for a 10-volt step input was less than 10 microseconds. 

The GPS multiplier and its associated power supply (Philbrick R-100B: ± 300 volts) are thi; 
only units in the M. I. T. demonstration ayi tern employing vacuum tubes. A solid-state design of 
comparable performance could have been developed by the project based on the earlier work of 
Dumas,2® Leith,an(j Solbakken,but limitations of manpower and time prevented such a 
development. 

5.11 SAMPLE AND HOLD GATES 

Another classic circuit problem of hybrid and high-speed analog computation has been the 
development of sample and hold gates having a large ratio of hold time to sample time. Technically, 
this problem is closely related to the design of electronic mode controls for analog integrators and 
of boxcar circuits in radar work. 

Generally, sample and hold gates have been based on the two approaches shown in Fig. 5. 18; 
the first, an open-loop series connection of switch, capacitive storage element, and output buffer, 
and the second, a closed-loop configuration in which the storage capacitor is placed in the feedback 
path of an operational amplifier. In both arrangements, providing a large charging current through 
the transmission gates, low leakage off the capacitor in the hold state, overall linearity, drift sta¬ 
bility, and acceptable switching noise presents rather challenging desigp problems. As a conse¬ 
quence, considerable research effort has been expended in this area.’*^»9*20.36,37,38,39,40 Unfor¬ 
tunately, as is the case with many interesting technical fields evolving rapidly, the best work done 
under commercial sponsorship has often not been documented in the literature. Current commercial 
practice favors variations of the cloned-loop configuration with the sample times ranging from 5 to 
15 microseconds and hold times (0. 1 percent decay) from 5 to 50 milliseconds. To operate synchro¬ 
nously with a digital computer, a sample time comparable to the memory access time of the com¬ 
puter is desirable. In the latest digital machines, core memory access times run from 1 to 5 micro¬ 
seconds. In simulation work, the minimum hold time is determined by the solution rate. For 
example, the all-digital F-100A simulation, run at 20 solutions per second, would require a 50 
millisecond hold time. For the hybrid F-100A simulation, however, run at only one solution per 
second, a one-second hold would be necessary to avoid extraneous gate upkeep operations by the 
digital computer. Moreover, simulation studies are frequently interrupted for output displays, data 
print-outs, and program changes. These interruptions might last f r several minutes, hence cor¬ 
responding hold times would be convenient. 
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Fig. 5.17 GPS Quarter Square Multiplier 
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GATE 
CONTROL 

a) OPEN-LOOP SAMPLE AND HOLD GATE 

R 

GATE 
CONTROL 

b) CLOSED-LOOP SAMPLE AND HOLD GATE 

Fig. 5.18 Two Standard Sample and Hold Configuratiom 

With all these factors considered, the project selected 10 Adcom sample and hold gates for 
the demonstration system. This unit stores a full-scale 4 10 volt input in 10 microseconds and holds 
the stored value indefinitely within 4 0. 05 percent of full scale. Permanent holding is achieved by 
replenishing the charge on the storage capacitor whenever the stored voltage decays outside the 
4 0.05 percent track. The correction signal is derived by converting small voltage changes to cor¬ 
responding time changes measured with respect to a stable, high frequency oscillator. Each gate 
has an output current capability of 4 10 ma. with an output impedance of less than 1/2 ohm. For the 
M. I. T. system, the standard Adcom model 420A was modified to accept a -3 volt level as the track 
command and a zero volt level as the hold command. 

An alternative method of achieving permanent holding is to provide a separate digital register, 
digital-to-analog converter, and buffer amplifier for each stored value. Although improved accura¬ 
cies up to 15 bits (4 0. 01 percent) are obtainable with this technique, the cost per channel is substan¬ 
tially higher than that for sample and hold gates. For example, a 12-bit (4 0. 05 percent) digital-to- 
analog converter, complete with flip-flop register, reference supply, and a Burr-Brown 1607A 
buffer amplifier, can be assembled with standard Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) modules for 
roughly $1000/channel. The Adcom sample and hold gates, having comparable accuracy, average 
$745/channel. If greater accuracy is required, Scientific Data Systems (SDS) offers a packaged 15- 
bit (40.01 percent) A-D converter with a digital register, power supplies, and buffer amplifier at 
$2575/channel. Sample and hold gates accurate to 4 0.01 percent are available, but not with an in¬ 
definite holding capability. 

The inherent speed and accuracy of digital-to-analog ladder networks is being further exploited 
in devices for multiplying a digital number by a variable analog voltage. Entire hybrid computing 
systems based on such devices are now offered.41»42,43,44 

Advances in transistor technology and the Introduction of new electronic configurations, such 
as the Diamond circuit, *5 indicate that significant improvements can be effected in sample and hold 
gate performance. Sampling times of tens of nanos aconds and hold times of hours have already 
been achieved with experimental circuits. 46»*7 For most practical purposes, a hold time of even 
one hour constitutes an indefinite holding device. The future of such circuits depends on whether 
they can be made to perform accurately and reliably at a price significantly lower than the Adcom 
gate. 
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5.1Z SAMPLE GAITiS 

In pulsed-analog applications, a sample gate having the attributes of a «inglepole-doubie 
throw swit^ is desired to permit the simultaneous selection of one or more input channels to a 
f^mlTg aíplifír/but wifh unselected channels effectively shorted , 
a single DEC printed circuit card. The series shunt arrangement reduces the signal feed through 

SAMPLE 
GATES 

-oeo = -(e, + ek+---) 

Fig. 5.19 SPOT Action of Sample Gates 

in the deactivated state and eliminates variations in drift, bandwidth, output impedance channel 
gains, and^noiee with the „umber o£ channel, activated. The circuit achematic for a single sample 

gate is shown in Fig. 5.20. 

The successful operation of this circuit requires a very low impedance source driving the 
gate. This is the case in the flight simulation problem where the sample gates are íe¿ 
from nnf>rational amolifiers with output impedances well below one ohm. Since the transistor i 
ace current is of very little importance in this configuration, high-frequency grown junction germa- 
niam transistors IS low saturation resistance and offset voltage »»be 
shunt arranaement the base current of transistor Qi, would vary with different input voltages as 
much as l-H Since storage and fall time of the collector current increases almost linearly with 
base current it is advantageous to stabilize the base drive in order to achieve minimum on and off 
time for a aiven transistor over the whole range of input voltages. Clamping action is obtained by 
means of the transistor Q2. By using a transistor instead of a diode only, the necessary clamping 
current drawn from the operational amplifier is reduced by the current gain of the transistor. Q2 is 
a high gain germanium transistor able to withsUnd 25 volts collector-base voltage. dlo^e "n e 
emitter lead of Q2 increases and stabilizes the base drive voltage for Qi; and since it is a high- 
sDeed diode it allows Q2 to be slow. When the switch is closed, the error introduced is the 
saturation-resistance and voltage of Qi. When the switch is open, the load resistance is connected 
“ ftrougith. saturation r.si.tlnce of Q3. The offset voilage of O3 can be effectively 
trimmed out by the variable emitter bias. 

In Fig. 5.21, the dynamic characteristics of the switch are shown. The output voltage is 
measured at the collector of transistor Q3 • The speed of response for * iO voU minit signal is 
about 2 usee (within 0.1 percent of final value). The static error introduced due to a non-ideal 
series-transistor is maximum 3 mV. When the switch is on, a driving resistance of one ohm wUl, 
in addition, introduce a maximum 1.0 mV error. 

When used in connection with an operational amplifier, the series-shunt gate switches the 
summing resis or between the output of the low impedance drive amplifier and ground sc that the 
effective resistance between summing node and ground remains th® same whenthe gate is on a^ 
off. This eliminates changes in the response of the amplifier as a function of the number of gates 

enabled. 
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When the input to a gate is grounded and control signal is applied, spikes will appear at the 
output as shown in Fig. 5.21. For the flight simulation problem, a sample gate and a storage gate 
normally operate together and the storage gate is switched to the hold state before the sample gate 
is turned off. Therefore, only the spike occurring when the sample gate is turned on could possibly 
cause trouble. But since the error due to the spike lasts only 0.5 nsec, the effect is negligible. 

In fabricating the Solbakken gate on a printed circuit card, the Digital Equipment Corpora¬ 
tion, in some cases, substituted what we thought to be equivalent circuit elements. However, when 
the cards were delivered, it was discovered that these changes had introduced a slight nonlinearity 
for the larger input signals. For this reason, scaling of signals in the pulsed analog interface was 
readjusted so that no sample gate would transmit signals greater than ±5 volts. 

Sampling, of course, is one of the basic operations of hvbrid computation and data process¬ 
ing and extensive research has been carried out in this area.4* fei20.3b»J7»30»4:>i4t)»4 ' 1 
Most commercial emphasis has been placed on the soecial case of multiplexing, that is, the selec¬ 
tion of one channel out of many. For this application, accuracies of 0. 01 percent with settling 
times less than 15 microseconds are obtainable at roughly $150 per channel. Submicrosecond 
switching at lower accuracies has also been achieved. 

5.13 DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTEP 

In the demonstration system, as stated previously, the contents of the twelve most signif¬ 
icant bits of the PDP-1 accumulator control a digital-to-analog converter directly, that is, any 
binary number placed in these bit positions is converted within 2. 5 microseconds to an equivalent 
analog voltage without extra programming steps being required. To effect the conversion, a re¬ 
sistive divider network is connected to the accumulator flip flops as shown in Fig. 5.22, flie network 
being weighted so that each bit contributes to the output voltage in proportion to its value.bZ, 5J 
Since flip-flop voltage levels are not usually very precise, level amplifiers are placed between the 
flip-flops and the divider network. These level amplifiers effectively switch the divider network inputs 
between ground anda stable -10 volt source provided by the system's precision reference supply. A 
simplified schematic of the level amplifier is shown in Fig. 5.23. Four such amplifiers are mounted 
on each of the four DEC 4679 cards employed. The resistive divider is the DEC 1574 ladder network 
card.54 

REFERENCE 
INPUT 

-15 -10 VOLTS 

The PDP-1 operates on the one's complement number system, that is, negative numbers are 
represented as tha one's complement of the corresponding positive numbers. Bit 0 is the sign bit 
which is zaro for positive numbers and one for negative numbers. Thus, the most positive number 
that can ^"represented by the most sigiïïïïcant 12 bits of the accumulator (sign included) would be 

011 111 111 HI = 211 - 1 

Í 000 000 000 000 = +zero 

111 111 111 111 = -zero 

The most negative number expressible with the same 12 bits would be the one's complement 

100 000 000 000 s -211 + 1 
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For accumulator bits AC^ through AC^ , a bit value of one causes a -3 volt input to the cor¬ 

responding level amplifier, but in the c ise of the accumulator sign bit ACq , a bit value of one 
causes a ground input to the level amplifier. This inversion is necessary to make the range of 
numbers above correspond in a continuous fashion to the ladder's output voltage range. The cor 
rection signal derived from ACq and applied to the last level amplifier of Fig. 5.22 brings the 
analog voltages corresponding to ±zero to within half of the least significant bit of each other. 

5.14 ANALOG-TO-D1GITAL CONVERTER 

Probably no area of hybrid computation has received the benefit of as much development 
effort as the basic function of analog-to-digital conversion.^,54,55,56 As a consequence, a broad 
selection of commercial encoders are available today with encode times as short as one micro¬ 
second at relatively low resolutions and resolutions to *14 bits at slower conversion speeds. 

The solid-state Beckman 4040C converter purchased for the demonstration system employs 
a standard successive approximation technique (bit-by-bit trials). It is a compromise design 
representing neither the ultimate in speed or in accuracy, having a resolution of * 12 bits and an 
encode time of 30 microseconds requiring two microseconds per bit trial. Actually, a temporary 
unit on loan from Beckman was used in the demonstration testa and this unit had a conversion time 
of 50 microseconds. It will be replaced by the faster converter when the latter becomes available. 
The binary output, which is available either in serial or parallel form, utilizes the one's complement 
number system. Since DEC logic is employed in transferring encoder outputs to the PDP-1 ln-out 
register, the output levels have been changed from 0, -12 volts to 0, -3 volts. The input voltage is 
bipolar (* 10 volts) and the input impedance is 13. 33 K. The encoder has its own internal precision 
reference supply. Five operating modes are possible; external clock-external start, external 
clock-automatic start, internal clock-automatic start, internal clock-manual start, and Internal 
clock-external start. The latter mode is employed in the demonstration system, a transition from 
a -3 volt level to ground at the external asynchronous start input initiating the conversion process. 
When a conversion is completed, the encoder puts out a level change on a separate output line. 

5.15 DIGITAL LOGIC 

Because the DEC PDP-I digital computer was the central element in the hybrid demonstra¬ 
tion system, all interface and control logic employed fully-compatible Digital Equipment Corporation 
modules mostly chosen from the 500 kilocycle 4000 series. The characteristics of these logical 
elements are explained in detail in the DEC module handbook,but to assist the reader in under- 
stonding the logic block diagrams presented in this report, a brief description will be given here of 
the principal units incorporated in the demonstration system. 

DEC logic is based on the use of static flip-flops, logical operations with levels, and pulse 
sampling. The logical voltage levels are -3 volts and ground. The correspondence between the 
logic states one or zero and the voltage levels of -3 and ground is indicated at each point in a logic 
diagram by a diamond symbol. A solid diamond denotes a -3 volt level for assertion and a 
hollow diamond O denotes a ground level for assertion. Similarly, a solid arrow —» denotes a 
negative pulse and an open arrow —E> a positive pulse. In the logic diagrams of this report, an 
open circle —o is often used to denote ground and the emitter designation is usually omitted from 
the inverter symbol I a Í. 

Most logical operations are performed with saturating PNP transistor inverters as shown in 
Fig. 5.24a. When a negative (-3 volt) level is applied to the base input, the transistor becomes 
saturated and the output is essentially shorted to ground. When the base input is positive or at 
ground level, the transistor is open-circuited and the output, because of the clamped load resistor, 
is at -3 volts. The emitter terminal can be used as a second logical input in the manner shown. 
Complex Boolean operations are implemented by a cascade of inverter gates in series-parallel 
combinations. Logical levels can be sampled and read into a flip-flop by applying the level to the 
emitter of an inverter and the sampling pulse to the base, using the pulse output at the collector 
to sel the flip-flop. 

DEC flip flops are set to a desired state by momentarily shorting the corresponding input 
line to ground through inverters. When the input on the zero side has been shorted to ground, the 
aero output is set to the -3 volt level and the one output Is at ground. This is, by definition, the zero 
state. Conversely, when the flip-flop is in the one state, the one output is at -3 volts and the zero 
output is at ground. There is a built-in delay between the time a flip-flop is pulsed and the resultant 
change in its output. As a consequence, flip-flop states can be sensed at the same time they are 
pulsed. Some flip-flops, such as the 4209, have inputs that may be treated either as gated or as 
direct inputs. In the first Instance, the input signal must come from the collector of one or more 
inverter pulse gates. In the second instance, the input is driven directly by a DEC standard 0.4 
microsecond positive pulse. Some flip-flops also have a complement input which changes the state 
of the flip-flop regardless of its present state. 
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Diodes may be added to the inverter input to form a logical Alp or a logical OR gate as 
shown in Fig. 5.24b. When the diodes are in the reverse direction, the circuit operates as an AND 
gate for negative inputs and an OR gate for ground inputs. 

DEC pulse amplifiers are used to amplify and standardise pulses, and also for gating pulses. 
The DEC symbol is shown in Fig. 5.24c. Since the outputs are from pulse transformers with both 
terminals available, either positive or negative pulses (2.5 volts amplitude, 0.4 microseconds 
duration) may be obtained, depending on which terminal is grounded. As noted above, positive 
pulaes are needed to direct, set, and clear flip-flops without inverters, and negat ve pulses are 
needed for setting, clearing, and complementing flip-flops with inverters. The input to the pulse 
amplifier proper must come from the collector of one or more inverter pulse gates. 

DEC delay units are monostable flip-flops. When the input terminal is shorted to ground by 
a standard pulse, the level output terminal changes from its normal ground level to -3 volts for a 
fixed period of time which is adjustable. In addition, a standard pulse is produced at the pulse out¬ 
put terminal when the level output returns to zero volts at the end of the delay period. 

A binary-to-octal decoder converts three bits of binary level information into eight lines of 
octal information, with the selected output line at a negative voltage and the other seven output lines 
at ground. The DEC symbol is shown in Fig. 5.24c. As an illustration, for a binary input of 000, 
the input lines L, J and F are at ground and the output R is the selected output line (-3 volts). 

For low-speed (500 kc) logical applications, DEC also offers positive and negative capacitor- 
diode gates, the latter unit being used rather extensively in the demonstration system. The circuits 
for the basic gates are shown in Fig. 5.24d. In both configurations, the capacitor and resistor in¬ 
puts must be held at a constant voltage level for a few time constants prior to pulsing for the capac¬ 
itor to become fully charged. In the positive capacitor-diode gate, the level input must be grounded 
if a pulse is to be passed through the gate. Moreover, the pulse input must be negative (or a 
negative-going level change) in order to momentarily forward bias the diode and produce a positive 
output pulse. In the negative capacitor-diode gate, the level input must be -3 volts if a pulse is to 
be passed through the gate. The pulse input must be a standard negative pulse (or negative-going 
level change) in order to forward bias the diode momentarily and produce a positive-going pulse 
(relative to -3 volts) at the output. Since the pulse inverter is on the output side, the negative 
capacitor-diode gate has a much greater driving capabUity. The positive gates are used for driv¬ 
ing unbuffered flip-Gops only; the negative gate will drive any 4000 series buffered flip-flop, pulse 
amplifier, or delay unit. 

DEC cites the following advantages for the capacitor-diode gate over a simpler inverter: 

1. The level gate input presents no DC load. 

2. The RC time constant of the gate requires that the conditioning 
level be present a certain amount of time before the pulse 
occurs. This introduces a delay between the application of a 
new gate level and the time the gate is conditioned, and allows 
the sampling of unbuffered flip-flops at the same time the flip- 
flop is being changed. 

3. The capacitor-resistor combination differentiates a level change. 
This is useful when it is desired to use a level change to trigger 
a unit which normally operates from a pulse. 

The type 4129 card employed in the demonstration system contains two circuits, each with 
four negative capacitor-diode gates having an OR input into a single pulse inverter. The symbol 
for one of these circuits is also shown in Fig. T724d. 

5.16 POWER SUPPLIES 

One of the hazards of systems design is the proliferation of power supplies necessary to sat¬ 
isfy the assorted requirements of voltage level, regulation, output capacity, and noise decoupling. 
Because a reasonable effort was made to stendardize on a single set of convenient supply voltages, 
it is felt that the demonstration system represents a relatively efficient implementation in this 
regard. 

Both the Burr-Brown 1607A and the Nexus operational amplifiers require * 15 volt sup¬ 
plies for which two NJE RB-18-3 MP solid-stote units were employed. This power supply has an 
output range 0 to 18 volts, adjustable with a resolution of 10 millivolts, and an output current 
capability of 3 amps. Load and line regulation are both 0. 01 percent or one millivolt, whichever 
is greater. The crossover point between constant voltage and constant current operation can be 
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preset at any point within the rated voltage and current range. A second pair of these supplies 
provides the ±10 volts used as machine one references in the analog system. 

All digital logic cards are provided with + 10 volts and - 15 volts from a standard DEC 722 
power supply having rather rough regulation, but good switching noise rejection. Up to 7 amperes 
can be supplied by the + 10 volt output and up to 6.5 amperes by the - 15 volt output. However, the 
capacity of these two outputs is interrelated, the constraining relation being: 

5 I 
10 

+ 6 I 
15 

44 

The Adcom sample and hold gates and the Beckman analog-to-digital encoder bave internal 
power supplies. The GPS quarter square multiplier, however, must be provided with ±500 volts. 
A Philbrick R-100 B unit satisfies this requirement. 
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CHAPTER VI 

EXPERIMENTAL AND DEMONSTRATION TEST RESULTS 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The successful simulation of a complex aircraft model using custom-built computing equip- 
ment of novel design requires meticulous attention to the details of the model, the data, the program 
and the equipment. For this reason, each stage in the completion of the M. I. T. hybrid demonstra - ' 
tion computer has involved a parallel test phase of some magnitude. 

In the development of the analog equipment, for example, testing began on individual com¬ 
ponents such as the metal-film resistors and the photoresistive cells. These elements had to be 
measured and matched to achieve required accuracies. Subsequently, each analog card had to be 
tested individually, each sub-group of analog cards (Altitude, Lift, Pitch, etc. ) was checked, and 
finally, the entire analog system was tested as a skeleton airplane. Similarly, individual elements 
of the pul sed-a nalog interface suchas the analog-digital conversion units, the GPS Multiplier, the 
Burr-Brown amplifiers, the sample gates, and the sample and hold gates were tested statically and 
dynamically. Under PDP-1 program control, groups of pulsed-analog elements were then checked 
by circulating analog voltages around a closed loop, a procedure which magnifies small offsets and 
gain errors. The discrete in-out and opg logic was also verified on a bit-by-bit basis. 

Prior to the preparation of programs, aircraft and engine data of mixed authenticity was 
received from North American Aviation, Melpar, Sylvania, Pratt and Whitney, and the U. S. Air 
Force¡ hence,ample opportunities existed here for misinterpretation and error. To guard against 
this, each aircraft parameter was spot-checked on a desk calculator and cross-checked with other 
sources to assure that reasonable values were being used. With respect to the programming itself, 
building-block routines, MACRO definitions, and subroutines were first written and checked. Fol- 
ow ng this, all-digital programs for the engine and the aerodynamic equations were written and 

tested separately. These were then combined into the final all-digital simulation program the 
fTtfl,dJ"state fnd transient performance of which was compared with available F-100A data’and the 
UDOFT results. An abbreviated set of these tests was repeated with the hybrid system, noting 
the effect of solution rate. * 6 

these more obvious requirements for component, program, and system tests 
was a subsidiary need for establishing precise measurement standards and procedures. In addition 
utility programs had to be written to run an x-y plotter under PDP-1 control, to plot graphs and 
tabulate data on the CRT display, to establish histograms of the analog-digital conversion disper¬ 
sion to convert date conveniently betwixt the binary, octal, and decimal number systems, and to 
print out selected information on demand. 7 

k ^ dftailed labor referred to above is of limited general usefulness, hence wUl not 
be described in detail in the present report. Nonetheless, this labor represents a massive exercise 
in low prudence which must be carried out if a successful simulation is to be achieved. Prophets of 
push-button problem solving and painless programming should be made aware of these seemingly 
chronic and unavoidable burden? before disillusionment sets in. 8 7 

6.2 ALL-DIGITAL TESTS 

As stated previously, the objectives of the all-digital simulation were: 

(a) To check the validity of the F-100A model and data. 

(b) 

(c) 

To provide a reference against which the hybrid simulation 
could be compared. 

To provide a core program which could be modified to serve 
in the hybrid simulation. 

.,, D Tbe OÍÜ\e steady-state tests on the engine portion of the simulation were compared 
\ann * °r J"57 (JT_3) en8ine.61,6S The comparison demonstrated iiTthese 

rio1! is,afctualT1y mea®ure °f tbe quality of Melpar's interpretation of the original Pratt and Whitney 
Ínfhiata’A 1X1 8eneral* a8*eement is fair-to-good, though, in some cases, the errors are con- 

15 oSofe^t £ Fi » ri°/ktyP k 8imulation te8t re8ldt8 ia Presented for an altitude of 
ft! 3°!o?o ft. «‘“OOO ft, .‘SÄ«. obtained .t ... level, 25,000 
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The all-digital steady-state tests performed in the F-100A airframe simulation were 
directed toward plotting the thrust-airspeed relationship for the same range of altitudes and for 
a given aircraft mass. A typical curve is shown in Fig. 6.5, again for the 15,000 ft condition. In 
addition, this plot demonstrates the influence of different values of Mach breakpoint in the region 
of Mach 1.0 on the speed-thrust profile. Such discrepancies could be eliminated by using more 
breakpoints near Mach 1.0, but this increases the memory requirement. The corresponding UDÜFT 
speed-thrust profile is super-imposed on Fig. 6.5. 

Some difficulty was encountered in obtaining these plots. Even when the initial conditions of 
the computer model were set reasonably close to the final steady-state, a prolonged transient 
occurred before equilibrium was reached. To avoid wasting time in obtaining the thrust-airspeed 
data a special temporary routine was coded which would force the model to a steady-state in just 
10 percent of the time required earlier. To find the thrust required for straight and level flight 
at a given altitude and airspeed, the special routine adjusted thrust until the X acceleration was 
zero, adjusted the angle of attack (a) until the Z acceleration was zero, and adjusted the hori¬ 
zontal stabilizer position until the pitch acceleration (¾) was zero. During this processing, all 
rates which were inputs to integrations were forced to zero. Once the steady-state had been 
reached, the integrations could be reinstated with perfect freedom and the aircraft model would 
remain in the previously forced steady-state. 

The all-digital dynamic tests were run using the techniques developed in the earlier Whirl¬ 
wind studies, namely, stimulating the model with a standard ^e 11-defined) input and recording the 
response.18 The set of standard stimuli used with the present all-digital simulation program are 
trapezoidal control surface deflections of one second duration having the following amplitudes 
(in radians): 

Rudder 
6R 

Aileron 
6A 

Stabilizer 
6H 

Mild 0.05 0.01 -- 

Moderate 0.25 0.10 0.10 

The rise and fall rate for all inputs is one radian per second. The responses recorded for 6H 
stimuli were angle of attack (a) and pitch rate (q). The responses recorded for 6A and 6R stim¬ 
uli were sideslip angle (P) and roll angle (¢). Thus for a given airspeed and altitude, 10 plots 
were taken. Two plots describe the longitudinal mode dynamic characteristics and eight describe 
the lateral mode dynamic characteristics. Such sets were obtained at Mach 0.4, 0.7 and 1.0+ and 
at altitudes of sea level, 15,000 ft, 24,000 ft, and 35,000 ft. Typical results are shown in Figs. 
6.6 through 6.9. Unfortunately, the method of exciting transients and the variables recorded in the 
UDOFT tests were different, so a direct comparison of dynamic responses is not possible. The 
frequencies and damping characteristics, however, generally match the UDOFT results rather well. 
At very low velocities (Mach 0.4), the 6R and 6H stimuli excited lightly-damped and even under¬ 
damped lateral oscillations. However, the fact that the yaw damper was inoperative probably 
caused this effect. No comparable results could be found in outside sources at this low airspeed; 
hence,nc check was possible.63,64 

While the transient tests were in progress, the effect of varying solution rate was measured 
over the range of altitudes and stimuli. The results at 15,000 feet for a longitudinal and lateral 
transient are given in Figs. 6.10 and 6.11. These plots indicate that even with the simple trap¬ 
ezoidal Integration formula, reasonably faithful transients are produced at solution rates as low as 
eight per second. More extensive testing would be necessary to verify the adequacy of such a low 
rate; but these results do raise the possibUity that digital aircraft simulators are now artificially 
overburdened when operated at 20 solutions per second. 

6.3 HYBRID TESTS 

As discussed in the programming chapter, the hybrid program is in many essential features 
identical to the all-digital program. Function generation and the calculation of the engine equations, 
for example, are still carried out digitally. As a consequence, the engine performance in the hybrid 
simulation is exactly the same as that obtained in the digital simulation. Of course, the digital 
computer no longer computes the relationships transferred to the analog skeleton, among which are 
the basic force, moment, and Euler angle integrations. However, the digital program must now 
direct the calculation of running sums of products in the pulsed analog equipment by activating gates 
in the proper sequence. In addition, the transition between ground and air states in landing and 
takeoff is no longer handled by simple branch operations in the digital program. Relays must be 
activated setting up the main wheel and nosewheel effects in the analog domain. 
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Fig. 6.9 Roll Response to Moderate 8A Pulse 
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Fig. 6.10 Effect of Solution Rate on SH Pulse Tromient 
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It has long been intuitively obvious that many of the variables in aircraft simulation, such 
as Mach number, dynamic pressure, and the engine parameters, change relatively slowly; hence, 
these variables need not be calculated as frequently as the rapidly-changing quantities such as angle 
of attack. This fact was not taken advantage of in the digital simulation, where all subdivisions of 
the program were solved at the same solution rate. However, in the hybrid program all the more 
frisky variables were grouped together in the Aero Part II routine and this routine was traversed 
twice for every traversal of the remainder of the program. 

When the hybrid system was first assembled as a working unit and the scaling and sign 
errors and other bloopers had been purged from the program, the initial performance test results 
were not in good agreement with the all-digital results. At that time, the X-force summation (Thrust- 
Drag) was being carried out in the analog domain and, as discussed previously, the scaling was such 
that under normal cruise conditions this critical calculation had to be performed at low signal levels 
(tens of millivolts). Transferring the thrust-drag-gravity summation to the digital computer elim¬ 
inated this problem. 

A typical result with the improved hybrid configuration is the speed-thrust profile shown 
in Fig. 6. 12 on which is superimposed the corresponding all-digital plot. This data was obtained at 
a basic solution rate of 20 solutions per second. The rate was lowered in gradual steps to one solution 
per second, at which frequency the Aero Part II routine was being solved twice each second. No 
changes in the steady-state performance or transient characteristics were discernible. In theory, 
of course, once steady-state flight conditions are established, it is possible to halt the digital com¬ 
puter altogether and the analog skeleton will continue to fly on undisturbed. At low solution rutes, 
however, secondary limitations become significant; for example, an unrealistic delay between an 
action by the pilot and the observable consequences of this action. Subject to this lower bound, the 
hybrid configuration suggested in this report successfully reduces the computing load on the digital 
computer by a direct assumption of part of this load, and indirectly, by substantially lowering the 
solution rate requirement placed on the digital computer. 
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APPENDIX A 

ABBREVIATED PDP-1 INSTRUCTION LIST 

BASIC GROUP 

Instruction Explanation Oper. Time (psec) 

add Y 
a dm Y 
and Y 
cal Y 
dac Y 
dap Y 
dio Y 
dip Y 
div Y 
dzm Y 
idx Y 
ior Y 
iot Y 
isp Y 
jda Y 
jdp Y 
jmp Y 
jap Y 
lac Y 
lai 
law N 
law-N 
lia 
lio Y 
mul Y 
opr 
s ad Y 
sas Y 
sft 
skp 
sub Y 
swp 
xct Y 
xor Y 

Add C(Y) to C(AC) 10 
Add C(AC) to C(Y) 10 
Logical AND C(Y) with C(AC) 10 
Equals jda 100 10 
Deposit C(AC) in Y 10 
Deposit contents of address part of AC in Y 10 
Deposit C(IO) in Y 10 
Deposit contents of instruction part of AC in Y 10 
Divide 40 max 
Deposit zero in Y 10 
Index (add one' C(Y), leave in Y and AC 10 
Inclusive OR C(Y) with C(AC) 10 
In-out transfer, see below 
Index and skip if result is positive 10 
Equals dac Y and jsp Y + 1 10 
Deposit C(PC) in Y jump to Y + 1 
Take next instruction from Y 5 
Jump to Y and save program counter in AC 5 
Load the AC with C(Y) 10 
Transfer C(IO) to AC 
Load the AC with the number N 5 
Load the AC with the number -N 5 
Transfer C(AC) to IO 
Load IO with C(Y) 10 
Multiply 25 max 
Operate, see below 5 
Skip next instruction if C(AC) / C(Y) 10 
Skip next instruction if C(AC) = C(Y) 10 
Shift, see below 5 
Skip, see below h 
Subtract C(Y) from C(AC) 10 
C(IO) to AC C(AC) to IO 
Execute instruction in Y 5+ 
Exclusive OR C(Y) with C{AC) 10 

OPERATE GROUP 

cla 
elf 
cli 
clo 
cma 
hit 
lap 
lat 
nop 
stf 

Clear AC 
Clear selected Program Flag (Í = flag no. ) 
Clear IO 
Clear overflow 
Complement AC 
Halt 
Load AC with Program Counter 
Load AC from Test Word switches 
No operation 
Set selected Program Flag 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

IN-OUT TRANSFER GROUP 

Perforated Tape Reader 

rpa 
rpb 
rrb 

Perforated Tape Punch 

ppa 
PPb 

Read Perforated Tape Alphanumeric 
Read Perforated Tape Binary 
Read Reader Buffer 

Punch Perforated Tape Alphanumeric 
Punch Perforated Tape Binary 
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Alphanume 

Instruction 

rical On-Line Typewriter 

Explanation 

tyo 
tyi 

Type Out 
Type In 

Precision CRT Display Type 30 

dpy Display One Point 

Oper. Time (p sec) 

SKIP GROUP 

ama 
a ni 
spa 
spi 
sza 
szf 
szo 
szs 

Skip on minus AC 
Skip on non-zero 10 
Skip on plus AC 
Skip on plus 10 
Skip on ZERO ( + U) AC 
Skip on ZERO flag 
Skip on ZERO overflow (and clear overflow) 
Skip on ZERO sense switch 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

SHIFT/ROT ATE GROUP 

ral 
rar 
rd 
rcr 
ril 
rir 
sal 
s ar 
scl 
scr 
sil 
sir 

Rotate AC left 
Rotate AC right 
Rotate combined AC and IO left 
Rotate combined AC and IO right 
Rotate 10 left 
Rotate 10 right 
Shift AC left 
Shift AC right 
Shift combined AC and IO lelt 
Shift combined AC and 10 right 
Shift 10 left 
Shift 10 right 

5 
5 
5 
5 
S 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

PDP-1 SYSTEMS PROGRAMS 

The PDP-1 ha, four major .y.tem, program. Two of these are a..emhly , rogram,. one an 
on-IDte debugging routine, and the fourth a .ymbollc tape eduor. 

MACRO and MIDAS, the two assembly programs, assemblera MACRO (. 

binary machine language tape (also * Pmo,^ordinäry programs. MIDAS is slightly 

r.: "tr; gVe\i:^ 
rcll^hit^^vÎ'Lïd^'w-onr.heu.e'o.1 th^e mac/o name. 

DDT (or Digital Debugging Tap.) 1 o^^ng'th"' 

entire program or making paten correen 
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APPENDIX B 

ALL-DIGITAL FLOW CHARTS 
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CONTROUT 
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CONTROUT 

alt 

PLOT INSTRUMENTS 
ON 'SCOPE: 

1) ALTIMETER 
2) ARTIFICIAL HORIZON 
3) COMPASS 
4) AIRSPEED INDICATOR 
5) RATE OF CLIMB METER 

dbg 

itl 
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AERO PART 1 

adí 
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AERO PART 

{DISCRETE INPUTS) 
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AERO PART 1 
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SCDI and SFDI LOGIC 

SCDI and SFDI LOGIC 
UDOFT: WIRED 
PDP-1: PROGRAMMED 
W.C. TIME * 665ua 
128 regí. 

0 - EMS 5 - EPS 
1 - PPS 6 - FOS 
2 - SIB 7 - EIB 
3 - SIS 8 - ASTS 
4 - SSS 
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THRUST 

(MOD UDOFT) 
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limit entry 

J 
lOw 

normal entry 

1 

30w 

FUEL FLOW 

(MOD udoft) 

I 

Î 

w. 

11 w *• 

_i__ 
f5 + f15 

OFF A. 
-< a/b > 

f m 15 

ON 

Wfp = [ (fjY * ffg + P£n j 

t 
♦i32w 
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40t 
TAIL PIPE TEMPERATURE 

(MOD udoft) 

10 1 
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ICE ROUTINE 

(MOD UDOFT) 
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MASS OF FUEL ROUT 
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hydraulics 

20h 

29h 
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HYDRAULICS 
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hydraulics 
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AERO PART 2 

iSTART) 

«57 r7 8 
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AERO PART ? 

g68 g86 
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AERO PART 2 
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AERO PART 2 

NOTES 

kkò = g cos 0 b 10 

kk5 = l/m. b2 5 

,,, PV2S u 7 
kk 1 = -i-—- b*7 

a 2 
kk4 = -^ b 16 

a t z 
TT kk3 = b 16 

fxw 
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AERO PART 2 

NOTES 

kkS = 1/ mi b2 5 

in = Tbr + £bf + 600 b0 
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appendix c 

hybrid flow charts 

GROSS FLOW OF HYBRID FIDO 

3 
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AERO 1 

CONTROL 
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a di 

utility 
hydraulic syBterrf>- 

failed 9 / 

YES 

k2k 

NO extend \ YES 
-speed brake'’ 

, k 1 k 

1 —SB IN Ml 
0-SB OUT 
ÓJ = ÓJ - .C 

OTION DSO 
DSO 
)291 rad 

> 
oj :u s—- 

Tc 

0-6J 
0-*SB IN MOTION DSO 
1 -*SB IN DSO 

ground 
safety 

lock 

0-*LG OUT DSO 
cxl = cxl + . 0004 

1 - LG IN DSO 
0-*cxl 

1 -SB IN MOTION DSO 
0-SB IN DSO 
6J = ÒJ + .0291 rad 

J :. 872> (rad) 

. 872 rad— 6J 
0-SB IN MOTION DSO 
1 -SB OUT DSO 

NO extendYES 
.landing gear? 

0 — LG 11 
cxl = cx 

4 DSO 
1-.0004 

> 
=-<fcxl :- . 0278^> 

< 

t-LG OUT DSO 
-. 0278 —cxi 
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AERO 1 
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AERO 1 

tt * 

ta* —Vt(knots) 

vt _* vt _* V ( ’/see) 
l 

m —Mach 

C aJ.8625 + 

^.8625 a 

if h < 35, *100 

if h > 35, 400 

m 
tas 
tt 

q 1 —q, dynamic pressure 

thr —ST 

cmq 

cza - 

cash - 

cmh • 

cmd 

aae - 

aep - 

aea - 

aer - 

ber - 

ndr - 

ext - 

clb - 

cmw 

emt 

iii q 
c 

z 
a 

&H 
C 

m 
6H 

AE 

AE 

AE 

AE 

AE 

P 

a 

ar 

br 

n6R 
3 

xpX 

C 
mWA 

mDT 
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INITIALIZE ENGINE PART A 

i n 1 
i_. 

reset integrators 

“C J wait 5 seconds 

read a copy of 
the variables area 

from the drum 

call altitude subrt 

T 

*llJ_ 
SC, SF, & AB 

LOGIC 

,1^ 1_, 
RPM ROUTINE 

~T 
ct 3 

V / 

[ CONTROL TIMING] 

ENGINE PART B ENGINE PART C 

[ DRUM READ ROUTINE] 

[ CONTROL TIMING] 
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AERO 2 

giZ,13i 
encode a 

compute ja 
levsel a, 1 a ' 

ejl_1 
1 functions: 

bf p-*|q 

cfp Z j 

p 

ctr — Cj 
r 

aep-- AE 
P 

( 

F 

C is assumed constant and is 
nr handled in the analog portion 

af4(] a I ) is the Cn for a < 0 
P 

Ct is assumed symmetric 
r about a = 0 

dnp and dnr are corrected values 
of C and C respectively 

n n 
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AERO 2 

rotation computations assume: 

sin a 8¾ o 

cos a se 1 

3C f 

aer-* AE 
ar 

( -K— ) 
d6R F 

~C"~ 

be r -*• AE 

3C 

aÔR F 
br i)C. 

(■ -) 

6R R 
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AERO 2 

e20 ) 

<Md,;0 
y' 

g2l 

function: 
C7 (a) 

DT 

r 
L 

g 22 

fo^c: M DT 

DT 

af i 

C 

L_ 
7, 

DT 

nidt — M 

CZt — 

DT 

(o ) 
'DT 

cmt M 
(Ma) 

DT 

cxt -*Cv (Ma) 
a dt 

af 1 — afl(Ma) 

K 23 

0 -►crash 
s tall 
stall warning 
air 

DSO's 

DSO — discrete output 

az — a 
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AERO 2 

(ft/sec ) 

pbl —’hj: íine altitude 

(scaled b 6) 

anf: flag register indicating the 
state of the integrators: 

-1 —reset 
0 —operate 
1 —hold 

this set of tests does the 
landing and take off 

clamping and unclamping 

az ap t down 

, ' 

25 '/sec* 

reset 

0 

stay where you are 
1 ’/sec*" 

operate 



AERO 2 
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AERO 2 

ml b 
primed coefficients 
are corrected for 
AE and rotation 

lea-* C 
ÒA 

kkò -» 1 /l 
' j 

Cf 

Iza- 
6 A . 

le r-*C 
f 6R 

Ur 
T- 

XX 
0 

cnb-»C 

c fb-*C 

ß 
af3(a) is correction 

on C (Ma) 

ß 

xxo 
dir-C^ 

r 

cip-*C'f 

P 

Cf 
, P z/p-* ^- 

XX 

primed coefficients are 
corrected for AE and rotation 

ner -* 
'N 

6R 

kk7 -*l/l 
zz 

C 

0 

nea 
6 A 

dnp-Cn 
P 
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AERO 2 

fi'-W 

TIO- C X 6H (encocle) 

Z &H 

C = (C X aíl) + (Cz X q) + C, 
z z p j Q 

czh 
'6H 

czt — C (n) 
ZDT 

+ (C, X 6H) 
1 ÒH 

afl{Ma) is a 
correction on C 

TS , -[IC + C ) X 
¿ zGe 

czj- ‘C X ÖJ 
' ÒJ 

czg 

zza- 

GE 

ap 
m 

cz — C 

1 —stall warning 
DSO 

( 

fz. 1 

-- 

compute 

levsel C 

function 

Cn# 

1 Cx«M 

1CJ 
,• lCJ 
s : 

Aa. Cz) 

a,’ |CJ) 

^fxw^i 

cm m 

cx-*C^ 

L DT 
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AERO 2 

fxw 

cx-*Cx 

cxt—CxDT 

cxc-CxüC 

cxl-*CxLG 

cxj—Cx^jX ÒJ 

zx—Cx /m 
o' o 

aae •AE 
ÍTi 

¿C 

cm — Cm 

cinc—Cmj-jG 

cmg—CmGE 

cmt —Cnij-jrp 

cmj —Cmy X 6J 

cmw — ^ 
m WA 

alp—a 

thr-óT 

zma— -Cm 

: rnh —C 
m 

6H 

zmh—Cm 
6H 

cmq—Cm 
q 

zmq—Cm^ 

cmd—CmÄ 

zmd—Cm^ 

o 

o 
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OUTPUT 

OUT 

T 
ENTRY 

setup scope output 
subroutine 

1 ~*PF 4 
setup subrt. 

dpO for scope 
call subrt. exc 

setup for 
typeout 

setup for 
punchout 

setup subrt. 
dpO for 

type V punch 

call subrt. exc 

setup 
formatting 
subroutine 
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OUTPUT 

SUB RT exc 

note: 

a 1 in a codeword bit 
position selects the 
corresponding display- 
list entry for output 
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type 

OUTPUT 

SUB ft Í dpO 

dpO 

set exit 

0- H5 

■ 
IO-H6 

7 
IO1 

c 
dP¿ NO 

;.Y£S 

/ punch s* 
j< display 

dp5 
(> 

output“ 

dp4 

jump to corresponding 
'"’entry in proper display list 

[dp7 

display 

type V punch 

call formatting 
subroutine 

NOTES: 

1 . Formatting subroutine allows up to and 
including 7 columns to be typed or punched 
for a page width. Every 7 th call to the 
subroutine produces a carriage return. 
Ail other calls produce tabs. 

Each display list entry contains the 
following information: 

a) variable 
b) scaling 
c) number of places after decimal point 
d) flexo code for variable name 

A jump to a display list entry causes the variable 
to be loaded into the AC and the main output subrt 
(90a) to be called using the "cal’1 instruction. 
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OUTPUT 

SUB RT 90a 

instruction contain the format 
code "n" 

(n=0)-*non zero sup. 
octal output 

(n/0) -•decimal output 
withn-1 places 
below decimal 
point 

Z. Bits 12-17 of the cal 
instruction indicate 
scaling from bO (pure 
integer) to bl7 (pure 
fraction) or further. 
No negative b-numbers 
are allowed. 
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92b 

OUTPUT 
3 CHARACTERS 

95c 

NZS 
OCTAL 

OUTPUT 

90d 

DECIMAL 
INTEGER 
OUTPUT 

96d_ 

DECIMAL 
FRACTION 

OUTPUT 

99z 

tyo 

90f 

1 SCOPE 
CHARACTER 

OUTPUT 

90b 

PUNCH 
WITH 

PARITY 

note: maximum subroutine depth attained is six 

exc dpO display 
list 

90a 

92b 
95c 
90d 
96d 

90f 

90b 

OUTPUT 

MISC. SUBRTS 
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